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Around 1960, it was difficult for people with disabilities to enter official buildings, visit public 
toilets or even opening the packages of alimentary products. It was seen as an unfortunate but 
unavoidable situation. The architect Ron Mace started a revolution in that he founded the 
movement of universal design, a design philosophy regarding everyone’s access regardless of 
age or disabilities. As a result of this, for example, today we see ramps on almost every official 
building. In today’s world however, a pressing problem is environmental, economy and social 
sustainability.
  This thesis investigates how universal design be updated and extended to be more adapted to 
the sustainability problems we face today. This thesis includes six empirical and theoretical 
studies. One empirical study that was made in an elderly home where patients with disabilities 
spend their everyday life showed that the universal design principles need to by extended by 
taking into account social factors and learning. Another empirical study in the context of video 
game play showed that not all design principles were understood meaningfully during game 
play indicating that the purpose of a design might not always be served by following the current 
universal design principles.
  To find a way of expanding universal design for sustainability, a theoretical analysis identified 
five steps for conducting interdisciplinary research as useful. A new framework was then 
developed to show how the new universal design concept could help achieve sustainability in 
system design. This framework was then tested using two use cases where the result showed 
that the new extended concept of universal design can be a trigger for sustainability.
  Finally, a cognitive dissonance model with five identified design principles showed how this 
new extension could be practices to address practical problems like persuasive design for 
sustainability followed by a system development life cycle showing what needs to be done to 
perform such extension.
  In conclusion, this thesis has shown that by introducing a contextual interdisciplinary 
approach to the analysis of the problem domain, UD can be extended to achieve sustainability.
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Description: In this paper the principles of universal design were ana-
lyzed in an elderly home where older adults who suffer different types of 
disabilities of limited accessibility issues were the subject. The research hy-
pothesis was that the existing principles of universal design were adequate in 
a setup in which it was meant for the accessibility and physical disability 
issues. In contrast, after the survey and data analysis it was found that there 
were other factors that were missing as perceived by the subjects of the study 
thereby concluding that universal design principles need improvement or 
modification. 
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tributed to this research article work. The research rationale, hypothesis, 
method, and theoretical frameworks were established by me. Then I collect-
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ations were run by me on the collected data from which the conclusions were 
made to answer the addressed research question. 
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towards interdisciplinary practice can be a key to realizing different factors 
of the hidden quality of universal design yet to be learned. 
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more advanced design challenge now in which diverse and complex sustain-
ability problems need to be achieved through persuasion. It is thus important 
to identify the important problem factors for organizations that like to pro-
duce multiple design solutions and a system-development life cycle (SDLC) 
in the form of a systematic methodology that can be useful for this purpose. 
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Definitions 

Universal design or design for all – Universal design (UD) or ‘design for all’ 
addresses design of products, environments, and services for widest possible 
range of people. Diversity is the principle characteristic upon which UD 
philosophy is based. A term introduced by architect Ron Mace (Mace et al., 
1990), UD ensures usable products, environments, and services for all with-
out the need of any special adaptation, design, or cost by designing for dif-
ferent able and disabled persons in the society. Design for all is often used as 
a synonym of UD, mostly in Europe and as defined in EIDD Stockholm 
Declaration (2004) it ensures “design for human diversity, social inclusion 
and equality.” 

Inclusive design – Inclusive design focuses on product design under the shed 
of designing for diverse population without the need of special design or 
adaptation and it literally follows the same philosophy of UD and design for 
all, which was originated in the built environment. ISO20282-1 (2006) pro-
vides recommendation and requirements for designing products for everyday 
use with ease for usability experts and designers. 

Accessibility – According to ISO9241-171 (2008b), accessibility is “the usa-
bility of a product, service, environment, or facility by people with the wid-
est range of capabilities.” Although mostly used to define the possibilities 
for people with disabilities of interacting with a particular system, accessibil-
ity issues are not only for disabled people but have a broader impact of the 
entire population. 

Disability – The World Health Organization (WHO) defines disability as “an 
umbrella term, covering impairments, activity limitations, and participation 
restrictions.” So a disabled person is someone with physical or psychological 
damages that hinder him or her seriously from performing everyday activi-
ties with full ability for a long time. The term ‘physical disability’ refers to a 
person’s limitation on physical activeness, movement ability, skills, or stam-
ina, whereas ‘psychological disability’ refers to diverse mental conditions 
that influence an individual’s emotions, cognitions, or behavior. 

Assistive technology device and service – Individuals with Disabilities Edu-
cation Act 2004 defines an assistive technology device as “Any item, piece 
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of equipment or product system, whether acquired commercially off the 
shelf, modified, or customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or improve 
the functional capabilities of children with disabilities” (Authority 20 U.S.C. 
1401(1)), while assistive technology service is defined as “any service that 
directly assists a child with a disability in the selection, acquisition, and use 
of an assistive technology device.” (Authority 20 U.S.C. 1401(2)) 

Design principles – A set of guidelines for the designers is usually founded 
on the basis of human cognition and psychology, which guide designers on 
the decision-making in design. A good set of design principles can be the 
key to the success of a design project work for improved usability results. 

Sustainability – The ability of an action to be sustained over time is the dic-
tionary definition of sustainability. However, according to the Brundtland 
report of the world commission on environment and development 
(Brundtland, 1987) “the ability to meet the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” is 
defined as ‘sustainability.’ Economic growth, environmental protection, and 
social equity are the three main pillars on which sustainability and sustaina-
ble development are based.  

HCI – Human-Computer Interaction is the study, design, and construction of 
different interactions associated with human and computer systems. As a 
branch of applied computer science, HCI is applied on different information 
and communication technology systems for improving usability and user 
experiences. 

Interdisciplinarity – The individual combination of two or more disciplines 
together for generating new knowledge in research is known as ‘interdisci-
plinarity.’ Although there are barriers involved in interdisciplinarity, it is 
rapidly getting popular in academia. 

Persuasive system – A system that is designed to influence attitude and be-
haviors of the users through persuasion is known as a ‘persuasive system.’ 
The influence, however, should take place without any coercion or decep-
tion. 

Open innovation – An open-innovation paradigm assumes that it is im-
portant for organizations to collect external ideas to continue their innova-
tion process. According to Chesbrough, Vanhaverbeke, and West (2006) 
“Open innovation is the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge 
to accelerate internal innovation, and expand the markets for external use of 
innovation, respectively.” 
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System – No perfect definition of ‘system’ exists and it has always been a 
challenge to perfectly define the notion of system in a non-contradictory 
way. Weinberg (2001) said “A system is a way of looking at the world,” 
indicating that systems may not exist for real and may be just a human creat-
ed conceptual model for describing things in a less complicated way. How-
ever, Ackoff (1999) defines a system as a set of two or more elements with 
which the behavior of an individual element has interdependent effect on the 
behavior of the whole and while the subgroups of elements can form also to 
have impact on the behavior of the whole, they have no independent effect 
on it. In this thesis, a system refers to an entity with a specific boundary, 
beyond which a proper internal structure, control mechanism, and defined 
purpose may or may not exist. In contrast, this concept of system that this 
thesis should look at was based on exemplifying information system. 

System design – The systematic process or approach of defining the elements 
of a system is called ‘system design.’ Design is also seen as a property of the 
system which indicates a part of a large system and describes how different 
smaller parts would fit together (Waldo, 2006). And yet system design is a 
complex process and often different requirements are required to be satisfied 
before determining the success of a system design and its process. 

Framework – A real or conceptual structure for the support or guide of mak-
ing something is generally defined as a framework. This structure, can how-
ever, be an organization or overview of ideas, concepts, and practices in-
volved in rationally explaining the problem in a general way. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Problem and motivation 
After the two world wars, populations resulted with more disabled and elder-
ly people, a continued trend due to several demographic changes. Noticeable 
limitations due to the design of products and built environments were evi-
dent, though it was not properly realized then. Thus, in the 1960s, it was 
quite natural to see difficulties or even complete inabilities for people with 
disabilities to enter official buildings, visit public toilets, or even open the 
packages of alimentary products. It was seen as an unfortunate but unavoid-
able situation. 

Several legislation movements between the 1950s and 1960s have result-
ed in a positive impact on the success of the following decade’s legislations, 
namely, The Americans with Disabilities Act and The Fair Housing 
Amendments Act, etc. In this respect, the architect Ron Mace started a revo-
lution when he founded the movement of universal design (UD), a design 
philosophy regarding everyone’s access regardless of age, gender, or disabil-
ities. By working from a design philosophy to principles of design, and 
providing catalogues of good examples and finally entering an official policy 
document, this movement has been very successful in altering the way we 
view design. As a result, today we not only see a ramp on almost every 
building, but it has become evident that products and buildings are designed 
to include as many different types of people as possible in terms of accessi-
bility. 

However, we now live in a complex digital world. Now there are other 
problems that we perceive as unfortunate but unavoidable. Such problems 
have to do with the concept of sustainability and are of economic, social, and 
environmental nature. For example, some people are excluded from digital 
communities for economic or social reasons and environmental problems 
arise because of unsustainable lifestyles and patterns of consumption. 

A major challenge in dealing with the design for sustainability is thus that 
our need changes over time, which makes it difficult to claim a design to be 
truly sustainable if it only meets today’s needs and fails to address the needs 
of the future. To find a generic design solution for sustainability will always 
remain a challenge for researchers. However, it is perhaps possible to make 
progress by looking into the fundamental problem of designing for sustaina-
bility. In regard to this, UD can be of interest for realizing the core concept 
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of sustainability. The fundamental concepts of true sustainability—doing 
good for individuals, for our planet, for the society, and to keep on doing 
good over time—overlaps with the fundamental concepts of UD, like flexi-
bility, equitability, intuitiveness, ease of use, etc. (Mikiten (2013). Consider-
ing this from a meta-level, UD and sustainability can therefore be seen as 
one common design philosophy. Within the field of architecture, this under-
standing of UD and green design is already being practiced. For example, 
considering the individual’s dynamic social and usage pattern, buildings are 
being designed so that they do not need remodeling if they fail to meet our 
future needs regarding disabilities, age in place, visitability, illness, and inju-
ry (ibid.). A similar development is needed for HCI and information-system 
design. 

Thus on the one hand, according to Beecher and Paquet (2005) most of 
the benefits of UD that are often presented only as success stories of differ-
ent designs of products or environments are informative, but unfortunately 
still limited in terms of generalizability to other design. On the other hand, 
Norman (2010) pointed out that rapid technological development that trig-
gered innovation made the conception of abstraction and generalization to be 
often important for producing valuable scientific publications, although a 
similar trend for organizational output with practical, result-driven, specific 
end products, or systems based on the research, was barely marked. Design 
research results should therefore reflect ‘design’ as a strategic managerial 
process and networked research, while not simply focusing on getting closer 
to users (Verganti, 2013). For reducing the gap in understanding the design 
notion between the researcher and organization, a practice of translational 
engineering is thus needed. The traditional knowledge of UD practice as 
learned from the early needs of accessibility from the 1960s could be accu-
mulated for taking it into a translational engineering practice level to address 
the complex problems of sustainability in today’s society. 

Design could be a source of competitive reward in the direction of affect-
ing the present-day society and its different problems. But to understand how 
these could be subsidized, more research focusing on design for understand-
ing innovation, productivity, and making sense of a thing through design, 
would be necessary. It is designers who can apply different lateral thinking 
for developing ingenious solutions to diverse problems through design 
(Rawsthorn, 2008 ) and different economic and social roles that design can 
play are beneficially important to focus on (Sandhu, 2011). The major 
growth of HCI, a comprehensive and different subject thus often known as a 
‘design science,’ allows us to realize the dynamic responsibilities of design 
by identifying different factors that trigger different design needs. 

In this thesis, I will shed light on how the concept of UD can be extended 
beyond the traditional boundary of accessibility issues and be adapted to the 
society of today, with particular focus on the issue of sustainability. The 
general aim of this thesis is to investigate and explore how UD could be 
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extended and practiced in relation to sustainability issues. Since sustainabil-
ity is contextual too, often misconception shows the limitations by focusing 
only on ecology and neglecting the economic and social aspects in sustaina-
bility. This aim is based on a belief that to envision a future in which the 
success of a design will rely on additional values, addressing sustainability 
through UD is fundamentally required for mainstreaming UD and its addi-
tional qualities. Furthermore, I will argue that such a discussion can also 
bring the complexity of UD as a concept to the surface. UD in conjunction 
with its different associated features—the associated process and its ad-
vantages—are discussed in the form of a methodological extension for sus-
tainability in this thesis. 

1.2 Research question 
The focus of this thesis is the notion of UD and the possibility of a methodo-
logical extension of it in design through an extended practice of it for achiev-
ing sustainability. The main research question is formed as follows: 

How can universal design be updated and extended to bring qualities of 
sustainability in design? 

That research question has been broken down into a set of sub-questions, 
focusing on UD and its principles, system design, experiment design based 
on the assumptions regarding UD, its factors, and sustainability. 

First of all, my argument is implicitly based on some limitations of the 
present UD principles, causing the following inquiries: How are UD princi-
ples practiced and perceived by the users of a system and what are the vul-
nerabilities associated? Could there be a need of realizing any new con-
straints for improving the present UD principles at all? These concerns are 
summarized in the following sub-question: 

What are the associated limitations with the existing universal design 
principles in contemporary society? 

Next it is important to find out in what way UD could be extended for sus-
tainability and the questions to ask that were important in this respect are: 
How may UD be extended for sustainability? What theoretical framework 
can be followed for the extension of UD? These concerns can be summa-
rized in the following sub-question based on a hypothesis: 

Can an interdisciplinary-research paradigm be used to extend uni-
versal design for achieving sustainability? 
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This question brings me to become more theoretically experimental by in-
vestigating: How may we add the properties of UD in an existing system 
design to improve it for sustainability? How can we take interdisciplinary-
research advantages from different research fields to get the benefits of UD 
and its extension for sustainability? These concerns are addressed as the 
following sub-question: 

How can the extended concept of universal design be applied to sys-
tems design? 

Finally it was important to exemplify application of the extended concept of 
UD by discussion, whether possible, and in what way, and with what out-
come we can practice such concept for sustainability. In this respect the im-
portant questions considered are: How will we transfer the knowledge of an 
extended concept of UD for sustainability into a practical design problem? 
How could design principles of UD be used to identify and structure design 
principles for other design problems? What could an application of design be 
for achieving sustainability using the extended concept of UD? What could 
the different associated design principles and design phases be for such a 
design problem? These requirements are summarized in the following sub-
question: 

How can we transfer the extended concept of universal design into a 
sustainability design problem and what might be the appropri-

ate/functional steps for such a design process? 

To be able to answer the main and sub-research questions, studies and the 
designs of different frameworks and models will be made in this thesis. 

1.3 Structure of the thesis 
This thesis consists of six sections. 

Section 1 is the Introduction chapter, which describes the problem and 
motivation of the research and presents the research questions. 

Section 2 presents a literature review through which the dimensions of 
UD, its principles, and sustainability are revisited from different perspec-
tives. 

Section 3 provides descriptions of the theories that were used during the 
course of the research presented in this thesis. 

Section 4 gives an introduction and description of the methodologies of 
the research for the thesis. 

Section 5 provides the description of the scientific papers upon which this 
thesis was based, including some surveys and their results. 
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Section 6 presents the discussion and original contributions made by this 
thesis, together with the limitations and the scopes of future works and then 
draws the conclusions of the thesis. 
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2 Background 

2.1 The concept of universal design 
The term ‘universal design’ (UD) was introduced by the architect Ronald L. 
Mace with the goal of introducing a design concept for designing products 
and buildings to be usable by everyone, irrespective of ability or age. In their 
work, Stephanidis et al. (1998) referred to UD as being a design perspective 
that makes products and environments accommodate diverse human abilities 
without the need for any special features. This design perspective of UD was 
also presented as a philosophy for HCI design, which focused primarily on 
the physical accessibility issues of humans. The concept of UD was original-
ly initiated by the disability communities, and because of that the UD practi-
tioners focused on design for disabilities (Beecher & Paquet, 2005). The 
international classification of functioning (ICF), disability, and health, a 
classification system by the World Health Organization (WHO) that referred 
to UD as a core concept for identifying diverse means for helping all possi-
ble population groups (Hinsch & Zick, 2010). While WHO defined disability 
as contextually variable, it also explained that disability is a type of dynamic 
interaction that occurs within health conditions and contextual factors such 
as the personal, the environmental, etc. (Bickenbach, 2011). 

The root of UD was addressed by many authors to civil rights campaign-
ing in the U.S.A. in the 1960s (Imrie, 2012). UD was originally described 
and presented in research articles by referring to Ronald L. Mace’s earlier 
description of UD as “designing all products, buildings and exterior spaces 
to be usable by all people to the greatest extent possible” (Mace, Hardie, & 
Place, 1991). Historically it was Mace et al. (1991), who addressed UD to 
discourse specialized and accessible design. Here the status of disability 
issues in America at the time of their research was presented and a need for 
creating a ‘better for all’ environment in the coming future was reflected. 
The first accessibility standard, ANSIA117.1 (2009), (originally adopted in 
1961) provided the “specifications for making buildings and facilities acces-
sible to, and usable by, physically handicapped people.” Beecher and Paquet 
(2005) addressed UD as a process similar to human factor engineering, in 
which the goal is to achieve effective use for all without any stigmatization 
of certain groups of people. 

As a democratic design philosophy, UD promotes access and inclusion 
for all by designing environments and products that do not stigmatize its 
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users. Crews and Zavotka (2006) in this respect addressed UD as a philo-
sophical concept instead of an ‘enforceable code.’ According to Salmen 
(2011) UD could be thought of as “the process of embedding choice for all 
people into the things we create.” Iwarsson and Ståhl (2003) discussed UD 
and pointed out the need to consider a necessary change of attitude through-
out the society. The authors stated that “universal design denotes more of a 
process than a definite result.” While the inceptors of UD assume that this 
design process should create a better environment for everyone, irrespective 
of their age and ability—both physical and psychological—some researchers 
also focused on the ease of use of the environment or product. For example, 
Story (1998) stated, “Successfully designed universal solutions do not call 
attention to themselves as being anything more than easier for everyone to 
use, which is exactly what they are.” However, it should be remembered that 
UD is, but should not be, the only method to create an inclusive environ-
ment. Mace et al. (1991), also expressed that universally designed products 
should include adaptable elements in the design which should be extendable 
and removable according to human needs, without causing any extra cost. 
By this the authors expressed the ambition of eliminating the labels of ‘hand-
icapped’ or ‘elderly,’ using ‘better for everyone’ to create a new legal struc-
ture.  

UD was also used to reflect the designs of artifacts like buildings, objects, 
and software, which should be accessible and usable by as many people as 
possible (Fogli, Parasiliti Provenza, & Bernareggi, 2013; Mace et al., 1991). 
Cost-efficiency was sometimes considered in UD, e.g. the cost of adding a 
curb-cut to allow wheelchair users to cross roads was more expensive than 
including it in the initial design and construction. The benefit could also be 
extended to travelers with a trolley or parents with baby carriages, etc. 
(Shneiderman, 2000). Providing UD to information and communication 
technology was initiated in the early 1990s (Law et al., 2008; Vanderheiden, 
1990) and UD in ICT solutions was demonstrated first in the middle of the 
1990s (Law et al., 2008; Law & Vanderheiden, 1998). 

There were also other approaches, like ‘assistive technology’ and 
‘accessible design’ that also promoted the goal of UD. But UD was 
adaptable not merely as an accessible design, i.e. some features could be 
concealed or omitted until needed (Bickenbach, 2011). Similarly Null (2003) 
differentiated UD from accessible design in terms of UD having more 
attractive design features that are permanent in design. To overcome the 
constraints of assistive technology the UD concept was endorsed (Law et al., 
2008). However, Iwarsson and Ståhl (2003) and Story (1998) in this respect 
argued from a contrasting viewpoint and felt that there were differences 
between UD and assistive technology or accessibility. Story (1998) 
expressed that having “separate design features” for special user groups 
could “segregate people with disabilities from the majority of the users and 
make them feel out of place.” 
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In their book, Rose and Meyer (2002) suggest that UD was the applica-
tion of a design philosophy. According to them, UD was user-focused and 
the concept of ability and disability could therefore be classified in a tradi-
tional or in a new way. The argument of Gill (1999) reflected UD as a con-
cept that could deal with disability from a broad social perspective whereas 
the UD concept was addressed as a social model of disability, which is dif-
ferent from cultural models like a ‘moral model’ or ‘medical model.’ 

UD was highly coupled with the phrase ‘inclusive design,’ which strived 
for creating an environment that is ‘better for all.’ For example, Blamires 
(1999) considered that inclusion should be an essential element of UD with 
which different types of inclusion, like the physical, social, and cognitive, in 
terms of inclusive design for the learning environment were addressed. 
Commonly the term ‘inclusive design’ was used in the place of UD in the 
United Kingdom. For example, the inclusive design codes created for the 
City of London (Fleck, 2004) were presented in which the characteristics of 
inclusive design were overlapped by the design principles of UD. Also, re-
cently Persson et al. (2014) argued and showed that very little difference 
exists concerning the definition and underlying philosophical concept of UD 
and inclusive design together with the notion of accessible design and design 
for all. Similarly, Hurtienne et al. (2013) focused on decoupling usability 
from specific user capabilities, meaning older adults, while explaining the 
aim of inclusive design. 

In recent times UD was identified as a movement by Gossett et al. (2009) 
for designing services or products for wide ranges of possible users, while 
Audirac (2008) referred to UD as a “new school of thought” for a broader 
global paradigm based on diversity, inclusiveness, and accessibility, author-
izing a ‘trans-generational design.’ 

2.2 Principles of universal design 
The originator of the UD Ron Mace was also the founder of the Center for 
Accessible Housing, established in 1989, which is at present known as The 
Center for Universal Design1, located at the North Carolina State University, 
College of Design, U.S.A. Under the supervision and direction of Ron Mace, 
this institution became a foremost international resource for research. In 
several projects Ron Mace and his team designed universal housing, envi-
ronments, and products. Many projects of this center involved evaluation of 
the optimal performance of architectural spaces, construction of elements, 
and consumer products (Story, 1998). 

1 © 1997 NC State University, The Center for Universal Design. The Principles of Universal 
Design (Version 2.0). Raleigh, NC: North Carolina State University. 
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The principles of UD were then established through collaborative efforts 
from individuals at several sites, together with The Center for Universal 
Design (ibid.). These principles reproduced shared knowledge of the group 
in UD practice and research in miscellaneous fields. The seven principles 
replicate criteria for design guidelines and evaluations. These measures in-
clude equitability, flexibility, simplicity, information perception, error toler-
ance, low physical effort, and size and space of approach. Each principle was 
presented with four to five guidelines which explained the concepts behind 
them. According to the Center for Universal Design, these principles apply 
to all design disciplines and people (ibid.), although how these principles 
should be unified in a design process was never instructed to the designers 
(Beecher & Paquet, 2005). The seven design principles of UD by The Center 
for Universal Design as referred to by Story, Mueller, and Mace (1998) are 
presented and summarized below: 

x PRINCIPLE ONE: Equitable Use – The design is useful and marketa-
ble to people with diverse abilities. 

The design should be identical for all possible users and it should not stigma-
tize any users. Overall, a design should be appealing and at the same 
time provide the same means for all users while considering the privacy, 
safety, and security as equally as possible to be available for all users. 
For example, an automatic door in a shopping center should be designed 
in such a manner that it works for shoppers with different physical abili-
ties. The ramp provided in a swimming pool supports children to learn 
swimming, while it also helps people with limited mobility. Large dis-
plays should be used in public events so that attendees with hearing limi-
tations can sit anywhere. Kitchen apparatus should have long and soft 
handles so that it becomes easy to grip both for people with limited 
manual ability as well as for normal users. 

x PRINCIPLE TWO: Flexibility in Use – The design accommodates a 
wide range of individual preferences and abilities. 

The design should provide different choices in terms of methods to use. This 
means that a design should consider adaptability to different users’ pace 
and should provide a means to facilitate users’ accuracy and precision 
regardless of users being left- or right-handed. A flexible design should 
thus accommodate both of these. For example, a table with height-
adjusting ability could give flexibility to its users to be able to decide 
whether to sit or stand while working. Similarly, software tutorial op-
tions should allow its users to learn in the way they want. 
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x PRINCIPLE THREE: Simple and Intuitive Use – Use of the design is 
easy to understand, regardless of the user’s experience, knowledge, lan-
guage skills, or current concentration level. 

The design should consider removal of unnecessary complexity and thus be 
consistent with a user’s need and expectation. For instance, information 
should be provided to users in a consistent manner, prioritizing the im-
portance. Providing effective feedback on task completion and consider-
ation of multiple literacy and language skill in design would also make a 
design easy to understand. As an example, step-by-step instruction in a 
cooking book or illustrative furniture assembly instruction without any 
text could be mentioned here. 

x PRINCIPLE FOUR: Perceptible Information – The design com-
municates necessary information effectively to the user, regardless of 
ambient conditions or the user’s sensory abilities. 

Since individuals have different perceptual capabilities, a design should use 
diverse methods (verbal, pictorial) to present information to its users. It 
should also be possible to provide information or direction easily and in 
that way increase the appropriateness of the important information. An-
other way is to provide support for differentiating elements in a design 
so that it becomes easy to describe. For example, instruction manuals 
from appliances sometimes can come both in the form of print and in the 
form of audio. Another example illustrating this principle is that web-
sites can have the option to be viewed as a text only. 

x PRINCIPLE FIVE: Tolerance for Error – The design minimizes haz-
ards and the adverse consequences of accidental or unintended actions. 

Error, warning, and safety features should be provided to users and elements 
in a design can be categorized to increase safety and error tolerance. For 
example, elements that are the most hazardous could be isolated, where-
as most accessible and used elements or features could be highlighted to 
use. A warning message and confirmation asked before deleting a file, 
auto shut down of clothing iron, or providing ability to undo an action 
performed accidently are some examples. 

x PRINCIPLE SIX: Low Physical Effort – The design can be used effi-
ciently and comfortably and with a minimum of fatigue. 

Users should be able to maintain their natural body position, use reasonable 
operating force, and use minimal repetitive actions and physical effort 
while a design should be able to make sure of these. A computer key-
board for reduced fatigue on elbow and finger, a door-handle design that 
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requires reduced grip or manipulation, and an information sign designed 
at a proper eye level are examples of this principle’s application. 

x PRINCIPLE SEVEN: Size and Space for Approach and Use – Ap-
propriate size and space is provided for approach, reach, and manipula-
tion, and can be used regardless of user’s body size, posture, or mobility. 

The design should provide a good line of sight of the important elements to 
its users, regardless of their position—whether seated or standing, and at 
the same time make it comfortable for them in reaching different ele-
ments. Individuals have different hand and grip size and a design should 
consider this too. Also users who are dependent on assistive devices or 
personal assistance should be given consideration of providing adequate 
spaces. Height of an electric switch placement, length of an entry area (a 
subway entry for example), and home floor design plan for wheelchair 
movement are some examples of this principle in design. 

However, results presented by Danford (2003) of some interesting experi-
ments to see how well these design principles work in different environ-
ments reflected mixed outcomes. Non-disabled and disabled persons did not 
tend to perform better in the experimental setup to test the feasibility of 
“principles of universal design.” Other works, e.g. the studies presented in 
Johnstone (2003), reflected that UD principles tend to work better for both 
disabled and non-disabled persons in their specific experimental settings. 
Zimmermann and Vanderheiden (2008) showed how UD principles could be 
used to create a suitable methodology for accessible design and its testing. 
Here UD guidelines were used to form a methodology for creating a model 
to integrate the accessibility implementations in the product development. 

Nevertheless, these principles were considered to be UD principles for 
designing information systems, software, and web interfaces. Examples of 
such design and evaluation can be found in the work of Stephanidis et al. 
(1998). The same design principles were applied to test disabled students’ 
learning performance, as presented in Dolan et al. (2005). Also a lack of 
benchmarking and measurement of these principles for their ideal use during 
design was pointed out by Steinfield and Maisel (2012) and addressed in 
Barnes (2011) as the “often limited scope” of designing for specific scopes 
and items only. On the other hand, Beecher and Paquet (2005) presented a 
failure of UD principles being incorporated into different usability-testing 
concerning UD, its design process, and the user. Chou (2012) therefore pro-
posed a systematic linguistic evaluation method in the form of an analytic 
hierarchy process for these principles, while criticizing the existing UD prin-
ciples. 
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It is very important to recognize that these principles of UD were devel-
oped by a group of researchers and architects who were involved in building 
design. By it they focused on people with disabilities and the aging popula-
tion to provide them with improved designed housing, building design, etc. 
Several examples and explanations of these design principles with guidelines 
replicated that they were design principles for creating accessible architec-
tural designs only. 

2.3 Status of universal design research 
UD research is active in two major contexts—design for disability and de-
sign for elderly people. Crews and Zavotka (2006) in this respect noted that 
too much emphasis is given to the physical performance issues in UD. How-
ever, UD can be thought of as a design philosophy built on different limited 
functional abilities. In support to this, according to Elton and Nicolle (2012), 
the consideration of user capabilities has increased for recent decades and 
this has proceeded due to the increasing age of the populations, when people 
consequently lose the ability to interact with the different products used eve-
ry day. Authors there claimed that UD practice aimed to consider whether 
these reduced functional capabilities during the design process could result 
in improved product design as reasonably as possible for many people. 
Crews and Zavotka (2006) also pointed out one major research direction of 
UD to be focusing on designing appropriate environments for the elderly 
population. 

The traditional context of UD was, however, addressed to architecture and 
transportation, city planners, information, and communication technology. 
Regarding the usefulness of UD in architectural design, Wylde, Baron-
Robbins, and Clark (1994) claimed that nine out of ten people can feel some 
kind of difficulties in their life due to the architectural design issues, which 
was addressed as ‘architectural discrimination’ by Hanson (2004). This indi-
cates the positive impact of UD on this issue. Studies of UD in architecture 
in the context of hearing issues was addressed in the work of Heylighen, 
Rychtáriková, and Vermeir (2010). In fact, those authors claimed that UD 
should not only focus on the “perception mood,” such as in touching and 
seeing, but also by hearing while functioning in the built environment, and 
therefore ergonomic tasks could be improved by UD through which the per-
ception and interpretation from the environment could be improved. 

UD concept was used within the accessible transportation domain to re-
duce physical barriers associated with disabled people. For instance, the idea 
of accessible transportation was conceptualized and extended within the UD 
concept for overcoming barriers based on distance, economy, time, and fear 
(Audirac, 2008). Imrie (2012) described UD’s growing popularity as a “new 
orthodoxy in urban design thinking,” mostly practiced by architects and dif-
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ferent professionals involved in the production of the building environment. 
However the phrase ‘universal’ in UD has been criticized due to its “utopian 
and simplistic” nature of being asserted into the concept of one accepted 
solution (Steinfield & Maisel, 2012) and due to this widespread acceptability 
UD can often overlook many problems (Barnes, 2011). 

Recent research has shown the need for designing a specific platform for 
the elderly people and that the UD concept played a vital role for this. For 
instance, Fogli et al. (2013) addressed the need for designing web pages for 
elderly people who were experiencing different physical challenges as they 
grew older. UD here was seen to be used as a social accessibility tool, with 
which accessibility could be improved through user-collaboration. Similarly, 
UD was used as a qualitative content analysis method to evaluate contents of 
an online support community for older people (Pfeil and Zaphiris (2010)) 
when it was argued that the methodology could also be used in more general 
settings. An interesting approach of using UD with the Internet of things and 
user-trust research was recently presented by Schulz (2014) focusing on 
trustworthy object-design for all. 

Focusing on the interface between a system and the methods of control-
ling it by creating a truly universal accessible system and changing our view 
towards universal usability was discussed while discussing UD in the con-
text of usability. Harper (2007) used the term “design for one” and argued 
that generalizing users in UD may exclude many other users from the tech-
nical world. Thus the complexity of universal usability was due to the high 
degree of interaction necessary to explore information. 

Keates (2012) conducted a series of experiments exploring the design of 
user interfaces in an airport environment. The results assisted in understand-
ing the lessons learned from research towards design for disabilities. It was 
found and argued that the UD concept could be applied in ordinary circum-
stances to general users and vice versa, although the design was not solely 
intended for older adults or people with special needs. 

UD was shown to be useful for the design of domestic products in the 
work of Langdon, Lewis, and Clarkson (2010). They argued that many 
products today are designed with a lot of features that often are unused and 
that this might obscure many simple tasks for which the product was dis-
tinctly developed. The UD approach towards designing products thus could 
highlight the potential issues of any prior experiences to have generational 
effects on the design of a products interface (Langdon, Lewis, & Clarkson, 
2007; Langdon et al., 2010). 

Law, Jaeger, and McKay (2010) used UD as an umbrella term to test the 
usability of different design resources. In their work, many examples of user-
centered design to improve and develop universally designed resources 
could be found. In this regard, Mourouzis, Antona, and Stephandis (2011) 
presented an evaluation method on how to use UD to assess interactive sys-
tems and specify their qualities. The authors argued that UD should be seen 
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as an alternate and parallel method to be used along with usability to evalu-
ate interactive systems and their acceptance. Also Hitchcock et al. (2001) 
argued that a user-centered approach should be a primary concern for 
achieving UD, since without understanding the needs of the user, applying 
existing data to certain designs would probably lead towards a “fit-for-
purpose product.” Thus UD and user-centered design can be viewed as par-
allel to each other. Newell et al. (2011) used the term “user sensitive inclu-
sive design” to represent the use of the UD concept for creating different 
approaches of design for marginalized groups for which the output would be 
more accessible and usable. However, a different view of UD with the com-
bination of user-centered design containing abled or disabled groups of peo-
ple was the key research interest of these authors, although the context still 
was within the boundary of accessibility issues. 

UD was used to promote better social life for people with limited verbal 
abilities, such as expressive aphasia sufferers and it was highly helpful for 
them. Tools were designed for creating daily expressions by means of digital 
photographs that enabled a sharing of daily stories with other people (Al 
Mahmud, Limpens, & Martens, 2013).  

In another context, although most of the knowledge about dyslexic users’ 
accessibility was already structured and available, UD was used to improve 
existing accessibility guidelines for people suffering with dyslexia. In this 
respect it was shown here that it was necessary to add usability-testing in 
order to get enough information about the UD practice (McCarthy & 
Swierenga, 2010). 

UD has also been used to analyze speech-enabled interfaces for the peo-
ple with different kinds of disabilities, like impaired hearing, reading diffi-
culties, or intellectually disabled older adults (Neerincx et al., 2009). Use of 
UD to improve the accessibility of an online voting system was addressed in 
the work of Fuglerud and Røssvoll (2012). Research by George and 
Gnanayutham (2010) showed how to use the UD concept to develop a mul-
timedia interface for speech therapy. This attempt was, however, limited to 
design-assistive devices for children with speech impairments. Smith (2012), 
on the other hand, focused on promoting UD to create better platforms in the 
virtual world for people with disabilities. Here different research methods 
and case studies of virtual 3D environments and disabilities were analyzed 
for removing barriers. 

UD has also been used as an underlying conceptual model for estimating 
the number of people being excluded from using a particular product be-
cause of its design. This was done by evaluating the design of products con-
sidering different user capabilities. The context in this case was accessibility 
in terms of cognitive, motor, and sensory dimensions (Persad, Langdon, and 
Clarkson (2007) while Waller, Langdon, and Clarkson (2010) presented a 
similar research for discovering the reason for such exclusion. 
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Rose and Strangman (2007) used the UD concept to address challenges of 
individuals in the educational context. In their study the focus was student 
diversity (disabled or non-disabled) and how to improve individual cognition 
and learning. Tuedor (2006) used the concept of UD to promote learning for 
children suffering from the autistic spectrum disorder. McGuire (2011) 
applied the concept of UD to the practice of college teaching and instruction, 
to make the learning environment more inclusive. The concept of the acces-
sibility theory was used to develop inclusive tests, especially for disabled 
students, in the work of Beddow (2012). But UD was referred to by Bowe 
(2000) as a practice for making an education process more convenient for 
students with different learning styles. Similarly, social interventions were 
focused on by Steinfeld (2010) as a promising scope of applying UD along 
with physical environments. The potential of using UD in learning and in-
struction for bridging the gap between student’s learning ability due to dif-
ferent types of disabilities were demonstrated by diverse researches (Acrey, 
Johnstone, & Milligan, 2005; Belch, 2004; Field, Sarver, & Shaw, 2003; 
Renzaglia et al., 2003; Smith & Meyen, 2003) as cited in Johnstone et al. 
(2008). 

There are a few studies that have tried to understand the adoption of UD 
with organizations. In this respect, Law et al. (2008) revealed that companies 
awarded a low priority to adopting UD in industry. For other references, see 
Tobias, Vanderheiden, and Vanderheiden (1998), Keates, Lebbon, and 
Clarkson (2000), and Law et al. (2008). 

Reed and Monk (2011) attempted to understand the current research of 
UD beyond capability-based and traditional design research. By comparing 
UD with interaction design within HCI, new approaches, issues, and pro-
cesses were identified to advance UD. It was, however, concluded that the 
successful application of UD could only be achieved if we move towards 
viewing UD from a social perspective instead of concerning ourselves only 
with individual capabilities. 

2.4 Epistemological and ontological position 
Epistemologically and ontologically, the UD concept has diverse concep-
tions and the applied representativeness with the UD along with its concepts 
are discussed here. UD’s epistemic basis was grounded on how well users 
are participating (Imrie, 2012) on developing products to facilitate accessible 
places, as in a design process. Therefore Findeli (2001) specified UD by 
stating that it had “an extremely narrow philosophical anthropology which 
leads one to consider the user as a mere customer or, at best, as a human 
being framed by ergonomics and cognitive psychology.” Much writing about 
UD addressed users as remote figures who were external to the architects 
and considered to be objects to be acted upon, instead of embedding their 
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concerns in the total design process (Imrie, 2012) and therefore further re-
search agendas to understand the epistemological contents of UD as a part of 
an institutional process were suggested here. Nevertheless, this institutional 
process was still limited within the boundaries of design and access to the 
disabled people, since one of the realities of UD in the new millennium was 
actually to satisfy the requirements of the older people in society (Hitchcock 
et al., 2001). Also, older adults seemed not to be convinced by the applica-
tion of UD for improving their daily life and were skeptical, indicating that 
UD even failed to win trust within its restricted domain of accessibility 
(Crews & Zavotka, 2006; Sherman & Combs, 1997). 

 Keates (2006) pointed out that, UD was assuming a higher and higher 
profile. This high profile was identified as acts of legalization, policies for 
purchasing, standardization, and social forces. According to Reed and Monk 
(2011) UD, while aiming for designing products or buildings, usually is as-
sumed to be a set of physical or mental capabilities to be satisfied by the 
designers by apparently excluding a large number of people from these pa-
rameters. The authors showed an initiation of the movement of UD from its 
traditional understanding beyond capabilities, although they claimed that the 
idea was anchored in the domain of disability. Sometimes UD was consid-
ered to be “unaffordable” and assumed to be harming the competitiveness of 
a product (Zimmermann & Vanderheiden, 2008). This problem was recom-
mended to be overcome by understanding the UD principles and making 
them operable in the mainstream development of products. 

Barnes (2011) referred to the UD concept as a centered solution for pro-
moting innovative solutions for “potent symbols of separateness”—an issue 
addressed by Welch (1995) indicating the lack of discussion of accessibility 
in a focused community in the society. 

In an exploratory analysis of UD resources, it was found that people in 
many different roles but mainly designers were often included in the devel-
opment of UD resources (Jacko & Hanson, 2002). In relation to this 
Hitchcock et al. (2001) while pointing out the reality of UD testified that its 
impact was smaller in the public domain, like manufacturers and suppliers, 
since they strived to achieve additional marketing goals. And that is why the 
phrases ‘universal design’ or ‘inclusive design’ were more popular in the 
design community while the academic community’s interest in UD research 
were relatively small, compared with the designers in the real world (Jacko 
& Hanson, 2002). Regarding this, Barnes (2011) therefore stressed the im-
portance of right people involvement in the design process of UD. 

 Many widely held projects associated with UD and ICT were typically 
related to the design of physical ICT, although UD guidelines influenced 
researchers from other domains like web accessibility (Jacko & Hanson, 
2002). This was probably because the principles of UD were known to be 
problematic, since there was no benchmarking of the principles (Barnes, 
2011). Bickenbach and Cieza (2011) explained that the keywords “universal-
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ized disability policy” were aiming for formulating a universally designed 
disability social policy and law. The authors here expressed an important 
characteristic of UD by advising designers to provide one solution that 
would be successful for not only people with disabilities, but also the rest of 
the people. As an example of this, Damodaran (2001) informed us that a lot 
of influential initiatives were funded by the European Commission for the 
area of UD, although it had a long way to go until being applied in everyday 
practice. Human factor guidelines were also developed in Nicolle and 
Abascal (2001) for the promotion of UD. Bühler (2001) regarding this 
referred the EU project called FORTUNE as an example of exploring differ-
ent approaches of UD.  

“Social acceptability by universal design” was recognized by Keates 
(2006) to be a satisfaction factor that could be achieved when a product 
would meet the expectations of its end users. The UD concept was also re-
ferred to as ‘user needs’ while the objective of usability, utility, and accessi-
bility were referred together. The work of Keates (2006) resulted in an im-
portant conclusion about UD, namely that a UD study often might not need 
large homogenous sample sets; instead the data collection could be tailored 
according to the practical circumstances to meet certain constraints. User-
involvement therefore should be carefully designed in this case and design-
ers and researchers should work together to achieve the goal of UD. For 
example, Fogli et al. (2013) identified that the task of UD in the web-
accessibility field was to support the design processes by providing re-
sources while considering the designer’s task, perspective, and psychology. 
Tuedor (2006) reported HCI studies in which UD and assistive technologies 
were considered together for addressing the needs of all people. Selecting 
proper methodology from other disciplines that have laid-down guidelines 
can thus fill the gaps of such requirements in HCI, and therefore selection of 
methods in studies of UD can depend on the circumstances. 

Bühler (2001) addressed the issue of how there could be barriers to user 
participation in research and development that could be experienced by 
many groups, due to the weak communication between developer and user. 
This type of barrier could be reduced by UD practice and could create better 
user participation platforms for disabled users. 

The ontological standing of UD was relatively broad but restricted within 
the borderline of the accessibility domain. UD or ‘design for all’ was re-
ferred to as “a danger” by Newell et al. (2011) since authors claimed that it 
would be very rarely achievable. Bendixen and Benktzon (2015) presented 
‘design for all’ as a transformation in the society of the Scandinavian coun-
tries. An evident change with which abilities were focused on as a shift from 
the perspective of disabilities, the authors commented that more works need 
to be done to achieve sustainability and interdisciplinary collaboration 
through the ‘design for all’ approach. Authors here justified their way of 
using the term ‘design for all,’ stating that they meant to keep focus for in-
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clusion of all from society to be benefited. A similar reflection was made by 
Clarkson and Coleman (2015) while presenting the history of inclusive de-
sign in the UK, concluding that the inclusive design concept has yet a long 
way to go, and as technology adds more complexity, things are becoming 
less inclusive. The authors argued strongly for practicing a holistic user-
centered inclusive design for a sustainable outcome through design explicitly 
focusing on an aging population. Likewise, while presenting inclusive design 
use in the Netherlands, Cremers, Neerincx, and de Jong (2013) found that 
there exists a serious lack of both theoretical and practical perspectives of 
inclusive design in terms of improving the social lives of people. 

Sometimes UD was conceptualized as a phase in the design cycle in 
which designers should take into account some unusual demands of margin-
alized people, such as elderly users. Hence Crews and Zavotka (2006) called 
for further research on understanding effects, different features, and their 
combination for UD to realize its effectiveness on a group of people. There-
fore, this concept of adding special features, usually at the end of a design 
cycle, to name a product as ‘universally designed’ was likened to a technical 
version of “crumbs from the rich man’s table” by Newell et al. (2011) re-
vealing the failure of UD as an extra add-on or quick fix of the design. 
Zimmermann and Vanderheiden (2008) suggested the consideration of the 
accessibility issues from the beginning of the development process, whereas 
a sociological conception of the design process was combined for under-
standing this conceptualization of UD and its agenda by Reed and Monk 
(2011). 

While discussing UD in learning, McGuire (2011) argued that although 
there might be failure to address applicable issues about UD for instruction, 
it may still lead towards a different kind of educational practice. The author 
did not doubt the success of UD, but was unsure in which way it would be 
practiced. In this respect, universally designed learning materials were con-
sidered to be essential for helping diverse learners to achieve a common goal 
(Rose & Meyer, 2002; Rose & Strangman, 2007). Also, according to 
Beddow (2012) very little focus was made on how to improve access in UD 
for learning. Test scores were improved by controlling access validities, but 
how UD for learning should be practiced for obtaining such results remained 
only conceptual. 

Barriers in the digital world might not only be limited to disabilities but 
also, for example, matters of distance or isolation. An ambitious aim for UD 
practice in the perspective of dealing with older adults was to find a solution 
for society, in which age or any other exclusion would not be relevant 
(Hitchcock et al., 2001). Providing equal opportunities to access technology 
were also identified as an integrated aim of UD, for which the policymakers 
should play a major role (Damodaran, 2001). Recently Olbrich et al. (2013) 
addressed inclusive design as a theory for considering more female partici-
pation in system design, thereby aiming for gender equality in design. How-
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ever, the creation of a barrier-free infrastructure for an accessible realistic 
global society was defined as a “struggle” by Barnes (2011). The author 
speculated that achieving UD in society would mainly include people in-
volved in funding, planning, design, and development of our physical and 
cultural environment. Rose and Strangman (2007) stated that the concept of 
UD was a practice for ‘everyone’ rather than providing solutions for ‘aver-
age’ users. Another ontological reality was addressed by Barnes (2011) 
when the author argued that no matter how universal a product would be 
designed by the higher thoughtfulness of the designers, it still might be 
vague. Persad et al. (2007) stated that most of the information about UD was 
presented in the form of textual guidelines or handbooks. Because of this the 
designers often might not receive the proper information at the right time of 
a design. This could therefore affect the way designers interpret UD during a 
design practice. 

2.5 Sustainability and its concepts 
Sustainability is not a new idea and researchers have already been talking 
about universal and sustainable design within the similar scope of design 
standards. The definition of ‘sustainability’ is contextual, as Hoffman and 
Bazerman (2007) said it can be defined in many ways. Like UD, the concept 
of sustainability was originated as early as the 60s and 70s, when designers 
introduced several design concepts, like responsible design, feminist design, 
and eco-design acting on the first of the three waves of evolution for sustain-
ability (Bhamra & Lofthouse, 2007). The economic crisis of the 1980s made 
the second wave of sustainability occur while the new millennium started the 
third wave (ibid., p. 2). However, it was the 1972 UN conference on Human 
Environment in Stockholm that initiated a major move in the development of 
sustainability, in which environmental assessment was given priority to be 
used as a management tool (DuBose et al., 1995; Mebratu, 1998). 

“The ability to meet the needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs” is the definition of 
sustainability according to the Brundtland report of the world commission, 
Our Common Future (Brundtland, 1987) in which for the first time the term 
‘sustainable development’ was used. Sustainability was characterized as an 
“emerging megatrend” (Lubin & Esty, 2010) indicating its importance on 
competitiveness and the survival of an organization, whereas Sheth, Sethia, 
and Srinivas (2011) identified sustainability as an essential business chal-
lenge at the present time. This challenge is usually seen as a business objec-
tive by different stakeholders like investors, customers, and policymakers 
(Epstein & Roy, 2003; Hart, 2007; Nidumolu, Prahalad, & Rangaswami, 
2009; Pfeffer, 2010; Sheth et al., 2011). Mitcham (1995) compared sustaina-
bility to ideals like love and patriotism which are “necessary and noble, but 
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can also readily become a cliché and be misused by ideologues” and con-
cluded that philosophy thus has a “paradoxical, dual responsibility” for the 
issues of sustainability. Because of this, a risk associated with sustainable 
development is that it would sustain the life of only developed economies 
and would negatively impact and harm developing societies (ibid., p. 323). 

 However, in HCI the word ‘sustainable’ often refers to issues that need 
further exploration of where its opportunities could be further explored with-
in interdisciplinary engagement (DiSalvo, Sengers, & Brynjarsdóttir, 2010). 
Also, sustainability in HCI has often addressed interaction design (Blevis, 
2007) in which sustainability is perceived as a ‘critical lens’ (Hanks et al., 
2008) for rethinking the role of a design and its outcome. While Blevis 
(2007) defined design as an act of choosing from future ways of being, the 
sustainability perspective was presented in terms of design values, design 
methods, and the purpose of design throughout his work. Similarly, within 
the discourse of environment and HCI Goodman (2009) identified sustaina-
bility as “a powerful and influential new orientation.” However, Pargman 
and Raghavan (2014), while discussing the role of HCI and sustainability, 
stated that despite the greater emphasis, the true meaning of ‘sustainability’ 
is questionable because of the way it has been meaninglessly defined in HCI. 
Similarly, during an analysis of sustainability Mitcham (1995) also asked a 
critical question to understand what would be sustained or for what purpose 
sustainability would be practiced, and stated that sustainability should pro-
mote a development that sustains without doing harm to anything to which it 
is related. Hence the property of sustainability could reflect how well the 
design serves the purpose of a design and how well it could be redesigned 
with little effort for future improvements. 

Sustainability is based on three dimensions: social, economic, and envi-
ronmental areas through which a sustainable solution or development could 
be achieved. Elkington (1998) conceptualized them as the “triple bottom 
lines” (TBL) or “three pillars” of sustainability, described as ‘people,’ ‘prof-
it,’ and ‘planet’ (Jackson, 2006; National Research Council, 1999; Seyfang, 
2009; WCED, 1987). These TBLs concerned with sustainability were, how-
ever, often criticized by many (Crook, 2005; Franklin, 2008; Stefan & Paul, 
2008). Nevertheless, Sheth et al. (2011) referred to the TBLs as supports of 
the business significance of sustainability (Berns et al., 2009; Franklin, 2008; 
McKinsey Global Institute, 2007; WEF, 2010). In the paradigm of sustaina-
ble development, limitations of these dimensions are usually considered in 
political decisions about what level of the society contributions would be 
made (local, regional, national, or international) (Glaviþ & Lukman, 2007). 
Therefore a successful realization and implementation of these dimensions 
can define the scale of sustainable development for organizations. For in-
stance, too often environment in the discussion of sustainability is synony-
mous with ecology, where it can mean natural, social, economic, political, 
and cultural issues in our world along with the ecological crisis (Mebratu, 
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1998), i.e. as Dourish (2009) commented, problems like the naturalization of 
the market model for pragmatically focusing on potential action on the sus-
tainability on which HCI can play a role. Also, Mitcham (1995) argued that 
for the ideal practice of sustainable development, it is important to recognize 
and bridge the realities and conflicting claims for which the challenge is to 
identify the appropriate parameter of bridging, and an interdisciplinary ap-
proach would make it possible to emerge. Therefore, mainstreaming of the 
dimensions of sustainability is needed, although the challenge then lies in 
balancing the different dimensions, from their integration to implementation. 
Some of these challenges for balance are presented in a recent survey report 
by the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the 
Pacific (UNESCA (2015), namely development of different social needs and 
defining their boundaries, balanced investments in different forms of capital, 
increasing efficiency on demand and supply sides, and redefining our under-
standing of growth and development. On the other hand, according to the 
survey report of UNESCA (2015), to integrate the identified challenges there 
are different constraints towards a balanced sustainable development, name-
ly an incompletely calculated cost of resource, policy, risk, uncertainty, insti-
tutional reformation, inclusive, and green growths, etc. However, on the 
whole, sustainability challenges could vary depending upon the economic 
background of a country. Developed and developing economies’ sustainabil-
ity challenges for different dimensions are not the same. Nevertheless, de-
signing for sustainability has taken a major focus in recent decades due to 
the growing global concerns about social, environmental, and economic 
problems since organizations want to use sustainability as a powerful in-
strument to improve their design and trigger product-innovation (Crul & 
Diehl, 2006). 

2.6 Sustainability contexts 
Sustainability can be seen in different ways in the eyes of individuals, as 
Penzenstadler et al. (2014) believe that it is a normative concept and ICT can 
add new examples of sustainability work, although in a less normative scale. 
It is thus important to understand the dynamic role of sustainability in our 
society, since by doing this a different application of sustainability can be 
realized. 

As an example, the outcome from a recent report published by WEF 
(2016) reveals that by 2050 the oceans will contain more plastic than fish. 
While this report brings to our attention the formative role of sustainability 
in the environment, contrasting views of sustainability also exist. Thus a 
good way to improve the understandings of the concepts introduced in the 
previous section can be to exemplify different sustainability contexts prac-
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ticed in today’s society, since research indicates that there are a number of 
approaches. 

Studies of ICT in transforming society, summarized in Easterbrook 
(2014), Penzenstadler et al. (2014) and Zapico (2014) used a retrospective 
review of ICT’s role in sustainable production and consumption, resource 
efficiency, and the circular economy. Much of this literature points out busi-
ness models’ creation, the policy framework, and the social implications of 
ICT in a low-carbon transformation for overcoming barriers to societal trans-
formation as one of the primary focuses of sustainability. The introduction of 
sustainability in education to support systems’ thinking and scenario analysis 
in adapting to environmental change and collapse as addressed in 
Easterbrook (2014) gave rise to the belief that sustainability has already 
started opening multifaceted scopes of applications. Further, arguing directly 
alongside Chen, Boudreau, and Watson (2008), and Chasin (2014), is Wat-
son, Boudreau, and Chen (2010) and Malhotra, Melville, and Watson (2013) 
who think that the key roles of the information system regarding sustainabil-
ity can be environmental management, automated environmental assessment, 
group decision support systems, and data analytics in environmental decision 
support. The perspectives of Arushanyan et al. (2015) on sustainability ex-
emplifies ICT and the environment together with assessing and reducing the 
direct environmental impact of ICT. Sustainability was used here as an as-
sessment method for the ICT-based solutions. A major part of the argument 
here is devoted to presenting methods and models integrating both positive 
and negative environmental impacts of ICT applications, micro- and macro-
level assessments of ICT impacts and their combination, empirical analysis 
of indirect, rebound, and other systemic effects of ICT solutions. For in-
stance, Erek et al. (2009) in this respect found that a personal pin to a printer 
can reduce the paper consumption by 40%. A similar view was reflected by 
Kern et al. (2015) in which energy consumption in relation to software use 
was exemplified by providing solutions with sustainable software products. 
Regarding the literature review of sustainability from Chasin (2014) it was 
found that sustainability is often addressed under the terminology and con-
cept of “green” IT, green software engineering, life-cycle assessment in de-
sign of ICT, green chemistry and reduction of hazardous substances in ICT, 
eWaste, and closed material cycles along with policies and business models 
to support different impact reductions. Looking at these studies as a whole 
clearly reflects that the role of different sustainability applications through 
ICT is focused on the issues related to environmental impacts. However, 
Chasin (2014) in this respect emphasizes that due to the irrelevant nature of 
the information system, different important disciplines narrow down the 
development of ICT by focusing only on the operationalization characteris-
tics of sustainability. 

When looking at studies of shaping a home or vehicle within the context 
of sustainability researches, (Kramers, 2014; Nyblom & Eriksson, 2014) 
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have focused on smart homes and offices, intelligent transport systems, 
smart vehicles, smart cities, and their role to understand and reduce the envi-
ronmental impact of human activities was often highlighted. Complex actor 
networks as well as a user-centered approach were seen to be involved in 
this planning for using ICT to affect the everyday lives of people. 

At the opposite end of the ICT spectrum, Easterbrook (2014) found con-
nections between sustainability and social networks. The role of sustainabil-
ity in this respect was seen to be acting on the collective intelligence, envi-
ronments exchanging knowledge, participatory decision-making, changing 
practices and lifestyles, community development, and digital campaigning 
for collecting environmental data, besides assessing and motivating behav-
ioral change in the networked society. 

The findings from the background literature review presented above are 
summarized in the following section. 

2.7 Summary 
The history of UD has told us that this design concept was initiated by a 
need for creating architectural design, focused for people with disabilities; a 
need that was initiated because of an attempt to understand the different in-
dividuals with disabilities. Gradually, UD has expanded towards the concept 
of a barrier-free design, inclusive design, and the notion of design for all. 
Often UD was assumed to be an underlying philosophy working together 
with assistive technology, although considerable differences between these 
two fields exist. It was understood from the literature review that historically 
the user’s input was a critical issue in UD. When UD principles were evalu-
ated, sometimes a clear effect could be found, but in some cases there were 
no effects at all. 

We noticed the application of UD in architectural design, such as airport 
environment, transportation, city planning, in ICT, multimedia development 
for speech therapy, speech-enabled interfaces for people with hearing im-
pairments, reading difficulties and the intellectually disabled, digital photog-
raphy for people with aphasia, improved design for people with hearing im-
pairments, online support community for older adults, an online voting sys-
tem, and websites for the elderly. In product design and development, UD 
was used to integrate accessibility during product development, such as do-
mestic products, the product’s interface development, and when evaluating 
the design of a product. For industry setup, UD practice received low priori-
ty. In education, UD was used to address the individual’s challenges in 
learning environments, for improving the accessibility of 3D environments, 
to improve the neural networks in cognition and learning, to improve acces-
sibility in terms of cognitive, motor, and sensory dimensions, and to develop 
inclusive tests for disabled students. These applications of UD were prac-
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ticed under the two main contexts, namely accessibility and design for the 
elderly. Although there was a call for mainstreaming UD practice, the per-
spective was still scoped within accessibility. 

The epistemological opinion of UD at present has suggested that it is 
more likely to be an issue of legal policymaking and an attempt for social 
change. Regardless of good design with effort from designers and developers 
with close communication with users in the design phase, a successful prac-
tice of UD still would depend on appropriate human involvement. Ontologi-
cally, UD was assessed to be a utopia, making true UD practice practically 
impossible in reality. Thus UD was becoming something with a higher pro-
file and sometimes it was unaffordable, which could harm the competitive-
ness of a product. The academic community studying UD was small, relative 
to the practitioners. Different social forces were out there to change the disa-
bility policy, aiming for social law and policy-improvement and UD was 
slowly getting more popular in the industry, although it was mainly focused 
within the design community. 

In understanding whether UD could be an artifact or a valid act it was no-
ticed that the concept was spreading in society in terms of change of attitude. 
UD itself could be a process or a part of a design process. Sometimes it was 
viewed as the application of design philosophy and sometimes as an applica-
tion to create a gap-free environment. UD was seen as a social accessibility 
tool and viewed as a social model of disability, providing certain properties 
to promote a universal solution in society through the design. These proper-
ties were identified as easy for everyone to use, adaptable elements for inclu-
sion, elements that could be concealed or omitted until needed, with a possi-
bility to add and remove these elements as required. There was no certain 
rule by which we could identify a particular design to be universal. Instead, 
certain design guidelines were followed, although they were not bench-
marked. 

While for the balance of three dimensions of sustainability a customized 
framework could be reformed, achieving a critical scale in this respect re-
quires a move beyond the actions of integration. Regarding this, the initial 
motivation for UD could be brought forward into the picture. Before the 
1960s the aging population found accessibility into buildings to be a problem 
and it would be not at all sustainable to exclude such a huge population 
group with accessibility and disability problems if their issues were not re-
solved by the design philosophy of UD. Today’s digital age is creating dif-
ferent types of hindering, which are more practical to today’s design prob-
lem. For instance, systems have become more complex, which increases 
frustration to the users. Users also demand technology of high quality at a 
reduced price, while the issues of digital divide, privacy, ethics, etc. are there 
too. These new issues with design now initiate problems for balancing to-
day’s sustainability dimensions and their integration. When the examples of 
sustainability were examined together, it was noticed that on the way to 
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achieving sustainability, the primary focus lies on ecological actions. En-
gagement of ICT was found to have different promising effects on sustaina-
bility. However, individual’s value and beliefs were playing a major role on 
shaping the perception of sustainability in different contexts.  

 From the above discussion, the gaps found in the literature can now be 
summarized. Firstly, the addressed scope, background, and history of UD 
were highly limited within the scope of designing better products for people 
with disabilities or people who were aging. Several times, arguments were 
raised to consider the concept of UD beyond disabilities, but we did not see 
any application of such a concept. Secondly, the principles of UD were fol-
lowed to design products claiming to be universal but the design principles 
themselves were not sufficiently validated and needed further development. 
Finally, balancing sustainability dimensions is important for integrating the 
different complex challenges of today’s world for which there is no ad-
vanced action of integration evident today. Finding an alternative or im-
proved strategy to design for sustainability is thus needed. 

The growth of HCI made designers be typically not equivalent to users, 
resulting in the non-realization of users’ needs during system design, and 
producing discrete undesirable effects (Booth, 1989). There were different 
problems that worked as barriers between humans’ and computers’ interac-
tion. Several of these problems were addressed in the works of Baecker 
(1995), and Eason, Damodaran, and Stewart (1975). It was understood from 
these works that since HCI could be a multidisciplinary venture, it should 
not have involved ergonomics only. It thus called for practicing UD and 
conducting its research in a broader context. This, on the other hand, reflects 
the need for filling the gap of selecting a proper methodology in HCI from 
other disciplines that have laid-down guidelines since selecting the proper 
method in UD study could be very abstract, depending on the circumstances. 
An interdisciplinary-research attitude could therefore be extrapolated for 
solving this problem. Based on those identified gaps it would be reasonable 
to state that the present lack of UD research could be filled by conducting 
research of it outside the scope of the accessibility and by addressing a move 
further than the actions of integration of different sustainability dimensions 
to deal with today’s sustainability issues in design. 
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3. Theory

3.1 User-centered systems design 
A number of theories from HCI research have contributed to the work of this 
thesis, although the initial motivation behind this research work originated 
from the user-centered systems design (UCSD) concept, which was support-
ed by other theories. These theories were used to design studies, analyze and 
observe existing frameworks, and to design new frameworks and models to 
support the extension of UD for sustainability. These theories were selected 
after striving for elegance and parsimony within the research work by reduc-
tion of key elements and connection to the classics. Additionally, an attempt 
at avoiding epigones and total novelty were practiced. 

The foundation concept of UCSD is based on the fact that it is a frame-
work of process. This process should not be restricted within the scope of 
interface or technology design only. This process prioritizes and gives ex-
tended attention primarily on the needs and problems of the end users of the 
product or service to be designed in individual phases of the design. From 
this basic concept UCSD could be seen as a multi-stage problem-solving 
process. The process should not only involve designers who would only 
analyze and predict user perception of the end design. Instead, the designers 
should be able to incorporate actual users at different stages of the design 
process to test and validate their assumptions of the user. A typical design 
stage may involve identifying proper requirements, conceptual design, proto-
typing and pre-producing model, mid-production, and post-production. If 
needed, the design process will be iterated unless it meets the primary re-
quirement originating in the requirement-analysis process. Designers need to 
conduct such testing because it is difficult as a designer to realize the user’s 
experiences while using their design. Also designers cannot easily predict 
how individual users will be learning to use their designed product or ser-
vice. 

According to the ISO9241-210 (2010) six key principles are described for 
a design to be user-centered: 

x The design is based upon an explicit understanding of users, tasks, and 
environments. 

x Users are involved throughout design and development. 
x The design is driven and refined by user-centered evaluation. 
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x The process is iterative. 
x The design addresses the whole user experience. 
x The design team includes multidisciplinary skills and perspectives. 

In 1986 Donald A. Norman published the book, The Design of Everyday 
Things (originally called The Psychology of Everyday Things) in which the 
human psychology behind identifying a design as good or bad, along with 
the importance of design in our everyday life and the issues associated with 
poor design, were stressed. Norman (1988) used the term ‘user-centered 
design’ in describing design, focusing primarily on the needs of users. While 
considering the user’s needs, the other secondary needs like aesthetics were 
not considered. User-centered design is thus about simplification of the 
structure of different tasks performed by the user while at the same time 
making things visible to users by providing the right mapping (ibid.). At the 
same time the design should also provide controlling powers to handle dif-
ferent errors. 

UCSD is a broad term, emphasizing the focus of user participation influ-
ence in shaping a design. While there are multiple ways to include users in a 
system-design process, the core concept behind UCSD states that the users 
need to be included (Abras, Maloney-Krichmar, & Preece, 2004). The con-
sideration of a wide range of users can determine the success of a design and 
the effect of the design and artifact on all users must be considered (ibid.) 
although Preece, Sharp, and Rogers (2015) suggest that not all stakeholders 
need to be involved. Abras et al. (2004) also reported that the terminology 
‘user-centered design’ was established in the 1980s by Donald Norman’s 
research laboratory and became popular after a later-published book by 
Norman and Draper (1986); this text was later developed further by Norman 
(1988). A similar set of design principles was also established by Shneider-
man and Plaisant (2010), and later adapted by Nielsen (1993). 

 As mentioned earlier, UCSD is an iterative design process which aims 
for developing usable systems. According to Karat (1996) this is achieved by 
involving the potential users of a system in the design. However, Gulliksen 
et al. (2003) identified that the multiple definitions of UCSD are very gen-
eral and non-specific, because of which it becomes a concept rather than 
possessing any real meaning and therefore proposed a set of key principles 
for UCSD while supporting the fact that gradual adoption, rather than an 
attempt to implement all of these principles, is more appreciated. User-
centered design attitude should be user-focused, active-user-involved, multi-
disciplinary, simple, and holistically viewed towards the successful design 
outcome (ibid.). Norman (1986) in a similar respect states that an important 
design philosophy is to ensure that users feel a strong sense of control and 
possess an understanding of the system and also stresses the importance of a 
good conceptual design and separate system design. 
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UCSD has, over time, been criticized for diverse reasons. It has been ar-
gued that a goal or aim that is decided first, to achieve by involving users 
later, often fails to draw individuals’ interest. Also, Gasson (2003) argued 
for the goal-oriented design approach to be more appropriate than UCSD, 
since goals are easy to set and achieve using technology. However, within 
the context of this thesis, the UCSD approach was appropriate for few rea-
sons. Accessibility is a subset of UD, whereas usability is a subset of acces-
sibility. In the attempt to find additional qualities in design by extending the 
UD concept, it was thus appropriate to use UCSD, as usability is what 
UCSD is based upon. On the other hand, it would be arguable to use differ-
ent stakeholders to select a specific problem of UD to realize a set of UD 
qualities, because by doing so further accessibility qualities of UD would be 
explored. That would not, however, support the idea of extending UD holis-
tically. 

3.2 Interdisciplinary research 
Often it is not possible to use one scientific discipline to solve different prob-
lems of the society for which bringing several disciplines into the picture can 
be helpful for decision-makers and planners (Buanes & Jentoft, 2009). The 
importance of interdisciplinary studies was originated based on this need. 
Bringing together different components of two or more disciplines is seen to 
be interdisciplinary, which involves familiarity with these components and 
therefore the theory of interdisciplinarity considers the interdisciplinary 
knowledge, research, or education as the main subject of study (Nissani, 
1997). However, according to Newell (2001) interdisciplinary approach can 
help us understand the portion of the world which is modeled by a particular 
complex system. It is delicate to understand the emerging behavior of a 
complex system, since such a system is more than just the sum of its differ-
ent parts and even though the pattern is identifiable it is evolving and not 
strictly predictable. Understanding of such a system through the interdisci-
plinary process thus makes it possible to see the coherent, evolving phenom-
enon associated with the complex system. Methodological extension of UD 
for sustainability as presented in this thesis is a complex phenomenon which 
deals with complex system and their components. The end design of a sys-
tem using the extension of UD would result in a complex system for which 
the pattern could be understandable, yet not strictly predictable. An interdis-
ciplinary-research approach towards the methodological extension of UD for 
sustainability thus seems promising. 

Historically, Klein (1990) first specified the steps of interdisciplinary re-
search while Klein and Newell (1997) modified the steps of interdisciplinary 
research from both disciplinary and comprehensive perspectives. Since these 
steps were not grounded by any epistemology but on activity observation, 
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the interdisciplinary research is necessitated by the complex systems. Nis-
sani (1997), however, as a support for justifying interdisciplinary research in 
a typical academic setup, has presented ten benefits or rewards of interdisci-
plinary research, categorizing them in three overlapping categories: growth 
of knowledge, social benefits, and personal rewards. It is possible to take 
these ten advantages of interdisciplinary research into consideration while 
discussing how UD and its extension could contribute towards the sustaina-
bility context by the help of the interdisciplinary-research approach. 

Design for sustainability is a complex issue and integrating UD as a 
methodological extension for sustainability is very contextual, which would 
involve several complex processes. While the theories of a complex system 
can offer several guidelines in this respect, interdisciplinary research can 
help us visualize different steps and advantages of extending UD for sustain-
ability, which itself would result in a complex system demonstrating the 
convincing usefulness and power of interdisciplinary research. This interdis-
ciplinary approach as presented in this thesis can thus be generalized for 
building interdisciplinary epistemology. 

3.3 Cognitive-dissonance theory and persuasion 
In the studies of psychology, cognitive dissonance represents the phenome-
non of a kind of discomfort that an individual experiences when the person is 
in doubt about decision-making due to two contradictory beliefs or ideas, or 
performs an action that is contradictory to one or more beliefs or ideas or 
even controlled by any information that initiates a conflict with any existing 
beliefs or ideas. The original cognitive-dissonance theory was founded by 
Leon Festinger (1957), when two relevant inconsistent knowledges that cre-
ate a state of discomfort were addressed as “dissonance.” Festinger identified 
this discomfort as an internal consistency for which we humans strive. Indi-
viduals tend to be motivated by dissonance, as it reduces inconsistency and 
allows persons to support their cognition. On the other hand, the individual 
experiencing dissonance becomes psychologically uncomfortable and tries to 
reduce this or avoid situations and information that can trigger it. Many dif-
ferent restatements of the original theory were then made (Wicklund and 
Brehm (2013). It had been, however, already criticized by Greenwald and 
Ronis (1978) who thought that the original version of the dissonance theory 
had been discarded by abandoning different parts of it by the dissonance 
researchers, while Harmon-Jones and Harmon-Jones (2007) also reported 
that different experiments challenged the revised versions of the dissonance 
theory. One interesting major issue in dissonance research addresses the 
importance of multiple routes or modes that can be used to reduce disso-
nance. People tend to change attitudes and behaviors by modifying incon-
sistent cognition when multiple routes are available (Stone et al., 1997; 
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Wood, 2000). Dissonance research can be categorized into four major para-
digms. Research is evident in understanding the consequences when individ-
uals are exposed to information that is inconsistent with prior belief and atti-
tude. Similarly, it was observed what happens when individuals make a deci-
sion in such conditions and what the effects of adding extra effort on over-
coming discomforts are. 
 However, the central focus of dissonance research has been given on 
understanding why dissonance arises. Several reasons, like violation of gen-
eral self-integrity from the self-affirmation theory of Steele (1988), incon-
sistent cognitions from Aronson (1992), and even dissonance-reduction con-
cerned with behavior rationalization instead of creating psychological con-
sistency by Joule and Beauvois (1998), were reported to be causes of disso-
nance-arousal by Wood (2000). 

It is important to strive for maintaining cognitive consistency in design 
while dealing with attitude or behavior change. This is the basis of persua-
sive design in which technology attempts to change user attitude or behavior 
without any extra force or trick. Fogg (2009) presented a behavior model 
consisting of three factors: motivation, ability, and triggers, which give an 
insight of human psychology for understanding correct factors that drive 
human behavior. According to this conceptual framework, the individual 
with low motivation and ability would perform low towards a target behav-
ior. An appropriate trigger in different form is also needed for a specific 
behavior to occur with both high motivation and ability. 

The issue of sustainability in this respect is critical, since it deals with col-
lective behavior of the groups in a society. A strong user-centered research 
approach with UD and its extension towards achieving sustainability through 
persuasion by using the cognitive-dissonance model is thus relevant. The 
challenge of cognitive dissonance and persuasion is to design new models 
and frameworks with which the urge of maintaining cognitive consistency 
should be powerful, thereby understanding proper design strategies and prin-
ciples for designing a persuasive system. 
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4. Methodology

4.1 Problem-identification and motivation 
When it comes to HCI, providing the proper guidelines and methods for 
working have been a challenge. Norman (1983) gave priority to quantitative 
methods over qualitative ones. Of course, the developed method should be 
usable. This section explains the reason behind using different methodologi-
cal approaches in this thesis, and in what context they were suitable for. 

Initially general predictions were made that expanding the concept of UD 
would contribute to achieving sustainability. At the initial state of this pre-
diction, this was unconfirmed due to the lack of any empirical evidence. This 
general prediction was motivated by the fact that UD, as it has existed since 
its inception from the early 1960s, has been successful in addressing the 
physical accessibility-related problems in architecture design. Modern socie-
ty deals with many different problems in design and in dealing with these 
UDs as it has viewed for more than the past five decades, limited in its scope 
in generating new design solutions. Its scope has been quite limited in ad-
dressing any problems outside the field of physical accessibility and archi-
tecture design. But this is a serious issue, since mainstreaming of UD is 
needed for its survival as a design strategy, because the initial need of UD is 
based on a crucial issue like accessibility. If we could thus extend UD meth-
odologically, it could solve other design problems at the present time. One of 
such important issues in our society today is sustainability. So the initial 
assumption on problem-identification and motivation towards it could be 
summarized by stating that if we could extend UD methodologically, then 
we would be able to deal with the sustainability in design while still address-
ing the initial needs for which UD was originated. The research of this thesis 
was therefore initially motivated from this kind of complex design philoso-
phy problem. 

4.2 Research paradigm 
The focus of this thesis is centered on HCI and the thesis results reflect an 
interdisciplinary contribution. The other disciplines that are related within 
the scope of this thesis are information systems and a design-science re-
search paradigm. 
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However, in a pure sense all research is exploratory. Social science has 
explained exploratory research with the notion of a methodological approach 
concerned with discovery and exploration, with which the researcher is seen 
as an explorer. Babbie (2012) identified three purposes of social science 
research; the first of which was exploratory. Usually, when problems are in a 
preliminary stage and data collection is difficult, this research approach is 
used. Frequently exploratory research is conducted for the formation of a 
general hypothesis. For example, Shields and Tajalli (2006) linked explora-
tory research with the conceptual framework of a working hypothesis. In this 
thesis’ work, Papers I and II are the reflection of exploratory research. The 
investigation into the problem domain of UD and its principles was initiated 
with the exploratory research that was conducted. 

To find any new or alternative solution for the given problem, construc-
tive research methods were typically used. Also known as ‘constructivist’ 
knowledge production (Dodig-Crnkovic, 2003), the idea behind this type of 
research method was actually construction, which is based on knowledge 
used in novel ways (Crnkovic, 2010). In order to validate the initial assump-
tions, the constructive research method paradigm was followed over the 
course of this thesis work. 

Several characteristics of the design paradigm were followed in the work 
of Papers III, IV, V, and VI, resulting in different frameworks as the out-
comes. Critical thinking was applied in order to realize the diverse phenom-
enon of the existing theoretical frameworks for creating improved and holis-
tic solutions. Since the ultimate goals of extending UD are user-centered, 
these solutions were important for achieving and increasing improved expe-
rience for users of a system. Also, as from the reductivism perspective, prob-
lems were divided into simplified parts for solving them, in the same way as 
the use of design methods was appropriate for reflecting different epistemo-
logical activities through the end design. 

4.3 Delimitations 
The word ‘design’ can represent the construction of an object, although this 
is not always the case. Design can also mean creating a plan for the construc-
tion of something in the form of an object or a system. It is therefore im-
portant to mention that any pure, physical design was outside the scope of 
this thesis. When a methodological extension of UD was discussed it was for 
achieving sustainability in a system design. By system design, one can mean, 
for example, an information-system design, an organizational system design, 
etc. On the other hand, dealing with sustainability and its issues are also 
complex subject matters. In HCI studies, sustainability has typically been 
related with designing persuasive systems with which user behaviors are 
given focus. Often their behaviors are changed towards making them act on 
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environmental sustainability factors. By doing this, persuasive design in HCI 
has mostly overlooked the social and economic factors of sustainability, 
which are becoming more interesting and serious in the present world. The 
methodological extension of UD for sustainability as presented in this thesis 
should therefore not be directly based on the pillar of environmental sustain-
ability issues, but primarily on the social and economic pillars of the sustain-
ability. However, this extension of UD would typically result in a complex 
system and that the system designer can implement based on the needs found 
in a standard requirement-analysis. Therefore, addressing trivial identified 
environmental sustainability factors within the scope of a specific system 
design for an organization could also be probable. 

Also, performing complete full-scale studies to evaluate extension of UD 
is a costly, time-consuming process. Even after considering that, it must also 
be considered that some systems are simply not totally complete and stable 
enough to investigate the properties of UD. Hence, the current research in 
the area of establishing a new methodological extension of UD is still ex-
plorative. This means that describing different problem areas and then 
providing concrete solutions to every defined problem forms the constraint 
rather than the scope of this thesis. 

4.4 Research strategy 
This research was based on the conception of user-centered design. The 
complete work involves several steps, when a combination of research strat-
egies like theoretical analysis, empirical studies, design science, modeling 
and framework, and use-case analysis were used. First of all, to understand 
how well UD is practiced at the present time I have used surveys about dif-
ferent user contexts. Two such contexts were studies in an elderly home and 
studies with video game players. Different groups of users were selected in 
these two studies because, firstly, it was important to see how UD works in 
the situation for which it was developed, e.g. a home for elderly adults. Sub-
jects with disabilities and limited physical abilities were selected in the study 
of Paper I, and predictions were made that even with some users’ bias (se-
lected users being disabled or with limited physical abilities and living in an 
elderly home), the design principles would not be enough in representing 
their everyday accessibility issues properly. Secondly, no subjects with any 
kind of disabilities were chosen for the study of Paper II. The reason for this 
was that the data would have been biased with such a group of users and it 
would have then been problematic to find the precise limitations in the exist-
ing design principles of UD for a video games setup claimed to be accessi-
ble. In contrast, all participants were selected and recruited carefully in all 
aspects of the study of Papers I and II. Another reason for selecting two dif-
ferent user contexts for these two studies was that I wanted to understand 
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how UD principles work in natural settings (Paper I) and in an experimental 
or lab setting (Paper II). 

Next, to understand how UD could be extended I looked into other suc-
cessful methodological extensions, particularly interdisciplinary extensions 
(Paper III) because, as mentioned previously, methodological extension of 
UD for sustainability would result in a complex system and interdisciplinary 
methods work best when dealing with complex systems. It was therefore 
possible to use knowledge from one research domain to combine with anoth-
er and then come up with new methodological extension in the form of 
frameworks and models. This was then demonstrated by using an open-
innovation concept together with UD for achieving sustainability in infor-
mation-system design (Paper IV). Finally, a cognitive-dissonance model 
(Paper V) and a SDLC (Paper VI) were used to exemplify and explain how 
to practice the extension of UD. 

4.5 Data collection 
For data collection I have used surveys. In their work, Whiteside and Wixon 
(1987), by the approach of field study showed that characterizing the user’s 
real needs and circumstances became prominent in the research of HCI. Fol-
lowing this, Carroll (1997) argued that field studies could bring to light facts 
in the background of the context of use, when the users could be unaware of 
the circumstances. These were carefully considered before designing surveys 
for collecting data for Papers I and II. For the data collection of the study in 
Paper I, a survey was physically presented at the location of the users. It was 
used to get unconventional and original understanding of how well UD prin-
ciples were being reflected through the existing design of elderly adult’s 
everyday life in their elderly home. The survey consisted of several ques-
tionnaires which were designed to capture the variables from different de-
sign principles of UD. This could also be done in an alternative way by di-
rect observation of the subjects while they performed tasks or by taking in-
terviews. However, observation would add bias to the collected data because 
the risk would then be that I might interpret the reflection of different varia-
bles from UD principles in my own way, and not in the way a user perceived 
it. Besides, field studies in an elderly home have different issues to consider 
seriously, namely user privacy, ethics, and time, which would be problemat-
ic if an observational method was used. Similarly, asking questions in the 
form of an interview would make the data collection more complicated. For 
example, questions from the survey found out to what extent users felt so-
cially included in their elderly home, how much less effort they wanted to 
make in learning a new system, and what the scale of the importance of low 
physical effort or simplicity in the design of a product was. These questions 
were difficult to discuss in interview form and more practical to quantify for 
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improved analysis. Similarly, for the study of Paper II a survey was used to 
find out the problems associated with video games’ accessibility relating to 
UD principles. Here also questionnaires were used to capture associated 
variables of UD principles from the players’ task in different game-playing. 
Interviewing or observing users while they were playing games to get this 
information would not be practical, but time-consuming and expensive. Sur-
vey was thus the most suitable method that was available at hand for the data 
collection in this thesis work. 

4.6 Data analysis 
At first, a basic exploratory statistical analysis was run to observe normality, 
linearity, and outliers in the data. Then factor analysis (loading value 0.40) 
was conducted along with reliability analysis (Chronbach’s alpha 0.7) to 
check if the data for any specific variable was not or was less reliable. A 
regression analysis and bivariate correlation matrix analysis (rejection level, 
p = 0.05) was then run to find out relationships between different variables 
from the UD principles. Also a paired sample t-test was run to see if there 
was any significance difference between the scores of two different varia-
bles. It was important to run these operations to find out which UD princi-
ples were and were not perceived to be important and reflected through the 
use of a system by its users. 

4.7 Other methods used 
Use case was used to illustrate different cases in Paper IV. Jacobson and 
Christerson et al. (1992) referred to use-cases approach as useful for leading 
designers to realize what a module needs to be implemented and it is thus 
considered a valuable step in project-development like design and testing. 
Written descriptions are usually added with the diagram of use cases. To-
gether, textual and pictorial representation makes it possible to realize the 
proper system-requirement specifications when thought about from a      
system-design perspective. In their reference manual of use cases, 
Rumbaugh, Jacobson, and Booch (2004) identified use cases as part of Uni-
fied Modeling Language (UML) for which use case was defined to be “a 
coherent unit of functionality expressed as a transaction among actors and 
the system.” Use-case approach was thus often preferred by the system de-
signer as an alternative of requirement specification, although use cases can 
be a powerful and prominent analysis tool in the requirement engineering 
activities (Antón et al., 2001). As a method, use-cases approach is powerful 
for discovering different detail steps in system design, considering the inter-
action between multiple stakeholders and their actions with different compo-
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nents of the system. It was thus a wise choice to select use-cases approach to 
demonstrate how the inclusive-innovation framework in Paper IV would be 
in action in different system design settings by describing different system 
functionalities towards explaining the proper system-requirement specifica-
tions. Two different cases from existing researches were also ideal to select 
for the use-case analysis. By the help of use-cases approach it was therefore 
successfully shown how the traditional concept of UD could be normalized 
with the new extended dimension of UD into the selected two cases. Since 
scenario-based requirement understanding as a subset of use cases was al-
ways praised for illustrating different behaviors of the future system to be 
designed, the target of using use cases with the help of scenarios in this the-
sis was to reduce the gap between different views of the future system for 
realizing the extension of UD for users. Therefore, supported by the argu-
ment of Cockburn (2000), “the major pieces of functionality from beginning 
to end for capturing a contract between the stakeholders of a system about its 
behavior” was successfully demonstrated by the use-cases approach of ex-
tension of UD. 

One of the popular system-development methodologies called system-
development life cycle (SDLC) was used in Paper VI to show a method of 
persuasive design for sustainability. SDLC is a powerful methodology which 
can be used together with other different development models. Developed in 
the early methodological era in the late 1970s, SDLC involves identification 
of phases and stages and was originated by keeping in mind the improved 
and disciplined management of system development (Avison & Fitzgerald, 
2003). However, methodological complexities arise while several models are 
used for addressing complex design issues. It is thus wise to develop any 
unique SDLC for specific system-design issues (persuasive design for sus-
tainability in the case of Paper VI.) Several different phases can be consid-
ered in an SDLC. A typical structure of SDLC phases includes needs-
identification, developing different solutions for the identified needs, and 
then implementing the developed solution. After the initiation and accom-
plishment of one phase, it can iterate or lead towards the next phase. In Pa-
per VI existing frameworks were analyzed and their properties were mapped 
together for identifying new properties of persuasive design for sustainabil-
ity. For complex design issues like persuasive design for sustainability 
choosing SDLC was appropriate for showing different associated design 
phases. The phases associated in the persuasive design for sustainability 
could be iterative too, for which SDLC was also an appropriate selection. 
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5. Summary of the papers

Table 1. Summary of the papers 

Paper I Paper II Paper III Paper IV Paper V Paper VI

Type of 
Study Empirical Empirical

Theoretical 
analysis

Theoretical 
analysis

Theoretical 
analysis

Theoretical 
analysis 

Main 
Theory UCSD UCSD

Nissani’s inter-
disciplinary 

influence

UCSD and 
Open Innovat-

ion

Cognitive 
Dissonance 
and Fox’s 
Behavior 

Model
UCSD and 

SDLC 

Method Survey Survey
 Construction of 

theory

Theory con-
struction and 
case analysis

Theory con-
struction

Theory con-
struction 

Context Elderly users
Video game 

players
UD and sustain-

ability
Information-

system design

Persuasive 
design and 

sustainability 

Persuasive 
design and 

sustainability 

Research 
Question 

How well 
does UD work 

in a regular 
accessibility 

context? 

How well 
does UD work 

in a modern 
interactive 
context?

How can UD be 
improved by 

interdisciplinary 
extension? 

How to 
achieve sus-
tainability in 
system de-

sign?

What could be 
an implemen-
tation of UD 
extension?

How to prac-
tice the meth-
od? What are 
the necessary 

steps? 

Results 
Improvements 

needed 
Improvements 

needed 
Extension of 

UD in terms of 
a new frame-
work and new 

methodological 
steps

Use of inclu-
sive-

innovation 
framework 

Example: 
Implementa-

tion to persua-
sive design for 
sustainability 

Example: 
Using SDLC 
showing what 
steps need to 
be followed 

5.1 Universal design to assist the elderly (Paper I) 
Since the established UD concept was grounded in accessibility, it was im-
portant to see how well the existing design principles of UD would act in a 
setup that is meant for supporting accessibility issues to its users. Even 
though there are different guidelines available addressing the needs of aging 
populations, it is important that organizations understand them properly. 
With that, organization can successfully use the guidelines towards support-
ing the aging community. Besides, for the aim of a sustainable society find-
ing how the existing design guidelines of UD work in the social life of the 
elderly was important. Paper I in this thesis thus looked into analyzing UD 
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principles in an elderly home setting, where elderly adults with different 
disabilities lived and spent their everyday life. The research question was: 
‘How do existing universal design principles influence the defining of acces-
sibility issues for elderly adults in their everyday life?’ 31 subjects from the 
Montgomery County’s Arcola Health and Rehab Center, located in Mary-
land, U.S.A., were selected for this study in Autumn 2011. In the survey the 
participants were given 15 questions to answer, which were used to get re-
flection of four groups of variables of the 7 UD principles. The questions 
were grouped as perception (4 questions), design (5 questions), learning (3 
questions), and social environment (3 questions.) These questions, for exam-
ple, involved understanding the participants’ flexibility in mobility in daily 
life, their awareness and insight of being socially included in the place where 
they lived, their consciousness about learning, and necessary efforts needing 
to be given to learn something, the importance of physical effort, and their 
intention about learning and using new technologies. For example, partici-
pants were given questions like: How important is it for you that a new sys-
tem or product requires little effort to learn? Another example was to ask the 
importance of simplicity when using something in their daily life and if they 
were intended to learn something new or not, if that made their daily activi-
ties more comfortable. The working nurses and personal assistants helped to 
distribute and collect the answers for some of the subjects. The collected 
answers of the questions were coded into SPSS v.22 for further analysis. 
Apart from the basic exploratory statistical operations, some multivariate 
statistical operations, namely reliability analysis, correlation matrix analysis, 
multiple-regression analysis, and t-test, were performed on the collected data 
set. 

In Paper I the data analysis showed that variables from the UD principles 
that describe learning showed a significant difference from the variables 
describing perception. Learning was in a regression with other independent 
variables, although no close relationships were found with learning and each 
of the independent variables. The t-test result (Eta squared value = 0.49) 
showed a large effect in describing the differences in learning and percep-
tion. Conclusions could be drawn by stating that the way users learn to use a 
system was not related to the way information was presented to them. Per-
ceptible information, simplicity in use, and flexibility in use properties of the 
UD were thus not reflected by the analysis of data. Similar conclusions could 
be drawn from the relation of design variables with low physical effort and 
simple intuitive-use design principles. Finally, the social environment varia-
ble showed significance as an independent variable in defining learning 
which pointed out that participants of the study felt social features to be 
something important which are not addressed or included in the present UD 
principles. In the multiple-regression analysis, the social environment varia-
ble was showing the highest unique contribution in defining the model of 
learning. However, the sample size (31) was quite small in this study, which 
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is why the adjusted r square value instead of r square value was selected in 
the multiple regressions for the better estimation of the population. The re-
sults thus showed that there was a significant difference between learning 
and perception of elderly adults defined by the UD principles (from t-test). 
Learning was found to be correlating with independent variables in a regres-
sion but no individual relationships between learning and perception, design 
and social environment, was found. Similar conclusion could be made for 
the design variables under the effect of low physical effort and simple intui-
tive-use UD principles. 

The paper then described the scope of HCI research and accessibility is-
sues with the possibilities to improve and mainstream UD in an extended 
way. Finally, conclusions were made by claiming that even two decades 
after the establishment of the UD principles they were not completely appro-
priate for defining the accessibility for elderly adults, which indicates that 
more academic research towards the practice of UD would be necessary. It is 
thus important to evaluate the existing UD principles to understand how to 
translate their outcomes towards a positive policymaking for organizations 
and to identify any proper framework for this purpose. By this it would be 
possible to implement UD holistically for every user, and not just for the 
disabled people. This in turn could reduce exclusion and act towards build-
ing a sustainable society. 

5.2 Study of universal design in video games (Paper II) 
Paper II presented a study for the analysis of UD principles within video 
games design and player’s interaction. Video games are one of the most 
important parts of our modern culture and are being used more and more by 
a growing part of the population in today’s world. Before extension of UD in 
a new way it was important to understand how well the existing design pa-
rameters of UD were reflected in the digital design of today’s world. After 
the accessibility study for the elderly adults in which UD was supposed to 
act successfully, it would be wise to look into a specific digital system of the 
present time, like video games, to determine how UD is practiced. The re-
search question in this paper was thus: ‘How does the video games player’s 
perception impact on realizing UD principles while they play games?’ The 
study of Paper II was conducted in the University of Maryland, Human-
Computer Interaction Laboratory, during the time period of October–
November 2011. The 50 participants (67% male and 33% female) that par-
ticipated in the study were university students with ages ranging from 16 to 
24. No participants had any physical or cognitive disabilities that could
hamper their understanding and performance of the given task. Some partic-
ipants, however, reported having had correction to normal eye sight. Partici-
pants were given the task of playing a specific genre of game for a minimum 
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of 30 minutes. Most participants were unfamiliar with the games they were 
given, although a few were familiar with some. A survey was then conduct-
ed in the form of questionnaires. 15 questionnaires were designed to capture 
the variables from UD principles. The participants were, for example, asked 
about the importance of game design for them to play efficiently, the im-
portance of display-size during play, their ability to recognize information 
from the display according to their sensory abilities, and the importance of 
game design for their flexible playing experience. An example question, for 
instance, was about the importance of the space where players played the 
games. Another question was to understand the importance of game design 
that can stigmatize a player. The collected data was first used to run explora-
tory statistical analysis for observing normality, linearity, and outliers in the 
data set. Then a factor analysis and reliability analysis was performed. Final-
ly, a regression analysis was also performed together with a correlation ma-
trix analysis to find out relationships between different variables of the UD 
principles. 

The data analysis showed that flexibility, simplicity, and low physical ef-
forts were in a regression, whereas in a multiple regression only low physical 
effort and flexibility variables made significant unique contribution concern-
ing user satisfaction. Satisfaction thus worked as a dependent variable which 
significantly correlated with flexibility and low physical effort variables. 
However, error tolerance, equitability, and low physical effort variables of 
the UD principles were not pragmatic to the participants. In a factor analysis, 
low physical effort, flexibility, simple intuitive use, and satisfaction resulted 
in a one-factor solution, meaning that these principles of UD could be clus-
tered into a homogeneous set. It was also found that low physical effort and 
flexibility variables were not correlated, since (p-value for satisfaction> .05). 
On the other hand, the r-value for the satisfaction was higher, making it more 
confident that there was a correlation. This made satisfaction be a dependent 
variable in a regression which indeed correlated with flexibility. However, 
the flexibility variable showed less contribution to describing the model with 
a lower beta value, even though together with low physical effort the varia-
ble flexibility made significant unique contribution in predicting the depend-
ent variable. 

Subjects in this study did not have physical disabilities, yet they felt the 
need for the addition of external parameters into the UD principles. Two 
conclusions could be drawn from the result of this study. Firstly, even if 
existing UD principles were followed, they might still result in video games 
that are not accessible. That is to say, the purpose of the design (accessible 
games) might not be served by using existing UD principles, which is why 
an extension of UD and its principles is needed. Secondly, the concept of 
UD and its principles may not be suitable for the digital design of today’s 
society. User-inclusion in terms of accessibility features was a practical de-
sirable application of UD when it was founded and could fail in dealing with 
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modern design problems like the game design. This would evidently increase 
user-exclusion in using digital systems and become an issue for social sus-
tainability. A methodological extension of UD could thus help mainstream-
ing it towards shaping the sustainability issues and help us in overcoming 
this kind of problem. 

5.3 Interdisciplinary research and universal design 
(Paper III) 
The empirical studies of Paper I and Paper II indicated the limitations and 
need for an extensive practice of UD. Therefore, the next step was to show 
how an extension resulting in sustainability could be made possible. In Paper 
III it was shown how the interdisciplinary-research approach could contrib-
ute in expanding the scope of UD for the achievement of sustainability, since 
UD has a close relation with sustainability when two design philosophies 
work with each other. The research question in this paper was dedicated to 
understanding how to expand the conception of UD towards sustainability 
by practicing interdisciplinary research. It was then clarified in this paper 
how different fields of research could be thought of within the same line of 
UD for achieving sustainability. 

For doing this, an abstract epistemological and ontological analysis of UD 
was summarized, along with a detailed discussion on established points of 
interdisciplinary research and UD. Sustainability and its different pillars 
were then co-evaluated with UD context from which a synthetic view on 
sustainability and different associated gaps with UD were identified. UD was 
then discussed within the context of interdisciplinary research. For doing 
this, ten positive reasoning factors for the success of interdisciplinary re-
search established by Nissani (1997) were selected as the reference frame-
work and the topic of interest in UD and sustainability were plotted with 
these factors. This way UD and its relation to sustainability was viewed as a 
set of phenomena and it was argued that the successful practice of this mutu-
al relationship can be benefited by different research fields and vice versa. 
After this analysis a theoretical framework titled, ‘An interdisciplinarity 
research framework of UD for sustainability’ was introduced. Here the exist-
ing design principles of UD were compared with different interdisciplinarity 
typologies, together with different interdisciplinary-research factors for UD. 
Finally, a few steps of conducting interdisciplinarity research for UD aiming 
for sustainability were identified. 

The major shift that was taken place from the results of this research pa-
per was to show the potentials of UD being a part of interdisciplinary re-
search in which it could contribute to sustainability. While the proposed 
framework itself has been an example of theoretical interdisciplinarity since 
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conceptual analysis was conducted, it also emphasizes the result of critical 
interdisciplinarity in practice as sustainability was concerned with UD. 
Within the context of this thesis this result reflects the strength of interdisci-
plinary research on extending UD in a methodological form. HCI itself is an 
interdisciplinary-research field, and several times it was argued to look be-
yond users and its interfaces for the extension of HCI and its studies. Results 
from Paper III support this and show how interdisciplinary-research practice 
could bridge the methodological gap between UD and sustainability. 

5.4 Sustainability—the role of universal design and 
open innovation (Paper IV) 
Following the results of Paper III, the next ideal step was to show an applica-
tion of interdisciplinary research in which UD could be used as a methodo-
logical extension for achieving sustainability. Therefore in Paper IV, through 
an established framework entitled ‘The inclusive-innovation framework’ it 
was shown how UD and the concept of open innovation could help achiev-
ing sustainability in system design. The underlying research question for 
Paper IV was: ‘How can universal design concepts be used for improving 
sustainability achievement goals through information-system design?’ 

User-inclusion in the system-design process is no new concept, but under-
standing the proper process for successful user-involvement for achieving 
system success and thereby sustainability has remained a challenge. To ad-
dress this challenge the proposed framework in this paper has elaborated the 
incorporated analyses from open innovation, UD, and sustainability to moti-
vate the initiation of internal and external driving factors towards sustaina-
bility goals. Paper IV also showed a requirement engineering model, when it 
was explained how the application of the proposed inclusive-innovation 
framework should take place. The proposed framework was then validated 
using use cases which showed the clarification and organization of different 
system requirements. Two use cases were drawn from two previous re-
searches that were highly related to the similar aims of the inclusive-
innovation framework. In the results, IS enabled sustainable goals were seen 
to be increased by the help of UD and open innovation. 

Some conclusions could be drawn from the results of Paper IV within the 
context of this thesis. Firstly, a tangible use of UD outside the scope of ac-
cessibility and its positive impact was reflected through the proposed 
framework. The UD principles that were used in this study were not about 
disability-related issues, but could still affect the system’s success and use-
fulness of a system resulting in increased sustainability. Secondly, it was 
shown in Paper IV how UD could be used as a methodology to achieve sus-
tainability with the help of interdisciplinary research. Knowledge from two 
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interdisciplinary-research branches’ information system and open innovation 
were used here. Thirdly, identifying the essential needs in the earlier stage of 
system design is important and the proposed requirement engineering model 
could be a help for this, since achieving sustainability through design is an 
important goal. Finally, sustainable HCI could be represented within the 
context of UD, not only limited to persuasion for ecological impacts, which 
could build new knowledge in HCI, design, and information science. 

5.5 A cognitive-dissonance model (Paper V) 
After showing how interdisciplinary research could contribute to a methodo-
logical extension of UD for sustainability in Paper IV, it was important to 
show an application of the proposed method. That is to see, how could such 
methodological extension be practiced for sustainability? Paper V thus 
showed how a cognitive-dissonance model could be formulated for focused 
persuasive-system design—sustainability in this case. The cognitive-
dissonance model was structured on the basis of five identified design prin-
ciples. The research question here was: ‘What are the design principles for 
designing persuasive systems aiming for sustainability and how do they fit in 
a cognitive model to be used in practice?’ Although many design principles 
for persuasive design exist, there was no specific set just for achieving sus-
tainability through persuasion, and this lack was the rationale behind this 
research. The reason behind this could be that sustainable HCI research has 
been focusing on only the interaction design part, although it has a lot more 
potential to offer beyond the attitude change of users towards ecological 
causes. A user-centered reflection through design principles for persuasive 
design for sustainability would be able to focus on user behavior, needs, 
skill, and their characteristics, which could make it possible to shift sustaina-
bility research from supply side to the user side. Wever, Van Kuijk, and 
Boks (2008) supported these issues by stressing the importance of user-
centered design research for sustainability. 

In this paper, sustainable system-design principles that were previously 
derived from the basis of UD principles (See Mustaquim and Nyström 
(2013)) were mapped together with two theoretical frameworks (See 
(Kimura & Nakajima, 2011); Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa (2009)) to 
generate the properties of five new design principles. These properties were 
later used to structure a cognitive-dissonance model to represent complex 
phenomena like persuasion for sustainability in an abstract form. Five design 
principles for persuasive design for sustainability were also narrated and 
described. While different external variables can have impact on the success 
of the proposed model, fine-tuning UD principles and its practice as ad-
dressed in this thesis could help finding alternate routes for balancing the 
dissonance, thereby increasing the probability of success of the dissonance 
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model for sustainability. The design principles thus, if implemented proper-
ly, could help reducing the framing effects in design and in return act on 
achieving sustainability. 

Results from Paper V indicated that by looking into the UD concept be-
yond its traditional boundary in a methodological extension form a new di-
mension of research; agendas would be possible to formulate. One of such 
agendas addressed here was persuasive-design principles and a cognitive 
model for sustainability. UD and persuasive design happen to be two mutu-
ally exclusive concepts and enhancing the latter to increase sustainability 
with the help of the former was a unique method. This method can also be 
generalized to other settings beyond persuasion. 

5.6 Persuasive design for sustainability (Paper VI) 
While Paper V showed how a methodological extension of UD could be 
practiced, Paper VI in this thesis showed what the practical implication 
could be and what practical problems could be solved using the extension of 
UD for sustainability. In Paper VI, an SDLC for persuasive design for sus-
tainability was established and discussed as an extended methodology based 
on UD. 

 Although changing the user’s behavior towards sustainability is the fun-
damental concept on which persuasive design is based, the view of HCI on 
this is making a move. This is because one of the core characteristics of per-
suasive design for sustainability is that it simply looks beyond making sense 
of the world by bringing changes and tries to make an impact that way. 
Therefore, the addition of different theories and concepts is important in 
sustainability-related HCI research, since it is important for HCI to broaden 
the context of sustainability. Sometimes persuasion too quickly switches 
towards ‘green solutions’ and then this is claimed to be used as a quick 
methodological fix to achieve sustainability. This, however, is a major con-
cern, since it brings ethical questions into the picture. Also, with the rapid 
availability and improvement of technology, organizations now face tougher 
challenges in design than ever before. Different choices of sustainability 
goals also have different outcomes to the development, efficiency, and effec-
tiveness of the development process itself, along with the management of a 
similar existing system. A systematic methodology in the form of an SDLC 
could be a fit within the existing structure of organization, which will make 
it easier to identify the right problems by answering different internal de-
mands on multiple design solutions. The research question in Paper VI thus 
was: How can we understand the appropriate design phases that are neces-
sary to design a persuasive system that aims for sustainability? 

The foundation of the proposed SDLC in Paper VI was based on the two 
previous theoretical frameworks (see Paper V and Nyström and Mustaquim 
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(2014)). These reference frameworks are structured according to the extend-
ed concept of UD, which added a new dimension to the understanding of 
persuasion for sustainability. There are three important phases to the pro-
posed SDLC: motivation, ability, and triggers; these have different proper-
ties and challenges that need to be solved. These three phases are described 
within the context of elements of the classical SDLC. Different features of 
the proposed SDLC can help designers and system analysts to look into not 
only the objective, but also the subjective criteria of the sustainable goals. 
When dealing with direct or indirect persuasion, the proposed SDLC could 
be useful for identifying proper user needs. It could also be used to identify 
sensitive issues and factors in design which would support and address mul-
tiple ethical aspects of design in persuasion for sustainability, which also is a 
critical problem of persuasive design. 

Although it could be concluded here in stating that by following the pro-
posed SDLC as presented in Paper VI, persuasive systems for sustainability 
could be successfully designed, due to the multifaceted complex nature of 
sustainability dealing with the multiple stakeholders’ involvement, it is prac-
tically impossible to claim an end design to be sustainable. Instead, the cen-
tral focus that this proposed SDLC would give is on the positive change of 
attitude towards achieving a set of sustainability goals through persuasive 
design. Therefore, a persuasive system must not be static and should try to 
be updated with the changes in collected knowledge about sustainability and 
its effects which have been reflected through the features of the proposed 
SDLC. Two major conclusions could be drawn from the results of Paper VI 
within the context of this thesis. Firstly, persuasive design is not always 
about changing human behavior towards the environment on which the 
whole sustainable HCI research branch is established on today. Instead, stud-
ies in HCI relating to sustainability can focus on other sensitive factors that 
can define sustainability for a specific context. Secondly, it is possible to 
extend and use UD as a foundation of new methodology in diverse ways to 
achieve sustainability. 

5.7 Synthesis of the papers 
In both Papers I and II, results discard the traditional beliefs, in that the qual-
ity of design that principles of UD introduce may not be of the degree that it 
promises. It is difficult for individuals to be more certain about the meaning 
of UD to them and the way they would like to see applications of UD princi-
ples in their activities. The overall view regarding this, found from Paper I, 
is similar to the view found from Paper II. While the results in these two 
studies agree that UD principles can have their contextual limitations, it is 
important to understand that the existing design principles are not complete-
ly unusable. Instead these results show that they require improvements to 
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support different needs of present design problems. In focusing on realizing 
the core of current design problems relating to sustainability, Paper III illus-
trates the idea that interdisciplinary research can be used for extending UD 
unconventionally, and yet it can produce interesting results. By a closer ex-
amination of the properties of UD in regard to sustainability, it is seen here 
that contextual interdisciplinarity research can be successful in bringing for-
ward the potential qualities in design that UD can have. In relation to Paper 
III, when closer examining UD and interdisciplinarity, Paper IV finds that 
the open innovation concept can be brought into the picture for empowering 
UD in an interdisciplinary way for addressing sustainability issues in infor-
mation system design. There is a large variation regarding what count as 
qualifications for sustainability. Viewing the two different disciplinary as-
pects together makes it clear that the variety of disciplinary fields can affect 
the scope of sustainability, and how different stakeholders are able to im-
prove different sustainability factors. The extension of UD can thus be a 
generalized approach in design for different sustainability issues under mul-
tiple disciplinary contexts. Research results from both Papers V and VI indi-
cate that a number of approaches can be framed once the extended concept 
of UD is used as a tool to address sustainability problems. In this respect, 
firstly these results show the true power of interdisciplinarity. Secondly, 
results also expose that the extended concept of UD can potentially provide 
interesting results, like the establishment of new design principles, generat-
ing new cognitive models, and formulating new design life cycles. 

In summary, the combined results from the papers show that UD princi-
ples can have limitations for addressing a reorganized design issue like sus-
tainability, although an interdisciplinary research approach to methodologi-
cally extend UD in design can be used for rendering success regarding sus-
tainability. 
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6. Discussion and conclusion 

6.1 Discussion of the results 
In this section, the research objectives that were related to the methods pre-
sented in Section 4 and the results presented in Section 5 will be described 
within the context of the research question of this thesis. Results from Paper 
I showed the empirical study of UD principles for elderly people with disa-
bilities. While statistical analysis showed that not all UD principles were 
insignificant, the results did reflect that significant parameters are missing in 
UD principles are perceived and are required to be important by the subjects. 
These features are, for example, social features in design and learning in 
relation to the information perceived by the users. I draw the conclusion that 
improvements of UD principles in this respect are desirable.  

However, empirical study results from Paper II showed that existing UD 
principles were not always useful, regardless of what kind of tasks users 
performed with the same system. Error tolerance, equitability, and low phys-
ical effort variables of the UD principles were thus not found to be pragmatic 
to the users. Also subjects with no disability issues still felt the need for ad-
ditional extension of UD principles. This finding reflected the inappropriate 
nature of UD principles in a selected system, such as video games, indicating 
the need for their development. This result also supports the fact that addi-
tion of new parameters in the UD principles is needed.  

The results of these two papers were important for answering the first re-
search sub question (see Section 1.2). However, to claim the transferability 
and generalizability of these two papers’ results would further advanced 
evaluation. Nevertheless, two conclusions could be drawn. Firstly, two stud-
ies has sought to investigate the same thing in dissimilar settings, but still 
gave similar results. Hereof, it could be argued that the investigation indicate 
some kind of generalizability. Secondly, UD principles as investigated in 
two different setups were highly contextual to users. In this regard, tentative 
conclusion could be made by claiming that more complex, large-scale empir-
ical analysis would give us insights about the proper validity of UD princi-
ples’ investigation. Nevertheless, the results from these studies could be 
applied and generalized in similar user and system contexts in other areas, 
although results might deviate if existing system conditions were changed 
without making its stakeholders aware of it. 
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The results from Paper III suggested and showed how an interdisciplinary 
approach would be beneficial for extending the concept of UD towards sus-
tainability. A framework of interdisciplinary research of UD for sustainabil-
ity was proposed, followed by showing five steps of practicing the proposed 
approach of interdisciplinary research and gave answer to the second  sub 
research question of my thesis (see Section 1.2). The proposed framework is, 
however quite abstract and theoretical. Paper III showed how UD could be 
extended, thought out of its traditional concept of accessibility issues in de-
sign, and furthered the concept in a methodological way to achieve sustaina-
bility. Also sustainability and UD were discussed under the umbrella of in-
terdisciplinary research for supporting the proposed extension. Conducting 
an empirical analysis on the proposed framework is a complex, time-
consuming, and expensive process which would be desirable with given 
appropriate resources, and was thus not the scope of this paper. Neverthe-
less, the interdisciplinary is a dynamic research field, and modification and 
improvement of the proposed model can take place with further analysis of 
different relevant research disciplines associated with sustainability. Then 
again, the issue of extending UD for sustainability is a complex multilayered 
problem that results in a complex system. As respects multifaceted studies 
like this, interdisciplinary approach was argued to be successful within its 
frames. Extrapolating an interdisciplinary-research approach towards extend-
ing the UD for sustainability was thus a justified method used in Paper III. 

The results of Paper IV reflected two major transfers as an answer to my 
third sub research question. Physical and psychological accessibility issues 
are not the only restriction to consider while speaking about UD, which was 
the first one. Sustainability in information-system design does not necessari-
ly mean that the consideration of ecological factors was the second. These 
two transfers were reflected through the proposal of inclusive-innovation 
framework where UD principles and the open-innovation concept was com-
bined together to show how sustainability could be achieved in information-
system design. Again, sustainability is a strong concept and can reflect a 
situation dependent on contextual meanings. On the other hand, UD con 

 Related to my fourth research sub question, Paper V showed an applica-
tion of interdisciplinary research for addressing sustainability requirements 
in design. This was done by using the existing knowledge from one disci-
pline domain, given that the purpose of a design could be properly identified 
and understood. Sustainability through persuasion was shown as a result by 
the derivation of a cognitive-dissonance model. It was also shown how re-
quirements could initiate ideas of designing a system followed by UD prin-
ciples. As an example, the process of identifying five persuasive design prin-
ciples for sustainability was shown in this work. The theoretical frameworks 
that were the basis of Paper V were relevant to the problems of persuasion, 
sustainability, and extending concept of UD. 
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However, empirical verification of the proposed cognitive-dissonance 
model can further identify new requirements to be added in the design prin-
ciple’s properties, which in turn can improve the model itself. The results 
from Paper V also reflected the application of UD outside the scope of ac-
cessibility that were outlined and addressed in the paper.  

Together, the findings and concept designs from Papers IV and V accord-
ingly reflected that it would be possible to extend the traditional UD concept 
towards improving an existing one or creating a new design for sustainabil-
ity. 

Finally, Paper VI showed what needs to be done for transforming an in-
terdisciplinary knowledge on the way towards a methodological extension of 
UD for sustainability. This was done by the derivation and explanation of an 
SDLC for persuasive design for sustainability.  

While SDLC is one of the most accepted methodologies for showing how 
system design should be performed, there are newer approaches available 
addressing different limitations with classical methodology like SDLC. One 
of the highly discussed limitations of SDLC is that its success often depends 
on the way it is used. So SDLC can often fail to meet the real needs for the 
organization, reflecting inflexibility and instability. In this respect, it could 
be questionable to the use of SDLC in showing the design steps for persua-
sive design for sustainability. Paper VI, however, addressed a focused design 
problem (persuasion for sustainability) within which functionalities of the 
proposed SDLC are strictly limited. An organization practicing this method-
ology would already know their real needs, since their operational level 
would not only focus on the technological efficiency improvement during 
the practice of this SDLC, but also on the sustainability achievement prob-
lems. Besides, this SDLC is not relying upon the emphasis of an existing 
system. So the possibility to not lead towards an overly conservative system 
design by failing to achieve the goal is low.  

Yet, it is important to state here that the proposed SDLC in practice can 
initiate instability and inflexibility, as the markets and business today are so 
diverse and rapidly changing, with which changes in design can be a difficult 
and costly task. However, I draw the conclusion that focusing on a specific 
target of sustainability through persuasive design, the use of SDLC for 
showing the stages associated in the design process, was appropriate in 
meeting user satisfaction and for encouraging organizations to adopt a sys-
tem-development methodology, which too often is seen as a problem. 

The combinatorial understanding of UD and its extension towards achiev-
ing sustainability in design, mentioned and discussed through the methods 
and results of the six papers of this thesis, subsequently refer us back to the 
general research question addressed in Section 1.2, and in these respects two 
conclusions may here be drawn.  

Firstly, UD should consist of certain properties that are distinct and may 
exist in the system, only if the systems have been built to accommodate 
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them. Secondly, by doing this, UD thus should not be constrained only by 
the accessibility features, since it is possible to practice UD in other different 
systems, as was shown and discussed in this thesis. That is to say, a system 
should thus not be named and designed to be titled ‘universally designed’ 
simply by allowing accessibility features for disabled people, since being 
universally designed should not only be a supposition or a concept, but also 
a practice. As an enhanced practice, as the results show in this thesis, UD 
could be incorporated in the standard design process. 

 Addressing the identified gaps found in the literature review (see Section 
2.6), the results show that it is possible to practice UD beyond the boundary 
of disability-related issues. The result of this extension for UD may also 
simplify the understanding between confusing interchangeable interpreta-
tions of similar terminologies which are associated with UD. Regarding im-
proving UD principles, its further validation is also supported by the results 
of this thesis.  

Thus the notion of UD could be extended in a new methodological way, 
as learned from the combined results of six papers, to answer the main re-
search question addressed in this thesis. This new way could therefore be 
practicing a novel and enhanced concept of the UD beyond the accessibility 
domain, to add values in achieving sustainability in design and also identify-
ing new factors to improve the UD principles. 

This result could be traced back to supporting the arguments and sugges-
tions of Sandhu (2011) and Dillon (2002), in which practice of UD looks 
into the objective expressions of it for its improvement, along with implying 
advancing HCI research beyond enhancement. Such an objective dimension 
of UD practice is shown in this thesis to be bringing qualities of sustainabil-
ity in design. Similarly, the results also support the acknowledgement of 
Clarkson and Coleman (2015) in which UD results in different holistic quali-
ties of design (sustainability in this case) and are supported by the sugges-
tions of Imrie (2012) to use the flexibility of exploring UD in diverse ways. 

6.2 Contributions of the thesis 
Based on the reported results supporting the idea of a methodological exten-
sion of UD for sustainability, this thesis contributes the following: 

x Limitations of current UD principles have been identified and further 
discussed. 

x A new framework of UD has been proposed by relating factors of inter-
disciplinary research to factors of sustainability. The framework explains 
how factors of interdisciplinary research in relation to UD could benefit 
each of the different aspects of sustainability. 
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x A guideline comprising five methodological steps was proposed to 
explain how to practice the new framework for interdisciplinary research 
of UD for sustainability. 

x The feasability of the methodological context was demonstrated for 
information-system design, by showing how we can achieve 
sustainability. What sustainability would mean is contextual within the 
scope of a specific design problem, often identified from the 
requirement-analysis. It can mean that a system that will be built will act 
sustainably, or when it is in use the users will behave sustainably, or the 
whole process of design could be sustainable. UD here thus showed 
contextual application (outside accessibility scope) and inter-
disciplinarity.     

x A requirement engineering model was proposed to find the real needs in 
terms of sustainability for organizations. This is because the proposed 
inclusive-innovation framework is theoretical and is delicate to practice 
in the real design problem without realizing the proper needs, as 
mentioned before. 

x Five new design principles for persuasive design for sustainability have 
been proposed. Particularly interesting in the context of sustainability is 
persuasive design, systems with the purpose of motivating behavioral 
change in people. Although there are several design principles for 
persuasive design, more specific design principles for sustainability were 
needed. 

x It has been shown how a cognitive-dissonance model with the properties 
of the proposed design principles could be used to control dissonance. 
The proposed dissonance model showed how to practice the new design 
principles so that the user’s dissonance could be controlled according to 
the desire to motivate behavioral change. 

x It has been shown how a method for SDLC could transform the 
knowledge of the new design principles into the phases of the whole 
design life cycle. The design principles could tell us what to do, the 
cognitive-dissonance model could tell us how the design principles 
could be useful to control dissonance, and the proposed SDLC could tell 
us how we could use this knowledge in the form of a design life cycle 
for achieving sustainability. 

x Finally, even though I have given examples of different ways to 
accommodate different rational ways to practice UD regarding 
sustainability, my main contribution is to highlight the intricate texture 
of the concept UD. My inquiries might have functioned as a 
deconstruction of the concept in order to illuminate both the complexity 
of the concept as such, and rational strategies of putting the concept into 
practice aligned to contemporary demands of sustainability issues, and 
by doing this, also the potential of the concept. 
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6.3 Limitations 
This thesis has described a new approach to the methodological extension of 
UD for sustainability. One challenging question in this respect could be: Is 
that the only way to extend UD for sustainability? I believe that this thesis 
has focused on a genuinely open research question and to specifically claim 
that this is the only way to extend UD would thus be wrong. Instead, the 
results of this thesis indicate an overcoming of the barrier between contextu-
al and traditional meaning of UD in practice, by introducing the concept of 
‘a methodological extension for sustainability’ in design for further exten-
sion of the notion of UD. Nevertheless, it is important here to note some 
limitations of this research. First of all, even though the sample type was 
appropriate for the study of Paper I, there were limitations in the data collec-
tion from the subjects, and therefore assistance from nurses and occupational 
therapists was taken. It is not certain how the results might deviate if all the 
subjects were exclusively involved in the data collection process. Most likely 
for this reason is that during reliability analysis some questions showed low-
er reliability. On the other hand, using disabled and older adult samples in an 
experimental setup instead of natural setups probably could also impact the 
results. Similarly, the results and conclusion from Paper II relied on student 
samples. Although the selected university students were appropriate within 
the context of the research, it was difficult to predict how other samples 
would trigger the results of these papers. Yet, the sample sizes used in these 
papers were not too large and advanced-relationship analysis between differ-
ent variables was not performed using highly complex statistical methods. 

I thus believe the selected methods in this thesis were fairly successful to 
make the results from this research reasonably positive. However, as stated 
before, results also indicated that further analysis of different systems with 
reliable measures is necessary to improve UD principles more accurately, so 
that positive transfers of extension of UD for sustainability can occur be-
tween different functioning systems. This would advance the sustainability 
achievement through the extension of UD into designing different systems, 
which over time would be able to improve the advanced perception of UD 
and its scope. 

6.4 Future research recommendations 
The methodological extension as presented in this thesis provides a natural 
guide to future research. With regard to furthering this extension of UD for 
sustainability, observing its effect for motivating technology-mediated social 
participation would be an interesting topic. As one of the challenges of social 
media and social computing as regards the transformation of society in dif-
ferent constructive ways is that social media fails to be sustainable and uni-
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versally designed. Future research should also include comparison with usa-
bility for finding different stimulating factors that could play important roles 
for the users, to demand the presented extension of UD in this thesis to be in 
future design. Additionally, diverse conceptual and theoretical frameworks 
used and addressed in the thesis also would need in-depth and complex em-
pirical analysis, which is another important major step to take in the direc-
tion of future research, where much research also remains to be made on 
topics that are related to sustainability- and information-system design. With 
regard to this, it would be ideal for organizations to analyze or implement 
the frameworks in developing or improving their information-system design. 
In addition, the significant factor (sustainability) to the scope of extension of 
UD could be investigated further to obtain a concrete understanding of its 
impact on UD. Finally, a new way to measure how well UD is practiced in a 
system design and how sustainable a system is, based on the concept of this 
thesis, would be promising for value-creation and business opportunities. 
This is because future products and services would be funded not only for 
usability and usefulness, but also for ‘acquiring experience.’ Furthermore, a 
sustainable system through the practice of UD would hold its market value 
in this respect, if such extension could be established as being standardized 
towards the continuous practice of mainstreaming UD. These future research 
results would be able to solidify the arguments and findings of this thesis by 
adding more emphasis on supporting the advantages of UD and its extension 
for sustainability. 
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Summary in Swedish—Sammanfattning 

Före 1960 var det svårt eller till och med omöjligt för personer med funkt-
ionshinder att ta sig in i officiella byggnader, besöka publika toaletter eller 
öppna vissa matförpackningar. Det ansågs vara olycklig men likväl oundvik-
lig. Arkitekten Ron Mace startade en revolution när han grundade rörelsen 
av universell design (UD), en designfilosofi om tillgänglighet för alla oavsett 
funktionshinder eller ålder. Som ett resultat av detta kan vi idag t. ex. se 
ramper till nästan alla officiella byggnader. 

I dagens samhälle har hållbarhet tornat upp som ett lika angeläget pro-
blem som tillgänglighet var på 1960-talet. Hållbarhet handlar inte bara om 
miljöproblem utan även om ekonomiska och sociala frågor. Denna avhand-
ling undersöker en utbyggnad av begreppet universell design för att det på 
ett adekvat sätt ska kunna passa in på de hållbarhetsproblem vi står inför 
idag och som också är universella. Frågeställningen i avhandlingen är: ‘‘hur 
kan universell design förnyas och utvidgas för att få hållbarhetsaspekter att 
bli naturliga inslag i design’’. 

Avhandlingen innehåller sex studier, både experimentella och teoretiska. 
En genomgång av litteraturen  om universell design och relaterade begrepp 
visar att behovet av en utbyggnad har identifierats tidigare, men att det ännu 
inte finns någon studies som på djupet diskuterat en sådan ansats. Eftersom 
begreppet ‘universell design’ ursprungligen baserades på fysisk tillgänglig-
het för äldre människor är det viktigt att se hur väl de befintliga konstrukt-
ionsprinciperna är anpassade till dagens krav. En experimentell studie gjor-
des i ett äldreboende där patienter med eller utan olika funktionshinder till-
bringar sin vardag. Slutsatsen var att de universella konstruktionsprinciperna 
inte var helt relevanta för att definiera livskvaliteten för de äldre vuxna och 
indikerar att principerna måste justeras med hänsyn till sociala sociala fak-
torer och lärande. I en andra adtikel genomfördes en studie av de universella 
konstruktionsprinciperna med avseende på användarupplevelsen vid video-
spel. Resultatet visar att inte alla konstruktionsprinciper är meningsfulla 
under spelets gång, detta indikerar att syftet med design inte alltid kan upp-
fyllas genom att följa de nuvarande universell design principerna. 

För att söka finna ett sätt att bygga ut universell design mot hållbarhetsa-
spekter genomfördes en teoretisk analys som identifierade fem steg för att 
bedriva tvärvetenskaplig forskning som användbara. Ett nytt ramverk ut-
vecklades för att explorativt visa hur ett nytt universellt designkoncept kan 
bidra till att uppnå hållbarhet i själva systemkonstruktionen av universell 
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design. Det nya ramverket testades sedan vid två fall där resultatet visade att 
det nya utbyggda konceptet av universell design kan vara lösningen på pro-
blemet med hållbarheten. 

Slutligen presenteras en kognitiv dissonansmodell med fem identifierade 
konstruktionsprinciper som visade hur denna nya utbyggnad skulle kunna 
tillämpas för att lösa praktiska problem som ‘‘övertygande design’’ för håll-
bar utveckling, följt av en systemutvecklingslivscykel som visar vad som 
behöver tillkomma för att utföra en sådan utbyggnad. 

Sammanfattningsvis visar denna avhandling att universell design kan ut-
vidgas till att uppnå hållbarhet, genom att introducera ett kontextuellt inter-
disciplinärt angreppssätt för analys av problemdomänen. Attn. failed PhD thesis
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Abstract 

The longevity of the aging populations resulting in a demographic gap is an emergent problem in present society. Universal 
design philosophy is a transfer towards inclusion promising improved solutions for people with diverse abilities. Nevertheless, 
often in practice it becomes a mere conception. Existing theoretical guidelines as design principles often fail to result in factual 
universal design. This is particularly worrying for the lifestyle-improvement of disabled older adults, since no standard ways to 
evaluate the impacts of universal design principles exist. This paper presents the results of a study on the effect of universal 
design and its practice involving 31 elderly adults from an elderly home. The study revealed that it would be desirable to explain 
universal design principles in operational terms to measure and relate them in facilitating the improvement of life quality for 
older adults. Furthermore, this result is anticipated to stress the importance of further assays concerning the modifying of 
universal design principles. 

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of the 6th International Conference on Software Development and 
Technologies for Enhancing Accessibility and Fighting Info-exclusion (DSAI 2015). 
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1. Introduction

Since the world is undergoing a major process of demographic alteration, involving the aging of the population,
an age gap between young and elderly adults is clearly noticeable. Individuals aged 65 and over in Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries are 15% of the total working population and this is 
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expected to increase by 30% in number by the year 2030.1 This aging of the population has diverse consequences for 
society, including issues like pensions and healthcare, and for the general facilities of consumer products and 
services. However, one of the many alarming concerns in this respect is an aggregate rise of age-associated 
disabilities. One in every ten people in their fifties has serious impairment in mobility, and this becomes one in every 
two for people in their eighties.2,3 Although the status of older people’s health makes it ambiguous to predict 
different age-related disabilities in the future,4 there is an alarming chance for the growth in the number of people 
with impaired mobility and disability due to their age. The rise of disability is usual with age for other external 
causes, which older adults tend to deny for social shame, despite its being a typical part of human life.10 Besides, a 
large number of people have some kinds of functionalities that are lesser than the traditional norm apart from the fact 
that people also may be temporarily or situationally handicapped.11 This is one of the main reasons why age-related 
accessibility issues are a growing interest in human-computer interaction research. For example, the approach and 
case of an EU-funded innovative project, SOPRANO, is worth mentioning here, which is focused on a move away 
‘from technology-push and problem-focused approach’ to the ‘user-driven approaches’ for benefiting practically the 
users in everyday life by involving them in the research process.13 While for elderly adults the ‘future of 
physiological anthropology’ is expected to gain more attention by the practice of universal design,8 many of them at 
present are still excluded from being able to lead a normal everyday life, due to the lack of proper accessibility 
convenience. There could be several reasons involved with this, but one important concern that is often overlooked 
is the misapplication of the term ‘universal design’ in improving the everyday life of people with different types of 
disabilities. Many organizational policymakers often use the universal design terminology for commercial success 
and claim its positive impact on accessibility causes, leaving the true outcome to be achieved. Often in a certain 
design phase policymakers introduce some new properties in design and later claim them to be universally designed, 
which in practice is not the case. Therefore, regardless of different guidelines and design principles addressing many 
different needs for aging populations, it is important that they are well understood by different organizations or 
developers serving for the aging community14 so that incorrect policymaking does not occur. Identification of a 
proper framework is therefore needed for the successful implication of universal design for all and not just the 
disabled people.9 But for this to happen, it is important to evaluate present universal design principles to see what is 
needed for the improving and then translating their outcomes into successful frameworks. This was the underlying 
rationale behind this research in which the existing principles of universal designs were considered to analyze and 
see how they would influence the everyday life of elderly adults. The research question here is therefore: ‘How do 
existing universal design principles influence the defining of accessibility issues for elderly adults in their everyday 
life?’ Thus the general research resolution was to find a rationale behind motivating the addressed debate about 
universal design, predominantly as it applies to the everyday life of elderly adults. As an attempt at answering the 
research question, an empirical study was conducted (see Method in Section 3) as reported in this paper, when 
universal design principles were measured for a focused closed group of elderly adults. Section 4 also presents the 
results and necessary statistical operations that were performed on the collected data set. Section 5 gives an 
extensive discussion with future work possibilities, followed by the conclusion in Section 6. 

2. Universal Design and its Principles

The design of products or environments to be used and experienced by people of different ages and abilities 
without adaptation is reflected as the primary concept of the universal design.5 No doubt the concept of universal 
design is growing around the world and this idea has expanded towards the scope of inclusive design, which 
specifically extends the definition of universal design by including users who have been excluded by rapidly 
changing technology, particularly the elderly and aging populations. This, in the long run, prioritizes the role and 
value of extreme user groups in innovation and in new products and service development. The British Standards 
Institute6 defines inclusive design as “the design of mainstream products and/or services that are accessible to, and 
usable by, as many people as reasonably possible ... without the need for special adaptation or specialized design.” 
Different physical and psychological contexts of use concerning the interactions between products, services, and 
interfaces are also prioritized by the practice of universal design.7 The design principles set for universal design 
described below were developed by a group of U.S. designers and design educators from five research organizations 
in 1997.5 
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• Equitable Use: The design does not neglect, exclude, or stigmatize any group of users.
• Flexibility in Use: The design should present a wide range of personal choices and their abilities.
• Simple, Intuitive Use: The design should be easy to understand, regardless of the user’s experience, acquaintance,

language skills, or their present level of focusing.
• Perceptible Information: The design communicates necessary information effectively to the user, regardless of

ambient conditions or the user’s sensory abilities.
• Tolerance for Error: The design minimizes hazards and the negative costs of unintentional or unintended events.
• Low Physical Effort: The design should be used proficiently and with comfort, with the smallest amount of

tiredness.
• Size and Space for Approach and Use: The design is done in such a way that the appropriate size and space is

provided for approach, reach, manipulation, and use, regardless of the user’s body size, posture, or mobility.

However, it is difficult to see the implication of these design principles, since they are more used as guidelines. It
is not evident that these design principles are followed whenever accessibility issues are dealt with the older adults 
or people with disabilities. Instead, different focused problems for people with disabilities deal with customized 
guidelines and design principles in which the universal design principles are merely reflected. For example, 
researches involving web accessibility guidelines14–16 could be referred. In this way universal design becomes a 
concept instead of a practice, which is alarming. Academic research on universal design (UD) itself is therefore 
needed to overcome this problem. 

3. Methods

To discover how the existing UD principles would explain the abilities of elderly adults in their daily life was the
aim of this study, which was conducted by a quantitative field experiment for a period of 4 weeks, in Autumn 2011 
at Montgomery County’s Arcola Health and Rehab Center, located in Maryland, U.S.A. Based on the average 
household income, this is the richest county in Maryland province and the addressed rehab center has around 200 
employees. During the study, the number of patients living at Arcola was 157, out of which 40% were female. The 
financial levels for the patients were fixed and the money for aiding them comes from Medicare A or B and the 
Medicaid insurance package of the U.S. healthcare system. A total of 31 patients participated in this study. The 
patients were selected based on their cognitive ability so that they were capable enough to understand and answer 
the questionnaires. None of the participants had any kind of mental disability that could affect their understanding of 
the questionnaires to any extreme extent and their disability was limited within the scope of functional and mobility 
issues. All participants could hear and see without any major difficulty. At first the basic demographic information 
was collected from the patients. Around 77% of the participants were female and 33% of the participants were male, 
with their age ranging from 67 to 93. Most of the participants were not skilled at using the computer and internet but 
they were familiar with using mobile phones and other assistive technology devices for communication. The basis 
for our analysis was our questionnaire responses in ranking, based on a scale of 1 to 9. The questionnaire items were 
designed to understand the different variables that make up the UD principles. The scales used in the research were 
qualitatively tested with respondents who were demographically similar to the final field work respondents. 

The test bed was set up by allowing each patient to answer specific questions that would reflect the principles of 
UD and their act in the participant’s everyday life in Arcola. The subjects were requested to understand the 
questions properly. When they failed to do so, they were helped by their nurse to understand and answer the 
questions. The researcher was given permission to have access to the participants during the day at specific times. 
Usually the evening coffee-break time or during the dinner TV time was when the researcher was able to talk with 
the participants. The researcher was introduced to the patients by the working nurses who informed them together 
with the researcher of the purpose of this study. During the process of collecting answers, some participants showed 
anxiety and even after initial agreement to participate in the survey, they denied answering any questions in the 
given form. The researcher made an attempt to talk with the nurse and if, after discussing the matter with the nurse, 
a patient still denied to participate they were by no means forced to and therefore not included in the survey. Thus 
even though initially the process expected to have 60 patients, in the end the total number of potential participants 
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resulted at 31. The results from the questionnaires were coded into SPSS V.22 and statistical operations were then 
run to come up with different conclusions, which are described in the following sections. 

4. Results

The 15 questions asked of the participants were classified for reflecting four groups of variables to be an abstract 
representation of the 7 UD principles, namely: perception (4 questions), design (5 questions), socialenv (3 questions) 
and learning (3 questions). Statistical operations were then performed on the data set, which is presented here 
followed by a summary of the results. 

4.1. Reliability analysis 

The Cronbach alpha coefficient was reported to be .795, in a reliability analysis performed in this research. 
Therefore the scale used in the analysis could be considered as reliable with the sample of the research. Even though 
values of some items presented in ‘item total statistics table’ (not shown here) for the ‘correlated item-total 
correlation column’ showed values below .3 and some values under the ‘Cronbach’s alpha if item deleted column’ 
showed higher than the final Cronbach’s value, then there was no need to remove these items since the Cronbach’s 
alpha coefficient was already above .7, indicating the sample data set to be reliable enough with 15 total numbers of 
items. Table 1 shows the Cronbach’s alpha in reliability analysis. 

 Table 1. Cronbach’s alpha in reliability analysis 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha Num. of Items 

.795 15 

4.2. Correlation matrix 

A correlation matrix analysis was made to see how the three independent variables—perception, design, and 
socioenv—would act in a regression with learning as a dependent variable. From Table 2 it is obvious that all values 
of p are smaller than .05, which indicates that there could be a true relationship. For learning variables the value of r 
is highest, indicating the existence of a correlation. So for a regression, learning could clearly be a dependent 
variable. With p�0.5, the degrees of freedom (Df) could thus be calculated as Df = n-2 =31-2=29. 

Table 2. A correlation matrix for the four variables 
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4.3. Multiple regressions 

Table 3 shows the value of r square to be .519, meaning 51.9% of the variance in the dependent variable learning 
was explained by the model including perception, design, and socioenv. However, for a small sample size (31) 
involved in this research, it was often more practical to choose the value of the adjusted r square (Table 3) instead of 
r square, for better estimating the population. Therefore, we can conclude that at least 46.5% (adjusted r square = 
.465) of the variance in the model is explained by the independent variables. 

Table 3. Model summary table from the multiple regressions 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .720a .519 .465 4.833 

a. Predictors: (Constant), SocioEnv, Design, Perception 

b. Dependent Variable: Learning

Table 4 shows the correlations between the four variables of the model. Here the independent variables showed a 
satisfying relationship with the dependent variable learning (more than .3). At the same time, the value of each 
independent variable is less than .7, which is a support for retaining them all in describing the model. 

Table 4. Correlations table from the multiple regressions 

Table 5 indicates the beta values under the standardized coefficients column for each independent variable, 
indicating that socioenv makes the largest unique contribution among the three independent variables for describing 
the model. Also the sig values from Table 5 indicate statistical significance in predicting the dependent variable. 
Socioenv, having the sig value .000 (less than 0.5), thus made a unique and statistically significant contribution to 
the prediction of learning. The collinearity statistic diagnostics also showed the values of tolerances (Table 5) high 
above 0, indicating no risk of multicollinearity in our assumptions. 
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Table 5. Coefficient table from the multiple regressions 

Coefficients 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) -.146 4.284 -.034 .973 

Perception .210 .119 .255 1.754 .091 .844 1.184 

Design .110 .140 .114 .789 .437 .850 1.176 

SocioEnv .557 .140 .559 3.969 .000 .899 1.112 

Finally, Table 6 presents the validity of the statistical significance of the result. The sig value in Table 6 is .000 
indicating the meaning of p�.0005, which confirms the values of multiple r in population equal to 0 and thus can 
reject the null hypothesis. 

Table 6. ANOVA table from multiple regressions 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 680.237 3 226.746 9.708 .000b 

Residual 630.601 27 23.356 

Total 1310.839 30 

a. Dependent Variable: Learning, b. Predictors: (Constant), SocioEnv, Design, Perception

4.4. T-test 

A paired sample t-test was conducted to see if there is any significant difference between the scores of learning 
and perception. While Table 7 shows a decrease in learning (mean value 17.81) with perception (mean value 25.42), 
Table 8 shows the 2-tailed sig value to be .000 (value less than .0005) indicating that there is a significant difference 
between these two scores with a degree of freedom 30 and a t-value of 5.419. The effect size statistic was calculated 
by measuring ‘Eta squared’ using the formula, Eta squared =t2/t2+N-1= (5.419)2/ (5.419)2+31-1= 29.36/29.36+31-
1=0.49. Given that the eta squared value being .14 reflects a large effect, it can be concluded that there was a large 
effect with substantial differences in the learning and perception. 

Table 7. Paired sample statistics table from the T-test 

Paired Samples Statistics 

Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Pair 1 Perception 25.42 31 8.041 1.444 

Learning 17.81 31 6.610 1.187 
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Table 8. Paired samples test table from the T-test 

Paired Samples Test 

Paired Differences 

t df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) Mean 

Std. 

Deviatio

n 

Std. 

Error 

Mean 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 Perception - 

Learning 
7.613 7.822 1.405 4.744 10.482 5.419 30 .000 

The scatter plots of three independent variables with the dependent variable learning are shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. (a) Scatter plot of Learning and Perception; (b) Scatter plot of Learning and Design (c) Scatter plot of Learning and SocioEnv 

4.5. Summary of the results 

The result showed that UD parameters defining the learning present a significant difference in describing itself, 
through the variables that define perceptions. Even though in a regression it showed that learning could be in a 
regression with other independent variables, the associated scatter plots from Fig. 1 showed there were no close 
correlations between the respective two variables in each plot. More clearly, this could be interpreted by stating that 
the way participants learn to use a system was not related to the way different information was presented for them to 
perceive for the ease of learning. Perceptible information, simplicity in use, and flexibility in use therefore were not 
properly reflected from the answers of the participants. Considering the effect on design variables, similar 
conclusions could be drawn for the low physical effort and simple intuitive use of design principles. On the other 
hand, multiple regressions suggested that it is not possible to omit any of the variables deflecting these design 
principles, but it was important to retain them. Therefore, it would be practical to point out the underlying cause of 
this result towards the failure of the appropriate application of UD in the everyday life of elderly adults from this 
study. One interesting point to note here is that the patients reflected about social features that could be improved by 
the concept of UD and its principles. The socioenv variable showed significance as an independent variable in 
defining the learning of the participants, but no such parameters have been addressed in UD principles to date. In a 
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multiple regression the social variable showed the highest unique significance in defining learning in the model, 
which also supports the importance of this parameter to be included in UD principles. These findings also reflect 
that it is important to understand the existing UD principles, which at present do not really suffice for the design of 
proper inclusiveness and accessible everyday life for elderly adults. 

5. Discussions and Future Research

The core argument behind this research was that it would be desirable to develop an operational concept of 
physical disabilities and mobility. This would allow the measurements of a group for benefits associated with 
individual measures. More generally, measures to enhance the mobility and disability of elderly people may help 
them live independently in their own homes or in elderly care centers for longer, which generally would both meet 
their desires and reduce the cost of long-term care for the society. This approach would be particularly valuable, 
while UD principles could potentially fit into working in the everyday life of this focused user group, since, as 
discussed earlier, the loss of mobility and disability of different types increases with age. In the long run, this in turn 
would make it possible to assess the impact of measures aimed at enhancing the mobility and disability of older 
people. One interesting finding from this study worth mentioning here is that regardless of the participants’ suffering 
from different types of disabilities and living in a system that was not inclusively designed following the UD 
principles, they still did not feel the need of different features in their daily life promised by UD. Instead, they 
showed interest on a new issue, like social factors. Adding new parameters for extending UD principles is thus 
appropriate for designing proper accessible systems and surroundings for elderly adults. 

 While mainstreaming ‘UD in the everyday life of the elderly adult’ has been one of the prime aims of 
accessibility research, the possibility of achieving this could be made higher if ‘universal design’ itself could be 
mainstreamed. Newell and Gregor in this respect stated that the ambition of designing for ‘everyone’ could actually 
discourage designers from taking the first step towards inclusive design and thus the UD concept might work as a 
‘barrier’ for increasing accessibility.11 Therefore the research in HCI should consider the diversity of users, since 
disabled people are not a smaller population group11 to not be included in this diversity. Still, the use of improper 
design principles may result in accessible designs that might not be suitable for a larger population group with 
diverse user requirements and disabilities. This is why restructuring the UD principles is required. In this respect the 
example of the WAI-AGE project could be referred as a support to this research. In this project a deep 
understanding of the elderly and disabled people’s needs were highly focused within the context of web accessibility 
for formulating a set of specific actions.14 This paper’s core idea can thus be mapped within the similar concept of 
deep understanding of the focused user’s needs through the modification of UD principles. 

Often guidelines are classified into two major categories, namely the academic and industrial, which overlap with 
each other highlighting the same problem in different phrasing.15 This particularly is important in the context of this 
paper. It seems that the UD principles (guidelines) were not academically researched, and instead were derived and 
standardized from practical experiences. A lack of in-depth academic research on UD principles has left a room 
open for initiating different misunderstanding and misinterpretation of what UD is, how it should be practiced for 
the older users, and how the users’ needs should be discovered properly for the successful practice of UD. This 
probably has created a lot of wrong policy alterations by the different decision-makers in organizations. UD is 
identified to be a vital research area for which more action research studies are needed for further knowledge 
development.18 The attempt that was taken in this paper thus could also be seen as a motivation towards mixing the 
practical experience and academic research on the topic of UD principles for overcoming different misunderstanding 
of UD for furthering its knowledge. In this respect, International Classification of Functioning (ICF)17 by WHO is 
worth mentioning, which could be great guidelines for planning in different levels of the system, since the 
individual’s functional problems were taken into consideration as a societal responsibility in the ICF disability 
index. 

Regarding the scope of HCI and UD research, a few words are important to mention here that have originated 
from the results of this research. It is important to remember that participants’ association with no technological 
system was exclusively measured through the survey questionnaires. The objective here was to see how UD was 
being practiced in an environment in which it is supposed to be optimally reflected in the everyday life of elderly 
adults in a caregiving home that claims to follow UD in the settings, which definitely consisted of the use of basic 
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technological systems like the mobile phone and television. However, HCI is now not only about direct human and 
machine interaction anymore, and has a broader multidisciplinary possibility. Considering that UD is a design 
philosophy practiced widely in HCI, the scope of HCI research could surely be extended by the addition of new 
knowledge into the design principles. Thus the extended design principles could be seen as an extension tool for an 
existing design that needs to be improved where accessibility may or may not be an issue. Because it is often a 
misunderstood common opinion that UD is the design for accessibility only is given and practiced for numerous 
reasons, namely money and clients’ backing.18 The traditional concept of UD could be extended and practiced for 
the enhancing of the usability of a design. 

However, elderly adults in their daily life were one of the fields in which UD principles were evaluated in a very 
small-scale setup in this research. One important next step for this research could thus be the assessing of UD 
principles in other research scopes of interest. For example, video games and the use of UD were assessed in one 
study when the reported results indicated a non-stability of UD principles12 and thus could be compared with the 
results of this research. Identifying the universal accessibility design principles is another research that could be 
initiated from this study’s results. The findings here can help in order to identify, edit, and formulate new design 
principles that would not only be appropriate as general design principles, but could also be included in bigger 
accessibility problem domains under the reflection of using the same design principles. 

6. Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to understand how well the different parameters from the UD principles are
perceived by the elderly adults in their everyday life in a setup at which they use assistive technologies and are users 
of other systems and designs that are meant to be designed for them. A quantitative study result here indicated that 
UD principles were barely reflected as a cause for supporting this purpose. Statistical analysis performed on the 
collected data set showed that in the study setup the elderly peoples with disability were not concerned about the UD 
practice, and neither were they aware of what to expect in a setup at which they spend their daily life. The result also 
showed that participants subconsciously demand other factors to be important and be included in their system (social 
factor) which at present is not reflected through UD or its principles and practice. It was concluded in this research 
by arguing that the factors of UD principles are therefore in need of improvement through modification so that they 
could be successfully used to improve users’ experiences. UD principles have been now established for nearly two 
decades and they act as a foundation for measuring and evaluating accessible designs. The findings from this study 
have shown that existing design principles were not completely appropriate for defining the accessibility for the 
elderly adults. Thus, this result also stresses the overtures of further empirical evidence to push forwards the 
arguments of refining the UD principles in effect. 
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Abstract. Universal design is a significant topic of interest in the research of 
accessibility. However, to date there are no certain verification of these prin-
ciples on the accessibility issues for computer games. In this paper the existing 
universal design principles were verified to assess accessibility in computer 
games. Quantitative analysis of collected data showed that some design prin-
ciples are not really optimal for assessing computer games’ accessibility while 
other design principles were overlooked. The findings from this study take the 
argument of alternation of existing universal design principles further ahead and 
initializes the possibilities of developing accessible games design principles.  

Keywords: Accessibility in Games, Universal Design, Design Principles for 
Accessible Games Design, Inclusive Games Design. 

1 Introduction 

The idea of universal design is that, it offers a greater extent and possibilities of using 
product and/or service for the end users. Although the majority tends to consider uni-
versal design as a pattern that was strictly initiated and meant to be for people with 
disabilities and elderly, the attitude towards such thinking has been changing promi-
nently in the last decade [3]. Mainstreaming universal design concept has already 
extended the boundaries of disability, on which universal design was supposed to be 
considered to be based on. However, universal design principles can be seen in differ-
ent perspective and be altered according to the design requirements of some important 
design concepts, for instance, open innovation and sustainability to initiate effective 
design [3]. While universal design prioritizes the context of use; both physical and 
psychological, and the complexity of interactions between products, services and 
interfaces in specific contexts of use [8], computer games are not an exception to see 
the impact of universal design for enhancing accessibility in gaming. Considerable 
amount of research has already been done and are ongoing about game accessibility. 
However, analyzing universal design principles to see how users tend to act on these 
design principles, while they are playing computer games is to date not monitored. 
The focus of this paper’s study was therefore, to see how and what were the impacts 
of universal design principles on game player’s act. This thereby can assess game’s 
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accessibility or can be used to come up with better design principles for designing 
accessible games. The paper is divided into four sections. The background section 
introduces the present state of games accessibility and universal design principles. 
The method section describes the methodology of the study performed, followed by 
the result section which shows the findings and statistical analysis. The paper con-
cludes by a discussions and further research section, describing what research can be 
initiated from the findings of this paper.  

2 Background 

2.1 Computer Games and Accessibility 

Since computer games have become an important part of our culture, it is being used 
more by the growing part of the population. Regardless of platform, computer games 
are therefore an interesting branch of accessibility research. A lot of people are ex-
cluded from the computer games because of accessibility issues. Although most 
gamers play games for entertainment, an inappropriate design of game (in terms of 
accessibility issues) can lead player’s frustrating experiences rather than them to be 
entertained. Academia and also R&D over the last few years have started to focus on 
“serious games”. ‘‘Leading experts speak of “creating a science of games” [1], [5] 
with the goal of implementing games and game like interfaces of general importance 
for a growing number of applications and as a general trend in the design of Human-
Computer Interfaces (HCI)’’ [2], [5]. ‘‘In addition, general human computer interac-
tion is beginning to use concepts and methods derived from games as they promise an 
increased level of usability’’ [5]. Accessibility of games is a more complex problem 
than any other accessibility issues in information technology, for instance software or 
web. ‘‘The first reason, which seems obvious but is very important, is that: Accessible 
games must still be games!’’ [7], [5] ‘‘Designing games that work for players with 
disabilities is quite a challenge: an important research, practical and social issue that 
has to be carried out now’’ [5]. Therefore the goal of the present research should be 
mainstreaming accessibility of games [5]. ‘‘Several aspects have to be taken into ac-
count: to find out how to handle game interaction situations with alternative devices, 
to develop models allowing to make mainstream games compatible with these alterna-
tive devices, to write according guidelines, methodologies and techniques’’ [5]. 

2.2 Universal Design and Its Principles 

The concept of universal design is about guaranteeing that surroundings, products, 
services and interfaces work for people of all ages and abilities [4]. It is a general 
approach to designing in which designers ensure that their product and services ad-
dress the needs of the widest possible audience, irrespective of age or ability [9]. The 
British Standards Institute [6] defines inclusive design as "The design of mainstream 
products and/or services that are accessible to, and usable by, as many people as rea-
sonably possible ... without the need for special adaptation or specialized design." By 
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meeting the needs of those who are excluded from product use, inclusive design 
improves product experience across a broad range of users. In a nutshell, universal 
design aims to produce accessible, usable and desirable products for the whole 
population. 

The original set of universal design principles, described below was developed by 
a group of U.S. designers and design educators from five organizations in 1997 [4]. 
The principles are copyrighted to the Center for Universal Design. The principles are 
used internationally, though with variations in number and specifics analogy [4]. Be-
low we describe the set of universal design principles with a tangible explanation for 
each of the principle. 

• Equitable Use: The design does not disadvantage or stigmatize any group of users
[9]. It provides the same means of use for all users that is, identical whenever poss-
ible, equivalent or not. The goal is not to stigmatize any use and make the design
appealing to all users [4]. This principle also make provision for security, safety
etc. to be equally available to all users.

• Flexibility in Use: The design accommodates a wide range of individual prefe-
rences and abilities. Providing choices in methods of use and also providing adap-
tability to the user’s pace is what flexibility promises [9]. User’s precision and
accuracy facilitating is another objective. Accommodating left and right hand
access and use for instance an example of flexibility in use [4].

• Simple, Intuitive Use: Use of the design is easy to understand, regardless of the
user's experience, knowledge, language skills, or current concentration level [9].
Also information to the user should be arranged so it is consistent according to
their importance [9], [4]. Use of different language, wide range of literacy and init-
iation of effective prompting also commences simplicity and intuitiveness in use.

• Perceptible Information: The design communicates necessary information effec-
tively to the user, regardless of ambient conditions or the user's sensory abilities [9]
[4]. This principle is important for differentiating elements in ways that can be de-
scribed, that is, to make it easy for giving instruction or directions.

• Tolerance for Error: The design minimizes hazards and the adverse conse-
quences of accidental or unintended actions. Providing awareness and warnings of
hazards and error, fail-safe feature promotion are some goal of the principle [9].
The design should also discourage unconscious action in tasks that require vigil-
ance [4].

• Low Physical Effort: The design can be used efficiently and comfortably, and
with a minimum of fatigue [9]. This principle argues to design in such way so that
the user’s body position remains natural with reasonable operating force required
to perform a task. Also minimizing repetitive action and sustained physical effort is
another goal [4].

• Size and Space for Approach & Use: Appropriate size and space is provided for
approach, reach, manipulation, and use, regardless of the user's body size, posture,
or mobility [9]. Providing a clear line of sight is important for the user while they
are dealing with several elements on a system.
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These principles of universal design give us a general feeling that they are the kind of 
design principles for creating products or services for a special group of people. And 
most often this special group of people is identified as physically disabled or elderly 
population. Sometimes, assistive technology design synonymies with universal de-
sign. Although these principles were based on the concept of disabilities during the 
early stages of concept development for universal design, we believe that these prin-
ciples have a lot more to offer rather than focusing and be limited to disabilities or 
similar issues. The reason behind measuring universal design principles in this study 
is to analyze the principles with the possibility of improving game’s accessibility 
design. It is important to remember and understand that, universal design is not a 
concept but a design strategy which cannot suddenly be introduced at any phase of 
design of a system. This means that, if the strategy of universal design is integrated 
with game’s design, the result will only be ‘better accessible game’.  

3 Methods 

‘‘The different types of disability affecting a person’s ability to play video games can 
be broken down into four groups: Visual, Auditory, Mobility and Cognitive and a 
disabled gamer may span any number of these groups’’ [3]. We wanted to study how 
well the existing universal design principles can explain these abilities in terms of 
computer games playing. Therefore, to find out the impacts of universal design prin-
ciples towards designing accessible games, has been studied by a quantitative field 
experiment from 50 participants, who were playing different genres of games. The 
basis for the analysis was questionnaire responses. The questionnaire items were de-
signed to capture the variables that make up the model. All scales used in the research 
were prior to the fieldwork tested and optimized for face validity with senior re-
searchers and qualitatively tested with respondents, demographically similar to the 
final field work respondents. The test bed was set up by allowing a participant play a 
specific genre of game. Few participants were familiar with playing some of the 
games but otherwise the participants were unaware of playing the games that they 
were offered to be played. The participants were requested to play the game for a 
minimum 30 minutes of time. Then they were requested to answer the questions, 
which were based on ranking on a scale of 1 to 9.  None of the participants had any 
kind of physical or mental disability that could affect controlling and understanding 
the games that they were given to play. However, some participants reported to have 
common key correction problem as limited physical ability. Basic demographic in-
formation has been collected. Around 67% participants were male and 33% partici-
pants were female with their age ranged from 16 to 24. Most of the participants were 
university students. The average times spent on playing games per week by the partic-
ipants were 6.8 hours. The answers from the survey were carefully analyzed by the 
researcher and coded in to a data sheet in Microsoft Excel. Some participant’s data 
were then eliminated from the spreadsheet since they did not complete the survey. 
The result from the questionnaires was coded in to SPSS (version 19) and statistical 
operations were run to come up with results. We first ran exploratory statistical 
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analysis to observe the normality, linearity and outliers in the data. Then we ran factor 
analysis (with factor loading value 0.40) together with reliability analysis to check 
which variable’s data was not or less reliable. The rejection level was 0.7 for Chron-
bach’s Alpha. The corrected item total value was set to be at least 0.3 for reliability 
analysis. Finally we conducted regression analysis and ran a correlation matrix analy-
sis to find the relationship between different variables. The rejection level for the 
analyses was set at p = 0.05. The findings are described in the following section.  

4 Results 

Our result shows that equitability, error tolerance and low physical effort variables 
from the universal design principles were not observed to be something important by 
the participants, while they were thinking about accessible computer games. Error 
tolerance has been noticed to be an important issue by the participants, but we did not 
find a correlation between error tolerance and any other variables from the universal 
design. This made error tolerance less significant in game accessibility. However, our 
finding showed that flexibility, simplicity, perception and low physical effort are in 
regression (Table 1).  

Next we ran a bivariate correlation option from the SPSS to find out the Pearson 
and Spearman results shown on table 2. Since the p-value for satisfaction is below .05 
then we can reject the null hypothesis which means we have a true relationship find-
ing. But p-value of the simple use variable is higher than  0.05  which  makes  it 
less  confident  that,  there  is  a  correlation  between  low physical effort and 
flexibility  variables.  Since  r-value  for  satisfaction  is  higher  we  get  more 
confident,  that  there really is  correlation.  Hence in a regression, satisfaction can 
work as a dependent variable.  We can also say that satisfaction correlates signifi-
cantly with flexibility, r (293) =0.548, p<=0.5. Degrees of freedom (df) = n-2, that is, 
Df = 295-2=293. Also these four factors results a one factor solution in a factor analy-
sis. By the use of this one factor we measured level of accessibility. The scree plot 
from factor analysis is shown in figure 1. 

We came to several conclusions, from where we derive the factors that were mak-
ing some of the universal design principles less significant. These findings are shown 
in the form of an evaluation matrix in Table 2. What was most interesting from the 
finding of this study was that, although the participants were not suffering from any 
kind of disabilities and the games that they have played were not designed to be inclu-
sive or accessible computer games, the participants still felt the need of some factors 
to be included in the game design while asked about those by the questionnaires. Add-
ing new factors to universal design principles is thus appropriate for designing 
appropriate accessible computer games. In a multiple regression with satisfaction as 
dependent variable and low physical effort, flexibility and simple use as independent 
variable, 39.4% of the variance in the dependent variable satisfaction is explained by 
the model.  Low physical effort and flexibility variables show some kind of relation-
ship with satisfaction variable. Hence, flexibility and low physical effort variables 
gave multi-co linearity with satisfaction and they correlate substantially. Low physical 
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Table 2. An evaluation matrix of universal design principle assessments for computer games 

Questions Resulting Matrix 
Can I trust the game to be accessible? How to make the computer games more trustwor-

thy by giving an equitable feeling to the user? 
Is the game easy to learn? How to improve the learning experience, without 

too many confusing details? 
Can I use multimodality to control the game? How to make the use of speech, gaze, and gesture 

in game control? 
Will I be able to auto perceive information from 
my task domain (games)? 

How to give more confidence to the users about 
equitability, error tolerance and low physical effort 
by the game design? 

Is this game design appropriate for me to play? Explain the benefits, purpose and appropriateness 
to the users 

Can I detect error while playing the game? How to make the error evaluation ability higher? 

5 Discussions and Further Research 

The findings from this study are important for understanding that, the existing univer-
sal design principles may not be suitable for designing accessible computer games. 
While mainstreaming accessible games is the slogan of the research, this can be 
achieved easily if universal design can be mainstreamed. However, improper prin-
ciples may lead to the kind of accessible design that might not be suitable for large 
population group with diverse user requirements and disabilities. If design principles 
are called to be ‘universal’ then they should return a certain level of satisfaction in 
terms of universality in design (accessibility in this case), regardless of the platform 
of the design. This study reflects that using existing universal design principles for 
designing accessible computer games might result improper accessible games. Re 
writing universal design principles is therefore needed. Also, writing universal games 
design principles is another research that is initiated from this study. To date the 
guidelines or any specific design principles for designing accessible computer games 
are still missing, as of author’s knowledge. It would be nice to follow certain design 
principles for designing accessible computer games and such design principles is 
possible to figure out and write from the findings of this study. A game designed fol-
lowed by those principles can thereby be certified to be universally designed. Finally, 
the findings from this study can help editing and writing new design principles which 
will not only be appropriate as general universal design principles, but also will in-
clude ‘game accessibility problem domain’ under the same design principles.  

Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank Dr. Kent Norman from the labor-
atory of automation psychology and decision process, University of Maryland, USA 
and his student teams, for helping him conducting this study in autumn 2011. 
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Abstract The concept of universal design (UD) is
growing from its devised domain of accessibility, thus

becoming a stimulating research topic reaching further

beyond the field of human/computer interaction. An
inspiring characteristic of the universally designed end

product and its value to the user would be its nature of

sustainability. However, the many factors of that quality
are yet to be fully learned by the practice and application of

UD. One way to resolve this problem is to expand the UD

research toward interdisciplinary practice. In this paper, the
status of UD and its relationship to sustainability in terms

of its possibility and perspective with interdisciplinary

research are analyzed. A framework unfolds which
explains and argues how interdisciplinary research could

help UD advance toward the aim of sustainability. The

proposed theoretical framework would open new research
opportunities to expand the UD concepts along the path of

creating holistic values on sustainability.

Keywords Universal design ! Interdisciplinarity in
universal design ! Universal design and sustainability !
Advance concept of universal design

1 Introduction

A great concern has grown in the recent decades over

human activities that have generated negative and dam-
aging impact to the ecosystem of the earth [22], while

many of the developed countries have somewhat ignored
that, though having relished the increasing opportunities

for people to enjoy many forms of social participation [13].

A growing amount of consciousness has therefore been
established because of the sustainability issues arising.

Information technology (IT) practitioners have also con-

sidered the issues of sustainability with which the focus
was rather multidisciplinary. As technology plays an ever

more powerful role in the social and economic factors of

human life while the public happily make use of every new
invention, very little research is evident today that can

reflect on how solutions to the lack of sustainability could

be conceived. Design for all or universal design (UD) is a
concept in the field of human-computer interaction (HCI)

with the primary and originating goal to assign the majority

of users the exclusive part of using a designed product or
service, thereby calling the design ‘‘universal.’’ Over many

decades, this UD concept has been focused upon the area of

accessibility that is strictly limited within the scope of the
physical or mental health of individuals. While the foun-

dation definition of UD suggests the design of products or
environments for the majority of possible user groups

without any special design needs, at the same time it also

reflects the primary characteristics of sustainability.
Regarding this, while Heylighen [14] discussed sustain-

ability and UD within the context of the formation of

architecture knowledge focusing on accessible design, the
author concluded by arguing the need for the production of

relevant academic knowledge and learning ways to transfer

this knowledge to others. A requirement for an interdisci-
plinary approach could thus be extrapolated from this

argument. Moreover, the UD concept with different com-

bined designs and development procedures could be linked
between the expansion of a system and the exterior social

world. On the one hand, the modern social world is usually
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stimulated by the sustainability actions and, on the other

hand, is the result of either artifacts of the older world or
the output of a newer system developed with a purpose.

Therefore, for an IT system designed by following the UD

concept in which UD could be created from consideration
of accessibility, its growth could be benefited by the

knowledge gained from different research disciplines and

would thus have an increased chance of influencing sus-
tainability goals. This paper discusses how this concept

could be incorporated within the interdisciplinary research.
It is important to appreciate the value of the foundation of

interdisciplinarity in academic research to make it legiti-

mate and inspirational for research [5]. Therefore, explor-
ing the possibility of interdisciplinary research within the

UD research field in academic study is very advantageous.

The purpose is to unfasten the opportunities of bringing
knowledge from other different disciplines, build the con-

cept of sustainability in a suitable manner, and reveal how

UD and sustainability issues viewed in research can expand
their limitations in HCI to share the concepts of other

disciplines in order to enhance the outcome of the research.

It is therefore clarified in this paper how different fields
of research could be assumed as being within the same

paradigm of UD for sustainability achievement. Doing this

would initiate new research ideas with improved under-
standing of different factors within the domain to be

examined, thus expanding these concepts into other dif-

ferent fields of research. Thus, the underlying research
question was: ‘‘How may we expand the concept of UD

toward sustainability by practicing interdisciplinary

research?’’
This paper is divided into seven sections. Section 2

exposes the present status of UD research and its episte-

mological and ontological viewpoint, followed by a dis-
cussion about the relationships of UD with sustainability.

Section 3 discusses how to incorporate interdisciplinary

research practice in UD research, followed by Sect. 4, in
which a theoretical framework is proposed and explained.

Different steps that are identified for practicing interdisci-

plinary research in UD are pointed out in Sect. 5. A brief
discussion of the results along with the possibilities of

future research is presented in Sect. 6, followed by the

conclusion in Sect. 7.

2 Background

2.1 Universal design—epistemological
and ontological viewpoints

UD, inclusive design, and ‘‘design for all’’ are often per-

ceived as synonymous titles and are defined as ‘‘The design
of mainstream products and/or services that are accessible

to, and usable by, as many people as reasonably possible…
without the need for special adaptation or specialized
design’’ [4]. UD thus attempts to improve the possible

experience of using products or services for as many dif-

ferent types of users as possible. It achieves that aim by
meeting the diverse requirements of those users who

otherwise would be unable to make use of those products

or services. The effect of UD has additional and extra
support all around today’s world, regardless of habits,

inexperience, and wrong priorities with respect to the UD
that need to be overcome. Two major risks associated with

UD can be that, often, people believe that UD is synony-

mous to ‘‘barrier-free or accessible design,’’ while the
additional weakness is that UD would be understood by

many to be promising too much of a potential, which in the

long run becomes insignificant. This insignificance is
reflected in the form of only a design concept rather than a

design strategy. It is true that the issue of accessibility is

the one on which the UD concept is based. There are dif-
ferent ways in which UD can be viewed, conceptualized,

and used, which allow it to have more to offer than simply

addressing accessibility issues. Ideas of looking into UD
beyond accessibility issues are becoming increasingly

popular. For example, Mustaquim and Nyström [20, 21]

showed how sustainable IT system designs and open
innovation design principles could be structured using UD

principles. Similarly, Mustaquim and Nyström [23] have

demonstrated how a cognitive model for persuasive design
could be formulated using UD, though further research and

innovation are needed to expand the scopes of UD. It is

thus important to comprehend the misunderstandings about
the concept of UD so that it becomes possible to compre-

hend and employ this notion within a broader perspective.

A short epistemological and ontological discussion of the
UD perspective is presented here, to assist the reader in

understanding the gap in research upon which the authors

focus and thus the need of interdisciplinarity, since
according to Murphy [19], epistemology can help us

understand the effect of a deficiency in knowledge in a

particular field of research. Such a discussion will thus
work as incitement to achieve the requirement of UD and

interdisciplinarity research. UD is seen to be within the

boundary of ergonomics only, acting as a shallow philo-
sophical anthropology by Findeli [11]. As a high-profile

design factor, organizations and their policymakers use UD

to add extra value to their products and services design as
addressed by Keats [16]. On the other hand, Imre [15]

found that UD and its associated knowledge are strongly

associated on the basis of the user’s participation in the
design process only. Nevertheless, Barnes [2] asserted that

the successful practice of UD is theoretically not possible

without the involvement of the right people in the process.
Ontologically, Newell et al. [24] believe that the practice of
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UD at present is somewhat of ‘‘a danger,’’ by stating that it

is not possible to truly achieve UD through a design
practice. Barnes [2] also emphasizes that this danger is due

to the ‘‘struggle’’ for UD practice in society, because of its

intangible nature in practice. Also McGuire [17] in a dis-
cussion of UD and learning has speculated the outcome of

UD on education to be something unusual and unwanted.

This short discussion makes it fairly obvious that the
conceptual nature of UD and its practice is quite indistinct

and needs more elaboration and clear explanation of how to
practice it. Although the knowledge of UD exists in a

widely accepted manner, many practitioners are simply

uncertain about how to practice it, especially considering
the possibilities of looking at UD out of the box of

accessibility. The existing knowledge that is built on the

UD concept is really focused within the domain of acces-
sibility and focuses only on involving more users of dif-

ferent groups. Knowledge in practice is also limited to the

field of making strategy for the organization’s policymak-
ers. Looking into UD in a more interdisciplinary perspec-

tive could break this barrier of limitation. The difficulty of

practicing UD could thus be eased through interdisci-
plinary research practice. Ideas generated from different

disciplines and using different methods could contribute to

solving the problem of establishing the real meaning of UD
in society. Therefore, while the concept of sustainability

has been defined, practiced, and handled in different ways

in many disciplines, it is worth exploring an important
contextual issue such as sustainability through the inter-

disciplinarity research practice of UD. The following sec-

tion discusses the relationships of sustainability with UD in
regard to this context.

2.2 Universal design and sustainability

Different human actions could leave negative influences on

the ecological, social, and economic environment in our
life, and this is the foundation on which the notion of

sustainability is established. To work for sustainability can

also mean improving a process which would reduce or
reverse the negative sustainability impact of that process

over time. This can be a research or design process, and

from the perspective of IT, one can consider this to be a
system or product design process too. Sustainability is a

complex notion, and Mulvihill and Milan [18] stated that

there are numerous problems associated with this notion
reflecting different ‘‘unproductive controversies.’’ Bammer

[1] argued for developing new specializations for boosting

the different existing methods and theories for taking care
of complex issues and problems in society. Practicing

interdisciplinarity could be such a specialization. However,

despite the profound complexity of sustainability, there is
no doubt of its urgency and importance in environmental

issues and it needs to be handled where research and

technology can definitely play a major role. Farrell and
Hart [9] in this respect addressed two conflicting views of

sustainability as critical limits and competing objectives.

The former focuses on natural assets, while the latter
focuses on balancing social, ecological, and economic

goals, conflicting with each other in terms of limited

resources and scope, though sharing the feature of equity.
Nevertheless, with regard to this, Dourish [8] identified the

role of HCI as ‘‘self-limiting’’ by restricting the scopes of
its engagement and the resulting ignorance in different

significant areas where HCI could play many promising

roles. Chasin [7], on the other hand, recommended con-
ducting interdisciplinary research to equally address dif-

ferent dimensions of sustainability. Therefore, there exists

a need for contribution from the field of HCI toward the
environmental sphere of sustainability and a requirement

for interdisciplinary research. The notion of sustainability

as addressed in this paper should therefore be interpreted
primarily toward reflecting the view with competing

objectives in sustainability and the need to understand the

relationships between the different spheres of sustainabil-
ity, by using a design philosophy, such as UD, which

originates from and addresses HCI research. O’Connor [27]

presented a synthetic view from the perspective of a
complex system of sustainability. That perspective is

characterized as a coevolution of social, economic, and

environmental systems. A discussion of how the concept of
UD could well suit all these different systems is therefore

needed to identify any associated gaps.

2.2.1 Social

The concept of UD has so far addressed a big social issue
called ‘‘accessibility.’’ With the better design of a product

or service, people have been able to play a different role in

society through their day-to-day activities and thereby
reinvent their identity. People have become grouped by

identity in terms of being a part of a large-scale design, i.e.,

a community, area, and neighborhood, addressed as uni-
versally designed and eligible for specific people with

different types of special needs. So a social sphere of

sustainability is highly reflected through the design to be
universal. In this respect, Vavik and Keitsch [31], for

example, brought poverty, illiteracy, and social impedi-

ment into discussion with the relation of UD to social
sustainability, arguing that inclusion, access, and partici-

pation could be related to these issues as a common goal.

Such issues were chosen not only because their eradication
is pivotal for sustainable development, but also because

they document a strong relation between sustainable sys-

tem design and UD based on the common goals of inclu-
sion, access, and participation.
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2.2.2 Economic

The performance of individuals has dramatically changed
and improved because of many different products or sys-

tems with improved design. For example, persons with

certain limitations to their physical or cognitive ability
could probably not do anything unless they were to be

given a customized system to use with a higher usability,

designed only for them to accomplish a particular task. A
group of people with special needs would be able to work

with a regular working group with the help of a specially

designed system or a customized environment, which
would have been quite impossible for them before.

Therefore, in the perspective of economy, UD has intro-

duced higher performance and output, resulting in pro-
ductivity from individuals and groups. This in return has

created different opportunities in society. The economic

values created this way, in return, have created the new
social community movement. However, the social and

economic spheres could be seen as being very highly

connected and working together with each other while
discussing the effect of UD and its practices on them.

2.2.3 Environment

This phase has not yet been realized properly throughUD.The

reason could be clarified easily. Supporting people with spe-
cial needs is definitely desirable and is an identical significant

social move. However, while the engineers, designers, and

developers have focused on creating better products or sys-
tems for people with special needs, their main concern has

usually been—and still is—on how to improve the level of

comfort in use of a certain system for specific groups of
people. Sundqvist et al. [29] identified that in today’s world,

the need is urgent for science to consider and define different

environmental problems.Therefore, economic issuesworking
together with social issues have worked very well, until it was

seen that there is now pressure from at least the economic

sphere onmany different environmental functions. Over time,
this issue has become highly focused. Society has managed

better, and designs for special groups of people have been

improved to allow them a better lifestyle, creating new social
values and improving identities. On the other hand, over time

these factors will create many different new values which

might be of risk to sustainability. Biological, energy, and
similar other environmental issues have therefore not been

thoroughly explored in terms of creating better designs under

the hood of the UD concept.

2.2.4 Political

UD is a great idea that has used the political sphere and its

interface for the success of this design concept. First, we

can state that the policymaking procedure is mostly polit-

ical in nature for UD practitioners. Many designs are titled
as universal which might not reveal their actual purpose,

although they still have been practiced to introduce values

in the output design. Different policymakers from the
political authority of government to organizational heads

are sometimes responsible for enforcing their power to

coordinate and decide how and what UD is actually going
to be defined by a design. Political factors play a great role

in the economics of the designed product or system.
Creating additional values and market places, controlling

the market, etc., could be thought to be economical factors

that are triggered by politics. On the other hand, how
society would accept such issues like the design of a pro-

duct and its price and availability could also be generated

by the political influences. It can be seen that in the case of
UD practice, the political factor also influences the social

factor. Nevertheless, there can be several environmental

factors which could be regulated by political factors,
though these are out of the scope of this paper. As already

stated, environmental factors are yet to be gratified through

the UD concept and practice.

3 Universal design and interdisciplinarity

The previous background discussions have to a great extent

reflected UD to be a concept that could explicitly lead
toward sustainability. However, since environmental fac-

tors are overlooked in the present state of UD concerning

sustainability, it would be interesting to find out how the
concept of UD could be used to promote sustainability

where the environmental factors of sustainable actions will

be highlighted. An interdisciplinary research attitude is
therefore extrapolated in answering this question, i.e., it is

important to understand and explore the opportunities of

interdisciplinary research to extend the UD concept, so that
it itself becomes more sustainable and can also promote

different sustainability actions, such as environmental

issues. Doing this would increase the possibility of an
interconnected relation between the three dimensions of

sustainability, which is one of the ultimate goals of sus-

tainability research.
According to Newell [25], a multifaceted study can be

justified as worthwhile for practicing interdisciplinarity.

From the background discussion of the status of UD
research and its relation to sustainability, it could be jus-

tified that the issues addressed in this paper are not single

layered or less complicated ones. The use of interdisci-
plinarity is thus worthwhile in this regard. Also the defi-

nition of ‘‘interdisciplinarity’’ by Szostak [30] reflects the

use of theories and methods to any set of phenomena which
should contribute to a collective understanding. UD and its
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relation to sustainability can be seen as a set of phenomena,

and the proper practice of this occurrence can contribute to
the mutual benefits of different research fields. Practicing

interdisciplinarity in the addressed issue is thus appropri-

ate. While considering these phenomena in terms of cre-
ativity, a need for interdisciplinary knowledge is argued by

Nissani [26], which also justifies the necessity and stipu-

lation of interdisciplinary research. Farrell [10] stated the
importance and need of practicing interdisciplinary

research for the study of complex sustainability problems.
It is important to note that the phenomenon addressed in

this paper is that of complex sustainability problems, thus

interdisciplinarity could contribute positively to under-
standing complexity through research. While exploring

this, the ten positive points of reasoning concerning the

success and importance of interdisciplinary research as
stated by Nissani [26] were considered herewith. In the

following section, these ten different factors are mapped

across the topic of interest: UD and sustainability. This
would thus explore the opportunities to advance a con-

clusion concerning whether interdisciplinary research can

really suit the answer to the addressed research question.

3.1 Creative breakthroughs

Bringing previous unrelated ideas closer together is seen to

be the initial act of any creation. Therefore, to speed up the

growth of creation of an interdisciplinarity approach could
be favorable. The scope of UD driven by accessibility and

assistive technology has not yet experienced the impact of

interdisciplinarity. Therefore, to expand the concept
beyond the domain of accessibility, two or more disciplines

and their involvement can initiate a better understanding of

UD, apart from its traditional perceptions. By doing so,
new problems could be addressed using the design thinking

of UD, which otherwise would not be considered to be an

issue that could be taken care of by UD.

3.2 Outsider’s perspective

Other disciplines would positively look at the UD concept

in a dissimilar way. Since they would not strictly remain

within the domain of accessibility, there is a great oppor-
tunity to expand the ideas from different, fresh insights and

methods that could be initiated by the expertise of other

disciplines. In a crisis situation, an outsider’s perspective
could be valuable, while the domain of accessibility itself

could be seen as a logical confusion over time.

3.3 Cross-disciplinary oversights

Error becomes easier to locate and solve when cross-
discipline expertise works together. Expert UD

practitioners would barely find faults in their design as

long as the concerns were to be strictly regarding acces-
sibility. However, an expert with a different background,

if involved in the design or research process of UD, could

probably not overlook something that was being disre-
garded by another expertise from a different discipline

(like the UD expert). Errors cannot be prevented though

may be minimized in terms of detecting errors and
solving them by different interdisciplinary experts’ com-

binatorial efforts.

3.4 Disciplinary cracks

Sometimes a lot of problems could be easily mistreated

since they might not complement a particular discipline.

For example, an interesting idea can be generated by UD
researchers or designers, but can be neglected anyway, if

it would not suit the scope of accessibility. An interdis-

ciplinary research concept in this case could take care of
such ideas and incorporate them within the traditional

concept of UD, thus expanding the notion beyond the only

scope of disability or accessibility. For example, the
driving forces that would motivate building a system that

could have higher impact on the sustainability goals could

be explained by analyzing UD from a different perspec-
tive. Moreover, it is important to understand the sources

of these impact factors, i.e., whether there are any arti-

facts because of the use of a system or from any other
external issues. These kinds of struggles need further

expertise from other disciplines, which could initiate

better research. They can use different methods of solving
these questions to add value to the UD research over a

period of time.

3.5 Complex or practical problems

Variety in disciplines of research can better help under-
stand complex problems, compared to one focused dis-

cipline. This can be done by using different

methodologies. Also, by doing this, the risk of tunnel
vision could be reduced. If UD is viewed as a part of a

broader context rather than the point of view of accessi-

bility, then one would see that many interesting ideas and
scopes could be generated. For instance, organizations

with multiple objectives can use open innovation for

accessing different ideas that are important to achieve the
target goals, and UD could be used and seen as a tool in

this case to generate such ideas. In this way, UD could

thus escape from restrictions in accessibility to have
stronger, positive impact on the society for social devel-

opments. Interdisciplinarity can certainly play a crucial

role in doing this.
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3.6 Unity of knowledge

UD designers and researchers are not necessarily aware of
everything within their discipline or domain of interest,

like accessibility or assistive technology. It is impossible to

know everything or become expertise in everything.
Interdisciplinary research preparation within UD can

therefore help us understand the different finer components

of UD knowledge. While UD supports the introduction of
new driving factors, a combination of different, smaller

fragments of knowledge could therefore be possibly pro-

duced. This could be done effectively if interdisciplinarity
for understanding the knowledge of UD was to be initiated

by generating stronger epistemological standards for UD.

3.7 Flexibility of research

UD has been discussed by designers and research com-
munities over recent decades, and such research steadily

continues at present. A sharp rise in attention to this

research topic has recently been noted; however, the nature
of research has not greatly changed until now. Introducing

interdisciplinarity to the question could therefore initiate

flexibility to the scholars of different domains who could
comfortably pursue their individual researches, apparently

creating a combination of results for initiating a change of

the essence of UD from how it is viewed today. For
example, the flexible use of an open innovation concept

could help identify different factors of UD toward a suc-

cessful system design for attaining selected sustainability
goals for an organization.

3.8 Law of diminishing returns

According to this law, the input increment becomes pro-

gressively smaller beyond a certain point. UD research
seems to have been going through this phase right now.

Interdisciplinarity could keep exploring different phenom-

ena and is less likely to be effected by the law of dimin-
ishing returns. Therefore, interdisciplinarity would lead

toward the movement from a particular point at which UD

research has been ‘‘frozen’’ for some time.

3.9 Social change

By combining knowledge from different sources, not only

academic disciplines but also other potentially intellectual

communities could contribute toward a powerful move-
ment of UD in changing society. Examples of sustainability

factors as discussed before could, for example, explain
whether UD was viewed from a different perspective, a

different terminology, and a concept from a different dis-

cipline, which could then have a positive impact in society

overall. To discern what is the most powerful driver is a

key to achieving sustainability goals. Obviously, there are
many different interpretations of what sustainability is and

how to achieve it, and whether the rationale behind the

endeavor to achieve a more sustainable world would still
exist and could be narrowed down for successfully prac-

ticing in an optimum way.

3.10 Academic freedom

Interdisciplinarity has been a popular concept used to

bridge to bridge the gaps within many disciplines. UD has

been a part of academic research too, and it would be a
great academic achievement to initiate interdisciplinarity in

UD research. This can be done by the perception of taking

ideas, theories, and methods from other disciplines and
integrating them. These many different disciplines can

emerge together to produce valuable academic research

and results which can repeatedly activate many other dif-
ferent factors described above.

Based on the above discussion, a theoretical framework

of the interdisciplinary research process of UD will now be
presented as displayed in Fig. 1. This framework illustrates

how to support and improve the development of a system

(to be called ‘‘universally designed’’) by enabling sustain-
ability achievements. This means that if one could improve

the present development process to be interdisciplinary, the

resulting system would then be improved to be more sus-
tainable. Different factors necessary to improve the envi-

ronmental sphere of sustainability concerns could be

captured in the requirement analysis process by involving
more appropriate users. This framework therefore theo-

retically explains how to design an information technology

system more inclusively, in terms of adding more relevant
disciplines to initiate an iterative process, in order to

achieve sustainability goals.

It is important to understand that the notion of ‘‘sus-
tainability goals’’ or ‘‘achieving sustainability’’ is highly

relative, depending on the types of systems one would be

dealing with. For an IT system, sustainability could mean
many different things. A system could be called ‘‘sustain-

able’’ if it were to promote sustainable actions in the use of

the system. It may be considered sustainable because the
system leaves an impact on the user’s behavior in acting in

a more sustainable fashion (ecological in most cases). Also,

an overall system-development procedure could be con-
sidered sustainable in that updates, changes, or the addition

of new modules to the system, if required, would not cost

more. Ecology has always been a priority while contem-
plating system design and sustainability as addressed in the

literature, although merely the social and economic spheres

have been brought into the picture together with ecology.
Examples of Green IT and persuasive system design reflect
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this. It is assumed that by practicing interdisciplinary

research, all three spheres of sustainability could be rep-

resented in a balanced way, since the concept of UD would
try to include different factors which would otherwise be

excluded.

4 Proposed theoretical framework

The theoretical framework presented in this section takes

into account ten factors of interdisciplinary research for

UD and shows their relationship with the four factors of
sustainability. From this framework, one can thus under-

stand which characteristics of interdisciplinary research of

UD could have an impact on certain sustainability factors.
The framework is illustrated in the form of a simple rela-

tion between four sustainability factors shown on the left-

hand box and interdisciplinary research factors shown on
the right-hand box. The UD concept in research and

practice works as a motivating stimulus between these two

occurrences.
The framework displayed in Fig. 1 can be interpreted in

several different ways. The social, economic, and political

factors of sustainability displayed are already reflected in
UD research. However, when the interdisciplinarity con-

cept is connected with sustainability factors, the chances of

UD research and development output being more sustain-
able would become higher. Several factors of interdisci-

plinarity could address the environmental factor.

Therefore, this way of interpreting the framework entails
that if interdisciplinarity research is followed, then the

environment factor would be more realizable by UD

research and its practice. The possibility of practicing UD

in a more sustainable way thus becomes higher. To inter-

pret the framework in another way, one could say that
some factors of interdisciplinarity are related to specific

factors of sustainability. If the impact of any particular

factors upon sustainability is to be enhanced, it is essential
to work on the interdisciplinary factors associated with it.

Therefore, the arrows in the framework are unidirectional,

i.e., the factors of sustainability are shown to be connected
with the interdisciplinary research factors, meaning that

certain sustainability factors could be enhanced by

improving the associated factors from interdisciplinarity—
though not vice versa. For example, the environment can-

not be interpreted as having a contribution on the unity of

knowledge in a subjective manner. Different sustainability
factors will now be discussed with respect to the factors of

interdisciplinary research.

The social sphere of sustainability could benefit by
increasing the academic freedom in research, flexibility in

such research, and by acting upon different social changes

by means of them. By doing that, diversity could be
prompted, which would contribute toward social sustain-

ability and development. ‘‘Diversity’’ in this regard also

means that it would increase users’ participation in these
addressed issues for development, by generating new

methodologies. And UD could, of course, be seen as a

design philosophy in terms of method in a design process.
The economic sphere of sustainability is linked to creative

breakthroughs, cross-disciplinary oversights, complex or

practical problems, and considering different outsiders’
perspectives. By practicing these, one important aspect of

UD could be implemented, which would be success in

Fig. 1 An interdisciplinarity
research framework of UD for
sustainability
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triggering innovation. UD can then become a driving factor

for business through economic success, whereby different
user needs would be considered in a holistic way. The

different perspective of stakeholders associated outside the

system with their complex and practical problem analysis
could thus help in building new knowledge for organiza-

tions to perform design thinking in a different way with the

help of UD for economic success. The environmental
sphere is shown to be connected to creative breakthroughs,

cross-disciplinary oversights, and unity of knowledge.
People’s well-being is associated with sustainability, and

UD looks into improving the well-being of individuals. It is

thus important to follow different needs that change over
time, and interdisciplinary factors in this case can help in

identifying them. The concept of the environment should

not be limited within the ecological sphere of sustainabil-
ity, and interdisciplinary examination can make people

think of the environment in a holistic way, which would in

the long run help ascertain the fact of being sustainable and
being universally designed to be the same. Finally, the

political sphere could benefit by taking care of different

disciplinary cracks and academic freedom. Also, by fol-
lowing the laws of diminishing return and adapting dif-

ferent social changes, it would contribute toward

improving the political dimension of sustainability. Alter-
nation of policy is one of the key political challenges

associated with UD, and the associated interdisciplinary

factors can contribute to this.
An example of how the knowledge from this proposed

framework could be translated is shown in Table 1. Five

interdisciplinary typologies from Frodeman et al. [12,
p. 16] are presented in a comparison matrix with the ten

factors of UD interdisciplinary research, to show how the

properties of UD principles could be defined and reflected
through this. For example, creative breakthroughs and their

integration can enhance equitability, while their blending

would initiate simplicity, etc. Six properties of UD were
represented in the form of these keywords: equitability,

flexibility, simplicity, perceptual information, error toler-

ance, and access. Low physical effort in design principles
was not considered here, regarding its implication as being

strictly associated with physical accessibility.
Since the interdisciplinary factors are shown in direct

connection with sustainability factors in Fig. 1, the prop-

erties of UD principles could therefore be reflected through
the practice of interdisciplinary research toward achieving

sustainability and its goals. For reference, the famous

principles of UD established by the center for universal
design [6, 28] are summarized below:

1. Equitable use: The design does not disadvantage or
stigmatize any group of users;

2. Flexibility in use: The design accommodates a wide

range of individual preferences and abilities;
3. Simple, intuitive use: easy to understand;

4. Perceptible information: The design communicates

necessary information effectively;
5. Tolerance of error: The design reduces risk and the

adverse consequences of accidental or unintended

actions;
6. Requiring low physical effort to efficiently use the

design;

7. Ensuring sufficient size and space for access and use of
the design.

Table 1 A matrix for interdisciplinarity research factors and UD principle characteristics

Interdisciplinary research factors
for UD

Interdisciplinarity typologies (Frodeman et al. [12])

Integration Interaction Linking Focusing Blending

Creative breakthroughs Equitability Error tolerance Access Flexibility Simplicity

Outsider’s perspective Equitability Error tolerance Access Equitability Flexibility

Cross-disciplinary oversights Access Simplicity Perceptual
information

Error tolerance Equitability

Disciplinary cracks Equitability Flexibility Simplicity Access Error tolerance

Complex or practical problems Error tolerance Flexibility Simplicity Equitability Perceptual
information

Unity of knowledge Equitability Flexibility Access Perceptual
information

Error tolerance

Flexibility of research Flexibility Equitability Error tolerance Access Perceptual
information

Law of diminishing returns Flexibility Perceptual
information

Equitability Error tolerance Simplicity

Social change Error tolerance Flexibility Equitability Access Error tolerance

Academic freedom Flexibility Perceptual
information

Error tolerance Access Simplicity
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5 Identified steps in interdisciplinary research
for universal design

The previous section discussed how the proposed frame-

work could initiate interdisciplinary research in UD and

how it could then touch all the possible factors of the
sustainability goals. The possible steps for practicing such

an interdisciplinary research in UD will now be discussed.

Frodeman et al. [12] proposed five different phases of such
a research. These five phases can be used to map UD and

interdisciplinarity aspects and narrate the following five

identified steps:

• Disciplines cooperating in UD research should use their

own methods and theory initially, i.e., using a mono-
disciplinary approach at first. Individuals from different

fields can work on their own research question at this

stage. For example, a business expert could understand
the market better than a designer or engineer. An

engineer, on the other hand, could understand how to

reduce the production cost. Thus, they can discuss with
each other how to fix the budget plan, for instance.

• The next phase would then be for individuals to try to

combine their research questions and find a common
point of departure to form a global research question,

with which all disciplines would be reflected. This

process should acknowledge different disciplines and
try to consider all possible aspects of UD topics that

have been analyzed. UD, in its current form, only deals

with issues of disabilities, and designers sometimes
work with focused user groups. Introducing other

disciplines and working with different types of users
could introduce a better global research question, which

would be more interesting to address through research.

Then the end design could be more viable, reflecting
improved usability.

• The next step would be to analyze the global research

question in the languages of each different discipline.
Common group learning and integration by leaders

could be used as the integration model in this phase

[12]. In what way a designer would deal with the global
research question is not the same as how a business

person would interpret it. The whole procedure of

design and development could become much easier if
each individual’s discipline was to be aware of what

they were doing and would make sense to each other.

This leads to the following step, modeling and nego-
tiation among experts, two processes also addressed by

Frodeman et al. [12], which could be used in this phase

as a model of integration.
• Expertise from individual disciplines must iterate the

process of asking and answering the questions that have

been translated in their own language. In this way, the

global research question could be answered in a

combinatorial process. For example, engineers and

business experts should figure out the subject from their
own expertise, though still reflecting on the global

research question; otherwise, the chance would be that

each discipline would find the answer of the global
research question only from their own skill and

discipline’s viewpoint.

• Finally, a common answer or solution needs to be
agreed upon by assimilating different answers from

different disciplines. This could be done by making

sure that the answer does not reflect a particular
discipline only. UD research questions are a great

example from this perspective. A research question

could only focus on users’ requirements that could be
easily solved by the engineers and designers. However,

the result might not be feasible at all for attaining any

commercial success and would face the risk of termi-
nation in production, since a product would simply not

acquire a proper value. Similarly, a universally

designed product or service could be highly attractive
because of its price and appearance, though in actual

practice it might not be useful or usable. The engineers

and usability specialists need to make reasonable
analysis of such issues. A common group-learning

integration model, addressed by Frodeman et al. [12],

should be used in this phase. So a combinatorial
interdisciplinarity approach could result in the true

outcome of UD and lead toward the objective of

sustainability.

6 Discussion

The theoretical framework presented in this paper initiates
a move toward sustainability by introducing interdisci-

plinary research in UD theory and practice. The weakness

of this framework is the lack of empirical evidence, whose
discussion was not the purpose of this paper. Selected

interdisciplinarity factors for UD could be more precisely

defined if a business case from an organization could be
designed or analyzed by following the framework. This

discussion section therefore focuses on the theoretical

contribution as a result of this paper.
Youngblood [32] presented the comparisons of multi-

disciplinarity and interdisciplinarity along with bridging

the disciplinarity, and the conclusions drawn from the
proposed framework will now be compared with these

arguments. A qualitative approach of carrying out research

in UD is not often too apparent. For example, UD has been
extensively used in a classroom environment, i.e., in ped-

agogical research the use of UD is seen to improve
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classroom situations for students with special needs, by

overturning the research focus into the domain of acces-
sibility. An approach is noticed for making multidisci-

plinary research through UD in which two or more

disciplines have cooperated with their successive tools and
knowledge. On the other hand, HCI is a broad discipline

with which both natural science—in terms of computer

science and engineering—and social science work together
as bridging disciplines. UD is a key topic of research in the

field of HCI from which this concept is mainly initiated and
practiced to improve people’s lifestyle by the resulting

assistive technology and creating an accessible environ-

ment. Hence, UD could also be categorized as a bridging
discipline. However, according to the way in which

Youngblood [32] defined interdisciplinary research, one

fails to see the practice of UD researchers to go beyond
establishing a ‘‘common meeting place to developing new

methods and theory’’.

UD research to date cannot be described as interdisci-
plinary in nature. The problem with UD mainstreaming

being rather slow in progress and still moving within the

same circles over several decades is probably due to it
being considered to be a unique research domain (acces-

sibility) which is not the purpose of interdisciplinary

research practice. Finding interesting questions and trying
to solve them in interdisciplinary ways would introduce the

possibility to expand UD from its own narrowed scope of

accessibility. With that it would choose from HCI disci-
pline what other factors could be important in collaboration

with UD, to endure for working as an interdisciplinary

research field. This argument supports the statements of
Blackwell et al. [3], concluding that positive innovation

could arise through interdisciplinarity practice by exam-

ining across the social boundaries of knowledge. The
proposed framework for transferring knowledge for the

purpose of understanding the complex sustainability

problem truly reflects this.
The proposed framework displayed in Fig. 1 is to com-

mence this challenge only. Further investigation, research,

and empirical evidence are required to initiate and advance
this process. This framework could highly benefit by col-

laboration with information-system designers, with whom

new knowledge can be spontaneously developed and shared.
Also, knowledge from economics and the business research

field can contribute to this collaboration. As with the sus-

tainability indicators, it would then be possible to specify
different indicators for UD which could be quantified and

thereby evaluated. The success of the framework would

depend on different factors, such as what kinds of tools are
selected for analysis, how the method was developed, and

what different biases need to be avoided. Thus, for UD, a

factor promoting sustainability cannot be a unidirectional
simple issue. It should be understood as a bidirectional

complex issue too, since to introduce interdisciplinary

research would not necessarily turn UD into being sustain-
able in nature, and vice versa. Sometimes UD itself could not

be sustainable; however, while used as a tool for design, it

could promote sustainability actions for other fields of
research. One of such research fields could, for example, be

information systems design. The issue in this case becomes

more interesting, since interdisciplinarity could be used to
make UD sustainable in nature, though on the other hand it

could work in another process or system as a factor to make
them sustainable.

In this respect, it is important to say a few words about

the categories of interdisciplinary research that should be
taken into consideration in practicing the proposed frame-

work for sustainability. As already mentioned, sustain-

ability and UD have been discussed and compared with
each other in the literature, although there are associated

problems in showing a practical result of their combina-

torial action. However, an instrumental view of the pro-
posed framework could be to use this as a method for

improving existing sustainability paradigms. This is how

the methodological interdisciplinarity is viewed by Frode-
man et al. [12, p. 19]. On the other hand, the proposed

framework itself could be seen as a reflection of theoretical

interdisciplinarity in terms of conceptual framework anal-
ysis, resulting in critical interdisciplinarity.

These issues are thus worth exploring in future research

initiated by this paper. Even though the projected frame-
work is conceptual, it initiates a great possibility of ana-

lyzing the impression of interdisciplinarity in UD research.

It is possible to quantify the different factors of the
framework to statistically validate the hypothesis, and thus,

if necessary, the framework could be reformed. A complete

design process could be analyzed, monitored, qualified,
and/or quantified to assess the universality of the design

along with the impact of interdisciplinarity within that

specific design process in general. How a total design
process would work without the involvement of interdis-

ciplinary expertise would also be worth exploring on the

basis of this framework. A long-term ambition of this
research could also be to recognize different indicators

from the knowledge of interdisciplinarity for assessing UD.

Finally, how composite interdisciplinarity practice could be
initiated for achieving complex and shared sustainability

problems using UD and the proposed framework could be

another interesting issue worth exploring.

7 Conclusions

The aim of this paper was to show a way to make UD

research lead toward sustainability and thereby achieve
different sustainable goals by making UD research
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interdisciplinary in nature. A framework was presented and

discussed, reflecting on how it could help contemporary
ways of practicing UD by introducing new purposes and

methods so that new epistemological values for UD could

be introduced and built. The purpose of this paper was not
to propose or explain how this new knowledge would be

built. Instead, the scope was limited to explaining and

pointing out which ways are available to follow the
unfolding of these new knowledge-building opportunities.

While the similarity between sustainable design and UD
has been addressed several times, a gap between them still

exists. This gap could be narrowed down by practicing

interdisciplinary research for building knowledge in UD,
which can thereby help in the implementation of sustain-

able design. Further analysis of the proposed framework

would initiate these opportunities; however, this was not
the scope of this article. An approach of looking into the

domain of bridging disciplinarity such as UD to act as a

factor or artifact of introducing interdisciplinarity to pro-
duce an emerging factor as sustainability could therefore be

a highly promising one.
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Abstract. Although sustainability is a key concern in today’s world, more 
efforts towards achieving sustainability are needed. User inclusion in the infor-
mation system design process could enhance the outcome of a system’s action 
towards sustainability. It is, however, important to understand the design proce-
dure of a system to achieve such goals. A framework denominating as the in-
clusive innovation framework presented in this paper incorporated analyses 
from open innovation, universal design, and sustainability to motivate the initia-
tion of internal and external driving factors towards sustainability goals. The 
derived framework could promote the information system’s enabled sustainable 
goals by combining the use of universal design principles and the concept of 
open innovation. A requirement engineering model was also proposed that was 
interoperable within the three subjects of interest discussed in the paper and was 
necessary for understanding the application of an inclusive innovation frame-
work. Two use cases were then presented as an illustration for arguing the vali-
dation of the proposed inclusive innovation framework. The findings from the 
use cases indicated that the use of universal design principles along with an 
open innovation concept could increase information systems’ enabled sustaina-
bility goals. This could be done by enhancing a system’s successfulness along 
with the increased user satisfaction. 

Keywords: Sustainability, Open Innovation, Universal Design, Inclusive Inno-
vation Framework. 

1 Introduction 

During the recent decades the impact of human activities on the Earth’s eco-systems 
has become a growing concern. Research connected to sustainability issues in the 
information system field has increased due to larger awareness of environmental is-
sues, climate change, and the risk of global warming [32], [45]. Information systems 
are ubiquitous in our society and they play an important role in confronting some of 
the adverse effects on the environment [46]. It is important to acknowledge that the 
increased use of the information system has constituted a growing environmental con-
cern in itself, e.g. increased power consumption for running an IT system and the 
need of scarce resources to build IT artifacts [11]. The information system artifact is a 
tool that mediates activities and is different from a simple IT artifact. This is because 
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the information system artifact is considered to be an intricate socio-technical system 
defined as an “integrated and cooperating set of people, processes, software, and in-
formation technologies to support individual, organizational, or societal goals” [45]. 
Also there seems to be a strong public belief in the information system as an enabler 
of sustainability [46]. All larger systems are influenced by a variety of stakeholders 
that determines its future [17] and this is also implied for the information system. 
While no definite definition of the open innovation concept exists and the newness of 
open innovation itself was argued [42], the concept has usually proclaimed that a sin-
gle organization could not innovate in solitude (closed innovation) any longer [9]. 
Therefore open innovation is dependent on reaching and involving more stakeholders 
[6] which could be described as a paradigm shift for setting innovation strategy and 
managing the innovation process. The information system could make it easier for 
stakeholders to organize and share ideas to reach a common set of goals [12]. Al-
though initiated as a focused design concept for accessibility issues, universal design 
has broadened its scopes and has become popular in interdisciplinary design research. 
One way of looking into universal design out of the accessibility domain is its ability 
to increase user involvements through design. Since the 1960s it has been generally 
acknowledged that user participation in the information system development process 
could increase the likelihood of project success [2], [16], [41]. User involvement is 
therefore likely to result in increased user satisfaction [18], [41] and the perceived 
usefulness of the application [16], [41]. 

It was argued in this paper that a universal design concept incorporated into infor-
mation system development would increase user participation in the design process 
and thus could contribute in achieving a target goal. If a link could be created between 
system development and the external social world, we would see that the same con-
cerned social world that could be affected by sustainability issues would be a cause of 
the system’s development decisions. Taking this into account, information system 
design incorporating the concept of universal design presented in this paper has an 
increased chance to influence sustainability goals. The underlying research question 
considered in this research paper is: “How universal design concepts may be used for 
improving sustainability achievement goals through the information system design?” 
A theoretical framework titled as “Inclusive Innovation Framework” was proposed, 
which explained how to design an information system inclusively by additional inter-
active stakeholder involvement and also as an iterative development process in order 
to achieve user satisfaction, successfulness of the system, and eventually the desired 
sustainability goals. 

This paper is divided into eight sections. After this introduction section, necessary un-
derstandings of sustainability, open innovation, and universal design were introduced in 
the background section. The inclusive innovation framework (Fig. 1) showed how to 
support and improve the information system development that enables sustainability 
achievements, presented in Section 3. A requirement engineering model (Fig. 2) was pre-
sented in Section 4, based on the activities from a cognitive decision-making model to 
clarify how the proposed inclusive innovation framework could practically be used. The 
method section was presented in Section 5 followed by the results in Section 6, where two 
use cases were presented to validate the proposed framework. Section 7 presented a tho-
rough discussion and future research possibilities that were initiated from this research 
work followed by a conclusion given in Section 8. 
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2 Background 

2.1 Sustainability 

One key definition of sustainable development, i.e. sustainability, was given by the 
world commission on environment and development, “that it meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs” [47], also known as the Brundtland definition. Subsequently, to work for sus-
tainability is to enhance a process to minimize or reverse the negative impact of that 
process on sustainability, both currently and in the future. The majority of research in 
green IT has focused on how to improve sustainability through more power-efficient 
computers [10] and thereby reduce greenhouse gas emission. Sustainability should 
perhaps not only focus on a particular perspective like the environment. An improved 
and more holistic way could be to use Elkington’s triple bottom line (TBL) which 
consists of three components, namely: economic performance, society, and the natural 
environment [40]. For instance, promoting sustainable design could be found from the 
previous work of the authors, in which the TBL perspective was used in designing 
sustainable IT systems [33]. To remedy sustainability, problems that are based solely 
on technological solutions are futile since information systems are embedded in a 
societal development, and the information system could have a crucial role as part of 
a comprehensive approach [21] by influencing organizational and individual beha-
viors towards sustainability in all three components of TBL. 

Research in the information system could contribute by taking a holistic view of an 
entire system, its design, and its aim to reach sustainability [11]. From an organiza-
tional perspective, all organizations have a set of goals to create values and the organ-
ization implements strategies to achieve these goals [7]. Shareholder wealth is often 
the main goal but could be viewed as a form of narrow self-interest. This individual 
rationality does not, however, always lead to collective rationality [46], e.g. sustaina-
bility could be viewed as a collective rationality goal shared by all stakeholders. 
Reaching sustainability and minimizing environmental impact therefore could largely 
be derived from the capability to find new solutions to innovation and the probability 
to do so could be increased by acquiring more resources, e.g. getting more stakehold-
ers involved. 

2.2 Open Innovation 

The number of approaches to innovation is numerous and some are similar or become 
similar depending on researchers and the lack of an agreed clear definition [15], [30], 
[42]. Open innovation increases the probability to capture innovation opportunities by 
including external stakeholders, e.g. customers, suppliers, and competitors etc. in the 
innovation process. Gassman and Enkel [19] found three archetypical processes in 
open innovation: “outside-in process”, “inside-out process” and “coupled process.” A 
distinction between open innovation and von Hippel’s “User Innovation” is that the 
latter is solely centered on the user [3] and not as the prior that also includes suppliers, 
competitors, and others, e.g. inter-organizational innovation is very important [43]. 

For example, previous research has showed that external stakeholder involvement 
and expansion to academic research is important for the design of open innovation 
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[34]. Research has also shown that the collective intelligence of groups-many minds 
are often better than one—seemed to be good at idea generation [4] that is shared with 
crowdsourcing [29] whereas crowdsourcing seems to be mostly focused on solving a 
predefined task and could be seen as outsourcing to the crowd [15]. More users and 
active user participation should therefore leverage the “wisdom of crowds” [29] to 
harvest the collective intelligence. 

In the context of this paper an interesting question related to open innovation that 
still remained was: What could be the different driving forces that would motivate an 
organization towards the use of the information system in having a higher impact to-
wards sustainability goals? More stakeholders given by utilizing the power of open 
innovation should give a better chance to move towards sustainable goals [33]. Also 
an amended way could be to design a sustainable system with the help of different 
stakeholders, e.g. user involvement [18] that could promote a positive motivation to 
reach sustainable goals in the system design. To design a sustainable system could 
perhaps remedy the recognized needs of sustainable practices [12] that could fit mul-
tiple levels of practices and also consider multidimensionality, i.e. TBL. 

2.3 Universal Design and its Principles 

Although universal design, inclusive design, and design for all are alternative words 
for the similar basic concept [35]. The customary understanding of universal design is 
that it improves the user experience through design across a broad range of users. 
Thus by meeting different requirements of the excluded user group, universal design 
promises to improve product experience through a comprehensive range of users 
without any special need for adaption or specialized design by the users [5]. One of 
the present vulnerabilities in universal design is that sometimes it becomes more of a 
design concept than a design strategy by promising too much to the users. However, 
the universal design concept could offer more than just design for people with disabil-
ities and it is thus important to explore those possibilities to be utilized in a broader 
perspective. Foster and Franz highlighted user involvement need in the early stages of 
system development [16] and universal design should thus be embedded within the 
design and development process for improved user involvement resulting in enhanced 
designed products, systems, and services. 

One approach to seek user’s involvement is framed in the concept of open innova-
tion design space presented in this paper. In the context of this research interest we 
believe that universal design could help in introducing different driving factors for 
achieving sustainability. Use of the open innovation concept could therefore support 
practicing universal design, leading towards a successful system design for achieving 
the sustainability goals. The original set of universal design principles are copyrighted 
to the Center of Universal Design and developed by a group of U.S. designers and 
design educators from five organizations in 1997 [39]. These principles are Equitable 
Use, Flexibility in Use, Simple and Intuitive Use, Perceptible Information, Tolerance 
for Error, Low Physical Effort, and Size and Space for Approach and Use. In this re-
search, three design principles (Equitable Use, Size and Space for Approach and Use, 
and Tolerance for Error) were ignored. Our interpretation was that they address the 
accessibility issue of a designed system where accessibility is solely meant for reflect-
ing physical limitations or disabilities that were not the present scope of interest. 
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3 The Inclusive Innovation Framework 

The core argument behind the idea of this proposed framework was that by improving 
a system development process by an open innovation concept and the universal de-
sign principles would enable the maximum possible users to be active in the require-
ment capturing process. The relationships between different chosen factors in the 
framework were explained in this section. Since our assumption was that increased 
user participation in information system development by using the concept of univer-
sal design could increase the possibility of achieving sustainability goals, the four 
universal design principles were considered. These could increase external driving 
factors such as standards, user demand, pressure from a dedicated group, disclosure 
requirement etc., as well as internal driving factors of the information system such as 
social equity, simplicity in use, and strong learning ability. These internal and external 
motivation factors could help to achieve sustainability goals. 

Tait and Vessey [40] addressed the need to reduce the number of factors being stu-
died. Investigating all factors affecting user involvement and its impact on system 
success could be tedious and the main constructs that are central to influencing user 
involvement for the system’s success should be narrowed down and analyzed 
[40, 41]. Reducing the number of factors and finding relevancies between them is 
therefore an important issue while designing a framework. Keeping this in mind, two 
contingent variables have been selected from the universal design principles: Flexibil-
ity in Use and Perceptible Information, which are in a relation with the next two va-
riables also selected from the universal design principles: Low Physical Effort, and 
Simple, Intuitive Use. 

The framework presented in Figure 1 acquired four universal design principles for 
consideration that could work in a circular process in the inclusive innovation design 
space. When an information system design is simple and used intuitively it would be 
perceived as a “flexible to use system” by its users. Furthermore, when the informa-
tion presented in the system would easily be perceptible it would lead towards the 
“simple use” of a system through its design. An information system that takes less 
physical effort during its use could thus be perceived as a “flexible system” to its us-
ers. Since poor design could initiate limited stakeholder involvement, the proposed 
framework could contribute towards benefiting the user participation (inclusive inno-
vation design space in Figure 1). It was understood from our previous discussion that 
by enabling the information system’s supported actions the possibility to realize sus-
tainability goals could become higher. Therefore it is important to consider the user 
satisfaction parameter, which would be promoted through the design strategies of the 
system. Furthermore, a combinatorial approach of two dependent variables, flexibility 
in use and perceptible information along with two other variables (low physical effort 
and simple, intuitive use) could realize user satisfaction that could lead towards sus-
tainability goals (Figure 1). Since a system that is simple and spontaneous to use, easy 
to understand, remember, and learn should be able to promote any sustainability ac-
tions or goals as desired by the system designers, it would lead to the system success 
phase. Nevertheless, there could be other different factors that could influence a sys-
tem to be defined as successful from the point of achieving sustainability goals, which 
were beyond the scope of this research. 
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Fig. 1. Inclusive innovation framework for sustainability 

4 Requirement Engineering Model 

Designing a future information system requires a thorough understanding of organiza-
tions, user behavior, technology, and how all these are interrelated. The management of 
knowledge and intellectual assets is crucial for companies that desire to survive in the 
turbulent, ever more global and competitive environment [1]. Nuseibeh and Easterbrooks 
[36] defined requirement engineering as a series of decisions that lead from recognition 
of a customer problem to be solved (or a need to be satisfied) to a detailed specification 
of that problem. Typically requirement engineering is modeled as a process including a 
variety of sequential or iterative activities [26], [31]. Decision-making appears typically 
as embedded into one of the activities in the requirement engineering process. In the pre-
vious example [26], such an activity is “requirements analysis and negotiation.” In anoth-
er requirement, the engineering process described by Macaulay [31] is an activity of 
“feasibility and choice of options.” This means that a requirement engineering model is 
important in several contexts. These different contexts could be considered as individual 
parameters for a requirement engineering model. 

With the proposed inclusive innovation framework in hand it is thus important to 
realize how the activities in this framework could be practiced. A requirement engi-
neering model could consequently help us understand what was proposed and de-
scribed in this section. In order to raise the understanding of sustainability goals we 
call for an interactive approach in which distinguishing between the organizational 
and individual level of decision-making would be needed. Individual experts’ work is 
full of choices, which may not be visible for upper organizational level actors, e.g. 
boards, management groups etc. In their cognitive process model Corner et al. [8] 
stressed these decision-making levels as four activities: attention, encoding, sto-
rage/retrieval, and choice, which were taking place iteratively at the organizational 
and individual levels. These four activities were considered and mapped in our re-
quirement engineering model as four parameters that have relational connectivity 
within themselves. These parameters and the proposed model based on them were 
shown in Figure 2 and described below. 
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• Attention could determine the usefulness of a system, which means that the
stakeholders would be aware of the usefulness of the system.

• Encoding could give information that would be determined as usability of the
system in this research.

• Storage/Retrieval in our model would be mapped as sustainability awareness.
Whether or not the stakeholders would be aware of sustainability, it could be
used as an information bank that could be used to put impact on the other
three parameters of our choice.

• Choice is an iterative process. It was mapped with the user participation and
it would be the choice of the designers, whether or not they would be design-
ing by considering any certain design principles for universal design.

Houdek and Pohl [22] noticed that requirement engineering activities were heavily in-
tertwined and not seen as separate tasks by the participants of the process. We supported 
their argument and argued that decision-making could appear in intertwined requirement 
engineering activities for both individual levels, e.g. requirement engineering engineers’ 
focus of attention and choices made, and collective levels, e.g. stakeholder communica-
tion, expert boards’ work, and project management. The principle question behind this 
requirement engineering model’s activities was: How could the information system’s us-
ers successfully be driven to a decision towards sustainable awareness by the system’s 
usefulness, usability, and inclusiveness of user participation? This model considered sus-
tainability awareness to be its centralized objective since we previously discussed that an 
inclusive innovation framework could make stakeholders more involved and committed to 
a common sustainable goal. Active user participation would be helpful for discovering the 
usability of the system. Thus the user satisfaction parameter could be used to measure and 
derive usefulness of the system, which in turn would motivate increased user participation. 
On the other hand, positive feedback from the users of a useful system could motivate the 
designers to enhance the “design for all” concept for triggering user inclusion. Besides, an 
information system which could be perceived to be useful by its users should increase user 
satisfaction level. Furthermore, a higher user satisfaction acts as an external motivation 
factor to improve the system design. Therefore an improved usability outcome from a 
system would possibly result in useful system development by involving more user partic-
ipations and this could make the whole process an iterative one. The combination of the 
usefulness of a system, a system’s usability, and increased user participation could be an 
interoperable process to enhance sustainability awareness amongst the users of the system. 

Fig. 2. A requirement engineering model for inclusive innovation framework 
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5 Method 

The framework presented in Figure 1 was validated using use case methodology, 
which was important to clarify and organize system requirements. The use case is a 
popular and powerful method that gives a decent foundation for the verification of 
higher-level models. This usually is done by role-playing for the validation of differ-
ent functional requirements. The sequences of interactions between a system and its 
users related to a specific goal are represented typically through the use cases. 

For the validation of proposed inclusive innovation framework, two previous re-
search articles were selected as our cases that could reflect similar research interests 
of sustainability and information system design. Two use cases were then derived on 
the basis of models presented in those two articles. These use cases showed how those 
models would behave within the context of our proposed inclusive innovation frame-
work. In the first article by Kasarda, Termenny et al. [25], Design For Adaption 
(DFAD) methodology was discussed for achieving sustainable design goals. The first 
use case showed how inclusive innovation framework could contribute to DFAD me-
thods to achieve sustainability goals. In the second article by Jabareen [24], the author 
presented a conceptual framework for sustainable development. The second use case 
thus showed how inclusive innovation framework could be applied in this conceptual 
framework for achieving sustainability. 

The rationales behind choosing these two articles were that they were highly re-
lated to the similar aims of inclusive innovation framework in terms of goal, size, and 
complexity. The phenomenon presented in two selected articles was considered as 
two case studies. The proposed framework introduced a new way of achieving sustai-
nability in information system design in which the organization level focuses were 
prioritized by using the concept of universal design and open innovation. Case studies 
should investigate contemporary phenomena in real life and the focus should be on 
organizational or managerial level [48] cited in [23] which was the instance here too. 
Thus the two selected models from the articles were considered to be our theoretical 
sampling as two cases. They were critical and extreme cases concerning the sustaina-
bility achievement. Through the help of use cases it was then shown how our pro-
posed framework could act on these samples. Since it is often appropriate to choose 
multiple cases for theory testing and descriptions [23], two cases were chosen. 

Since use case also focuses on the interaction of users in a particular situation of sys-
tem by showing all possible system activities, it could thus make it easy to understand the 
difficulty of a large system by breaking the problems in to major functions and by stipu-
lating applications from the user’s perspective. Therefore different artifacts were identi-
fied from the two selected models from the two selected articles and were analyzed in the 
context of inclusive innovation framework before coming up with the use-case design. 
This was done by means of a group of elements to describe the behavioral views of two 
different cases presented in two articles. The presentation of two use cases to show how 
the proposed inclusive innovation framework could fit into the two selected cases con-
forms to the purpose of using case studies in qualitative research by Walsham [44] cited 
in [23], Eisenhardt [13] cited in [23], Lee [27] cited in [23], and Lee and Baskerville [28] 
cited in [23] where it was argued that case studies could be used to test theory within the 
positivist paradigm. Therefore the reasoning behind the choice of these two particular 
cases and thereby coming up with two use cases for the initial validation of the proposed 
theoretical framework was evidently unbiased. 
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6 Results 

6.1 Use Case 1 

Kasarda, Termenny et al. [25] presented two simple models for demonstrating 
the DFAD concept that explained how a control system analysis and design could be 
applied for adaptable product design. Our first use case therefore dealt with how an 
inclusive innovation framework could be used in the closed-loop feedback system. 

The use-case diagram was shown in Figure 3. The suggested process of building 
this use case was then described. A closed-loop dynamic feedback system was re-
designed by Kasarda, Termenny et al. [25] to a multivariable control system in which 
authors showed mathematically how multiple inputs and outputs could work as a 
nested loop. The components of the basic control system were mapped with the ele-
ments of inclusive innovation framework to show how the control system process 
could be sustainable by adding additional parameters from our proposed framework. 

Use Case: Designing a control system for sustainability 
Level: System 
Scope: Changing the performances in different phases of control system to make the 
overall procedure more sustainable 
Primary Actors: Designer of the control system (giving input or desired output re-
sponse) 
Supporting Actors: Users, System engineers (not shown on use-case diagram) 
Preconditions: None 
Success Guarantees: The team has good communication ability with its stakeholders 
and they are aware of the meaning of the sustainability goal in the context of their 
project. 

Fig. 3. Use cases for closed-loop control feedback system from [25] with inclusive innovation 
framework 
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Stakeholders and concerns: 
• Designers: want to understand how to use inclusive innovation framework for

increasing user satisfaction and achieving the system’s success leading towards 
sustainability goals. 

• Users: want to feel the system is simple, flexible, easy to perceive, and takes low
effort to learn. 

• System Engineers: want to understand the requirements of users and pass the
information to designers accordingly. 

Trigger: The designer decides to design the control system to be sustainable for en-
hancement of the user satisfaction. 

Success scenario: 
A. Initialization of the Control Process 
1. The designers initiate the process by an input signal or desired output response

signal. The input and out signals are compared. 
2. Different components use algorithms to modulate actuator. The actuator is used

to measure the changes. 
3. The performance of the process or the system is to be controlled.
4. How the signals are detected and measured should be considered.
B. Inclusive Innovation Design Space Process 
5. The comparison should be flexible with the context of the process or system. This

increases user satisfaction. 
6. The controller that is going to measure the changes should be simple enough so

that the successfulness of a system can be increased based on this. 
7. Users should be able to perceive the process information system easily so that it

can lead towards system’s success. 
8. Low effort (physical or cognitive) should be given for the measurement and de-

signers need to keep this in mind. This will improve user satisfaction. Measure-
ment should also be given to consideration to be easily perceivable, which will 
trigger the system to be successful. 

C. Other Steps 
9. User satisfaction will initiate the process towards the phase of achieving sustai-

nability goals. 
10. A successfully designed system will initiate the process towards the phase of

achieving sustainability goals. 
11. The actors see the result of the designed system (achieving sustainability goals).
12. The process has dependency with basic elements of the control system and thus

input actors can gain knowledge from the resulting output.
D. Conclusion 
13. Project manager decides when the process needs to be terminated or when new

sustainability goals can be initiated so that the elements of control process initia-
tion can be changed with respect to inclusive innovation design space. 

Variations: 
1. The process is iterative so several iterations might be required before determining

the true meaning of system success and user satisfaction based on the context of 
process or system of the designed system (achieving sustainability goals). 
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2. Steps 5 and 6 should be performed parallel to steps 7 and 8.
3. It may be needed to refine the understanding of sustainability goal with the con-

text of selected system or plant after the first iteration for achieving system suc-
cess and user satisfaction accordingly.

6.2 Use Case 2 
Jabareen [24] developed a conceptual framework for sustainable development that was 
built on seven concepts. The central concept was the ethical paradox where sustainability 
(related to environment) and development (related to monetary variables) could have dif-
ferent practices based on the differences in ideological points of view. Natural capital 
stock represented all natural resources for the idea of maintaining it constant through time. 
Integrative management was the holistic view to integrate economic, environmental, and 
social matters in the management process. Utopia represented a vision for humans in 
which concepts of solidarity and justice are incorporated. Eco-Form was the design with 
ecological desired goals; in reality sustainable design. Global Agenda was a new political 
discourse based on sustainability. Equity was the social aspects of sustainable develop-
ment and included economic, environmental, and social considerations and social values 
such as democracy, empowerment, freedom etc. The use-case diagram of inclusive inno-
vation framework mapped into the framework of Jabareen [24] was shown in Figure 4. 
The purpose of Jabareen [24] was to understand the definition of sustainable development 
and the framework initiated this understanding from a multidisciplinary perspective. This 
framework was therefore considered important in order to understand what sustainable 
development could be in the context of the information system, its present and future de-
velopment. The actors in the use case were the information system users who strive to 
reach any predefined sustainable goals. Eco format deals with design in a sustainable con-
text and could be seen as sustainable design. Sustainable design should strive towards 
simple intuitive use since the information systems would then be characterized and seen as 
understandable and intuitive by the user. 

Fig. 4. Use cases of sustainable design with inclusive innovation framework 
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Also eco format could be seen as a parameter impacting the information system in 
a way in which the user should be given the possibility to use the information system 
without compromising any extra efforts (cognitive or physical). Ethical paradox could 
trigger perceptible information since it would have impact on the perceived legibility 
on information given by the system to the user. Natural capital stock belonged to the 
improved perceptible information parameter because the rule of keeping resources at 
a constant level is straightforward and also contributes to the legibility of the informa-
tion system. Integrative management triggers flexibility in use, since the integration of 
economic, environmental, and social aspects could be done in many ways by the sys-
tem. Utopia could activate perceptible information because the vision given by an 
information system could be said to identify universal goals (democracy, justice, em-
powerment etc.) that probably all users could agree with, were worth striving for, and 
could be internalized by users to give legibility to the information system. Global 
agenda also could trigger perceptible information because the new political discourse 
that was based on sustainability must provide legibility. As mentioned in Section 2.3, 
“Equitable Use” universal design principle was not considered in this research; the 
effect of equity into inclusive innovation framework was not discussed here. 

7 Discussions and Future Work 

The assumption stated in Section 3 was that increased user participation in informa-
tion system development by using the concept of universal design could increase the 
possibility of achieving sustainability goals. The two use cases presented in the result 
section gave support to this. From the first case it was shown how a closed-loop feed-
back system can act more sustainably with the help of inclusive innovation frame-
work. The DFAD concept for achieving sustainable system design was heightened by 
the help of inclusive innovation framework. Harmon et al. [20] found that an informa-
tion system aiming for achieving sustainability should be able to redefine the process 
and this should be a character of an IT system. The findings from Use Case 1 sup-
ported this argument, since inclusive innovation framework was able to redefine the 
whole process in an iterative manner, which also supported the argument of Gassman 
and Enkel’s archetypical open innovation processes (in this case the coupled process) 
[19], where the inside-out and outside-in processes were working at the same time 
and the organization worked in an alliance with partners and together could gain mu-
tual benefits and value creation. The use of the inclusive innovation framework 
showed initiation of this coupled process. In Use Case 2 it was shown how the multi-
disciplinary concept of sustainable development in an existing framework could be 
practiced with inclusive innovation framework aimed at achieving sustainable goals. 
This finding supported the argument from Porter and Millar [37] where the authors 
wrote that the information system could have a huge impact on the organizations and 
their competitive achievement by transforming the value chain. One way to achieve a 
competitive advantage could be through the use of the inclusive innovation frame-
work aimed at achieving sustainability goals. The transformation of the value chain 
initiated in human-computer interaction (HCI) research was taken into consideration 
by the proposed framework together with the impacts an organization could expe-
rience through the information system use by achieving sustainable goals. 
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Two important transfers were initiated from the findings of this research. Looking 
into universal design concept beyond physical disability was one major shift. The way 
universal design principles were used in the framework had nothing to do with design 
for people with disabilities. This supported the argument raised in the work of Musta-
quim and Nyström [33] in which the authors used universal design principles to de-
rive design principles for sustainability and argued that it was important to consider 
the universal design idea while aiming for sustainable design. Secondly, the concept 
of sustainable HCI was represented out of its traditional thoughts. Usually sustainable 
HCI referred design for changing human behavior towards ecological actions. This is 
often done by using cognitive dissonance to persuade and change users’ behavior to-
wards a predefined more sustainable behavior. The framework in this paper showed 
that this must not always be the case, to use HCI in a sustainable context. Instead HCI 
could represent its experience of sustainability in many different manners (universal 
design perspective, for example) and this could help building knowledge in the re-
search of information system design and design science. 

 Smith and Reinertsen [38] argued that sharpening the front-end of the design and 
making the decisions earlier may have a better chance of attaining a direct effect on 
the goal of creating the product, such as by a successful marketing launch, higher user 
satisfaction, and increased usability of the product. Based on their argument and con-
sidering sustainability achievement as a goal to be affected, the proposed requirement 
engineering model could help identify the needs that could be essential to address in 
the earlier stages of system development. Because each decision might embody a 
commitment or abandonment to stakeholders’ concerns, we stressed an active and 
reflective collaboration in the early phases using this requirement engineering model. 
Improved visibility into the requirement engineering process through the adoption of 
the open innovation concept should therefore enable better communication between 
different stakeholders. 

A number of motivating research possibilities were initiated from the result of this 
research work. For instance, how to measure and perhaps benchmark an organiza-
tion’s information system in terms of achieving sustainability goals or sustainability 
measurement could be a highly interesting topic. What the appropriate methods to 
introduce would be when doing research on the requirement engineering model with 
organization could be another interesting research question for further study. Also it 
would be interesting to study how we could utilize collaborations in a stakeholder 
network to reach sustainability, together with a system’s success and user satisfaction. 
Another research topic could be to investigate how different incentive systems could 
work in the inclusive innovation framework with the stakeholders involved in the 
process. Initiating information collection process for finding requirements from dif-
ferent user groups to measure sustainability goals through the inclusive information 
framework could be another issue that might commence from this paper. Empirical 
data collection from organizations using different information systems aiming for 
sustainable goals would be needed for this purpose. A combination of the inclusive 
innovation framework and the requirement engineering model in one unified model 
form could then be suggested, based on the findings from the empirical data analysis. 
Finally, it would also be interesting to see the possibilities to improve the usability of 
a system through measuring sustainability goals using the inclusive innovation 
framework. 
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8 Conclusions 

In this paper the inclusive innovation framework was proposed, which showed how to 
achieve sustainability goals through the design of the information system. The 
framework included universal design principles and used the concept of open innova-
tion in terms of creating a design space which was supported by a requirement engi-
neering model. The findings from this research suggested that it would be worthwhile 
to practice inclusive innovation framework for achieving sustainability goals through 
the design of an information system. While research driven innovation is pulled by 
organizations and technology based innovation is pushed towards the organizations, 
design could play an important role for adding additional values towards improved 
usability of a system that could contribute in promoting design driven innovation for 
organizations. It was shown in this paper that it could be possible to use concepts 
from HCI to build new knowledge in information system study that would permit the 
collection of empirical data for further research. 
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Abstract 

One of the major challenges in changing human behavior is dealing with the large gap between our 
action and its consequences. Persuasion for sustainable action is a complex and long procedure since 
changing the behavior for the benefits of collective society rather than the individual is a challenge. 
Although several design principles have been derived for the ease of persuasive system design, no 
specific principles have addressed the goal of persuasion to be sustainable. In this paper we have 
proposed design principles for persuasive system design for sustainability. We also have proposed a 
cognitive dissonance model to show how these principles can work from a psychological incentive. 
Success of sustainability through persuasive system design (PSD) can be triggered by following the 
model in design procedure that focuses on reducing individual dissonance towards changing a 
specific target behavior for society. 

Keywords: Persuasive technology, Design principles, Cognitive dissonance model, Sustainable HCI. 

1 Introduction 

Sustainability in the field of human-computer interaction (HCI) research has been a popular topic of 
interest in recent years, in which designing systems to change user behavior towards a sustainable 
action is one of the primary goals. Notions like “green design”, “green technologies”, and “green 
engineering” are therefore not relatively new. While green design considers changing people’s habits 
and thus reducing our ecological impacts, a powerful strategy of using persuasive design towards 
achieving green design is yet to be practiced thoroughly (Fogg, 2003). Several persuasive system 
design principles exist, although no design principles aiming for designing persuasive systems for 
sustainability are evident today, not even in the form of any theoretical framework. Since persuasion 
for sustainability is an issue that in many different ways is directly associated with users and their 
behavior, a user-centered reflection through the design principles for sustainability research is 
essential. Also sustainable HCI research seems to be occupied within the scope of sustainable 
interaction design only, although regarding user and system interaction a lot more could be done 
within the context of sustainability. Since many sustainability researches focused only on the supply 
side by neglecting the user side research, it is thus essential to understand users’ characteristics, their 
needs, and skills. In a nutshell, a user-centered approach for improved design for sustainability 
solution is necessary (Wever et al., 2008). In this paper, five design principles intended for persuasive 
system design targeting sustainability are suggested, focusing on the user understanding. With 
appropriate design principles in hand, it is, however, also important to realize how the principles will 
work in practice, to encourage the users’ behavior in the direction of sustainability. The cognitive 
dissonance theory by Festinger (1957) refers to how we use our inner drive for altering our attitude 
towards making a decision. Reducing the gap between two conflicting behaviors is usually done by 
alteration of our attitude. Also, Cooper and Fazio (1984) found that responsibility for an aversive 
event is one of the major factors in producing cognitive dissonance (Cooper and Carlsmith, 2001). We 
used these arguments as the basis of proposing a cognitive dissonance model to demonstrate how our 
proposed design principles can be used to reduce gaps between the users’ conflicting attitudes, 
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allowing them to make decisions on altering their attitude, and reducing undesirable consequences 
towards sustainable behaviors. The underlying research question considered in this paper is: ‘What are 
the design principles for designing persuasive systems aiming for sustainability and how do they fit in 
a cognitive model to be used in practice?’ The design principles were derived by means of a 
combinatorial approach. Three theoretical foundations were used as our basis of design principles 
derivation. Five unique design principles were established from these three theoretical frameworks and 
were presented in Section 3. We then argued how these design principles could work towards 
achieving sustainability in controlling the users’ dissonance by proposing a cognitive dissonance 
model for sustainability, presented in Section 4. Finally, limitations and future research possibilities 
were discussed. 

2 Background 

Persuasive design is relatively a new research field in which persuasion is the engagement of 
communicating deliberately with a clear purpose and outcome in mind (Tørning and Oinas-Kukkonen, 
2009). Persuasion can also be seen as any intentional communication. HCI researchers are often 
interested in how humans might be enabled to design computer systems that are understandable and 
usable, and how information could be collected for that kind of design. Therefore cognitive models are 
created to allow interaction (communication) between man and machines. Our perception of 
sustainability is based on the world commission on environment and development’s definition: “that it 
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs” (WCED, 1987). Sustainability is therefore the work towards minimizing or reversing the 
impact of different processes on sustainability, both present and future. This has implications for 
generational consideration and resource allocation among the living. Research dealing with only a 
component of sustainability is accelerating in many research fields including HCI (Dao et al., 2011), 
now one of the fastest growing research areas in HCI (DiSalvo et al., 2010). The sustainability 
research in information technology is often labeled as “green IT” and research in sustainable HCI is 
also focused on issues like reducing greenhouse emission and the use of resources through the design 
of artifacts to change the individual’s consumption and choice behavior (Dao et al., 2011; Dourish, 
2010). Studying user behavior has thus always been a major issue for successful design and designing 
for sustainability is not an exception in this case. Depending on technology and design, different 
persuasive goals can be attained. Thus using persuasive technology to change people’s behavior 
towards sustainable goals in an effective way is highly conceivable. An effective persuasive system 
must therefore be appropriately designed if sustainable goals are to be reached, since to pursue the 
desired goals a persuasive design approach is necessary. At the same time, the Fogg Behavior Model 
(FBM) is shown in Figure 1, which has three principal factors: motivation, ability, and triggers. A 
“trigger” must be presented if a target behavior is to occur (Fogg, 2009). 

Figure 1: Fogg’s three factor behavior model: motivation, ability, and triggers (Fogg, 2009). 
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According to Fogg (2009) both motivation and ability must exist for a behavior to follow, and 
increasing the ability could be the resolution to increase behavior performance instead of only 
increasing the motivation. A system with low ability to motivate its users therefore would need highly 
motivated users to be biased towards the targeted behavior—motivation alone is not enough to gain 
the desired behavior if a lack of ability exists. FBM thus implies that motivation and ability are 
somewhat like trade-offs, but without the appropriate trigger a behavior will not be stimulated (Fogg, 
2009). Interactive technologies like computers can work in three ways: as tools, as media, and as 
social actors. As a tool the computer must work towards making activities more efficient or easier to 
do and by motivating and influencing people’s behavior. As media, computers can convey information 
from symbols (symbolic media) and provide sensory information, e.g. audio, video, and simulation 
(sensory media) (Fogg, 2003). It becomes increasingly important to understand, analyze, and 
determine how to design persuasive systems, since society at large continues to adopt them. Persuasive 
design principles should therefore acknowledge FBM and the functional triad. In contrast, cognitive 
dissonance is one of the most heavily studied phenomena in the history of psychology, which was 
introduced by Festinger (1957) and dominated the social psychology research from the 1950s until the 
1970s. Cognitive dissonance is the discomfort created when an individual holds different elements of 
knowledge inconsistent with each other, and a change in attitudes is often the most assessed way of 
reducing psychological dissonance (Harmon-Jones and Harmon-Jones, 1997). Nevertheless, striving to 
accomplish cognitive consistency is important because inconsistency can motivate a change of 
attitude. To be able to motivate a person to change attitude and/or behavior, urge for consistency must 
be powerful enough and this could therefore be used in persuasive design. 

3 Derivation and Description of the Design Principles 

Tørning and Oinas-Kukkonen (2009) presented several design principles for supporting persuasions in 
a literature review framework. However, which design principle could be used to increase the 
possibility of persuasion towards sustainability was not addressed and the design principles were 
based on authors’ application to the operational level of the Persuasive System Design (PSD) Model 
by Oinas and Harjumaa (2009). This PSD model was considered as one of the foundations for deriving 
design principles. Likewise, Kimura and Nakajima (2011) showed five extracted design strategies that 
were used to design a persuasive application for encouraging users to reduce CO2 emissions. We also 
considered these design strategies since they were used to promote public interests in collective 
societies. Finally, design principles for sustainable system design by Mustaquim and Nyström (2013) 
were also considered. Table 1 shows how the characteristic matrix was generated from these three 
different theoretical foundations for formulating the features of our design principles. 

The Persuasion Context in 
the PSD Model (Oinas-

Kukkonen and Harjumaa, 
2009) 

Design Strategies to Promote 
Public Interest in Collectivist 

Society (Kimura and 
Nakajima, 2011) 

Sustainable System Design 
Principles (Mustaquim and 

Nyström, 2013) 

Properties of the 
Design Principles  

Intent, Strategy Mutual surveillance Following nature as a mentor 
guideline 

Equitability 

Event, Strategy Organization of group Design for majority with diversity Inclusiveness 

Intent, Event Mutual aid development Customizable system for simplicity Optimality 

Event, Strategy Anonymity Reduction of adverse effect over 
time 

Privacy 

Intent, Strategy Combined use of different 
feedback 

Understand synergies and emergent 
properties 

Transparency 

Table 1: Characteristic matrix of persuasive system design principles for sustainability. 
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Contexts in the PSD model were mapped (Column 1) to satisfy the argument that derived 
characteristics could fit into the PSD model and thereby they became viable for persuasive design. 
Design strategies by Kimura and Nakajima (2011) were mapped (Column 2) to show that the derived 
design principles can work on a public interest like sustainability. Finally, design principles from 
Mustaquim and Nyström (2013) were mapped (Column 3) since it was important to show how 
existing design principles for sustainable information technology system design could contribute 
towards generating new knowledge for designing a focused persuasive system. On Column 4 we 
showed the resulting features. Equitability was established as an intent and strategy of design that 
considered mutual behavior changes among the users towards a sustainable action. This was done by 
following nature as a mentor guideline so that the practical use of resources in design for the purpose 
of increasing reasonable performance of the individuals could be achieved. Moreover, the event of 
group organization was considered as a design strategy and event. Here inclusive design concept in 
terms of including most possible user groups in the design process was considered. To put it 
differently: the successfulness of group organization could be increased by practicing inclusiveness. A 
possibility to develop for mutual benefit by providing users the opportunities of the customization of 
design can result in an optimal design for a specific purpose that was selected as an intent and event. 
In addition, a design strategy of privacy is mapped with the anonymity in group, aiming for reducing 
different adverse effects over the course of time. Even transparency can be a design strategy for 
understanding different synergies and emerging properties that may be realized and determined with 
the combined use of different user feedback and, in particular, was mapped within the context of intent 
from the PSD model. Based on the features listed on Column 4, we proposed five design principles for 
PSD for sustainability, described in Section 3.1. 

3.1 Persuasive System Design Principles for Sustainability 

Principle 1: Practice equitability during the use of resources in design 

A good strategy in design is resource-balancing or minimization, a lesson that was in contrast learned 
from nature and can be used in understanding how individuals behave in a group. Indeed, 
sustainability is also about minimizing and balancing impact. The reasonable performance of 
individuals in a group is largely important to be initiated by design when the aim is to persuade for 
sustainability. Since users might not appreciate or see that a particular attitude or behavior is changed 
only by them or within a few users, a sense of equitability should be initiated through the design, 
which could work as a bias for individuals working in a group by shaping and balancing their 
performances. In simple terms, the equitability design principle could be justified through the proper 
use of different design resources. 

Principle 2: Diversify the design by including more users and then focus as group 

At the same time sustainability is not an issue that can be achieved by focusing only on individuals. 
Including most possible mainstream users and considering them as a group in the design process 
would allow individuals to break psychological barriers towards acting on a targeted behavior. 
Besides, it is often difficult to act as an individual in breaking different barriers. The idea of 
inclusiveness is thus important in persuasive design for sustainability. Considering the inclusiveness 
design principle can improve the possibility of including more population into the practice of a certain 
task of a specific behavior. Designing for only a few selected users by excluding others from the 
requirement analysis phase can increase the risk of a design’s becoming unsuccessful in persuasion for 
sustainability. Considering a diversified majority of multiple user groups is equally important in this 
case. 

Principle 3: Provide optimum and mutual capabilities to users through the design 

Persuasive design aiming for sustainability cannot be accomplished without the ability of users to 
contribute throughout the complete design process. Often users cannot do this because the design is 
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too complex and likewise it is not possible to customize it. Besides, users might need to interact with 
each other. Design could provide the ability of easy customization that can result in an improved, 
optimal user participation in contributing towards sustainability. The simplicity design principle can 
help initiating this. Development of different joint utilities for users could all together lead towards the 
increased ability for customization of design and thereby could result in an optimal design of a 
persuasive system for sustainability promotion or achievement. 

Principle 4: Keep user’s privacy concerns in mind throughout the design 

Privacy is not a new concern in any design but it has a different role in designing persuasive systems 
to act on users’ behavior (to make them act in a more sustainable fashion). Keeping the user’s 
behavior a secret can motivate practicing of that behavior. Sensitive issues like privacy in PSD should 
therefore be considered, practiced, and reflected upon throughout the design process. If privacy issues 
are properly designed the risk of adverse effect will be reduced. 

Principle 5: Maintain transparency in design for dealing with different outcomes 

After a persuasive system has been designed it should be transparent to its users. Different effects, 
issues, and feedback from other users are important for users of a persuasive system. These issues can 
shape the user’s behavior in the future towards using the designed system. It is therefore important to 
evaluate and understand synergies and rising issues in the design of the persuasive system. Persuasive 
system designers should therefore keep this in mind during design. This design principle can be used 
to generate strategy to understand user behavior and, in brief, can justify the target behavior aimed at 
by the design. 

4 Proposed Cognitive Dissonance Model 

A cognitive dissonance model of persuasive design for sustainability is shown in Figure 2. We used 
the three principle factors from the behavior model by Fogg (2009)—motivation, ability, and triggers 
discussed in Section 2—to understand how they can work together with our derived design principles 
for shaping a target behavior like sustainability. Our proposed model was adapted from the cognitive 
model presented by Oliver (1980). The model is shown as a form of path diagram (Figure 2) between 
design principles and elements of the behavior model and is described as follows. 

Figure 2: Cognitive dissonance model for persuasive design for sustainability 

In this model three factors from the behavior model by Fogg (2009) were considered as the elements 
of a bidirectional process. This means that when motivation can increase the ability for triggering a 
target behavior, in the same way it can work the other way around. This is because Fogg (2009) 
described that it is possible for these elements to function jointly at the same time to influence. An 
enhanced trigger aimed towards the targeted behavior could thus allow users of a persuasive system a 
higher ability (with less effort to use) to gain increased motivation. The five derived design principles 
were shown on the right side of the model (Figure 2). By practicing the equitability in design, a 
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possibility to add more users to the design thought process can be achieved. For example, if more 
users can feel that they are not the only ones in a process and there are others involved with them, then 
they can be motivated towards participating in the design process. Likewise mutual capabilities for 
users of the design could be initiated, which refers to the equitability. In the same way problems of 
changing attitude towards sustainability can be thought of as collective behavior and the ability to 
customize a system by its user could give completeness to the design in terms of its purpose of use. On 
the other hand, adding a higher number of possible users through the inclusiveness design property can 
trigger user behavior as a group that is often difficult to achieve individually. An example could be 
changing user behavior through the design of a mobile phone application, whereby users are 
persuaded to act more environmentally conscious by recycling. If users of such applications do not 
feel that they are a part of a large group of others who are also performing similar actions, then it can 
be very difficult to expect the success of such an application. In particular, the application should not 
be designed just for focused user groups but for all possible users through the practice of the 
inclusiveness principle of design. Of course users need to feel the purpose of using such an 
application, which should be equally distributed among the members of the society of which they 
individually are a part. Equitability, inclusiveness, and optimality could help in achieving that in this 
case. Issues like privacy follow afterwards and transparency in dealing with different factors will 
follow next for justifying the target behavior. The example of the mobile phone application, for 
instance, cannot be expected to be used by more users regardless of its purpose of use that is changing 
user behavior towards a sustainable action if the privacy is hampered and information is not 
transparent. Thus the equitability design principle will work towards increasing motivation and ability 
of users and inclusiveness gives the users a higher ability towards achieving the target behavior. 
Optimality in design, privacy, and transparency can be reflected through the design and can work as 
triggers that will lead towards increased motivation and thereby achieve the target behavior. The phase 
between the design principles and behavior model factors in which they are working with each other is 
the moment when sustainability achievement should take place through the use of a persuasive system. 
Users thus can be motivated towards a target behavior—sustainability in this case—since motivation, 
ability, and triggers will work on them in an improved way for shaping their behavior towards a target. 
This can be done by controlling their dissonance. For understanding how dissonance can be balanced, 
we need to consider the effects of each design principle together with the three factors of Fogg’s 
(2009) behavior model. The dissonance will be controlled towards these three factors of the behavior 
model and this can be initiated by practicing the design principles in the design process. Specifically, it 
is possible for the users to gain more motivation, the ability to achieve a task, and therefore they must 
be triggered positively and any dissonance that could prevent this happening would be reduced. 
Indeed, equitability and inclusiveness can add constant cognition in the form of justification in the 
mind of the user, which also can initiate motivation to increase the individual abilities. Similarly 
optimality can increase the importance of consonant cognition, which can reduce dissonance in a 
trigger. On the other hand, privacy and transparency can reduce the importance of dissonant 
cognitions. This can lead to enhanced triggers by controlling the dissonance towards a target behavior. 
Finally the organization of these actions can define the time period when sustainability would be 
achieved as a target behavior as seen in Figure 2. 

5 Discussions and Future Work 

The proposed cognitive model is an abstract representation of a complex phenomenon like persuasion, 
several design principles, and focused behavior change (aimed at sustainability). How our design 
principles can control cognitive dissonance and thereby persuade users towards a target behavior was 
addressed by the proposed cognitive model. It is worth mentioning here that the five design principles 
presented in this paper significantly differ from the design principles presented in one of our 
foundation frameworks by Mustaquim and Nyström (2013) inasmuch as these five design principles 
are precisely meant for designing a persuasive system for sustainability, whereas the foundation 
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framework’s design principles were generalized for designing an information technology system for 
sustainability. While sustainable HCI strongly deals with interaction design for promoting 
sustainability, previous design principles that were used as the foundation framework for this paper 
really generalized sustainability issues and did not consider a user-centered approach. Mustaquim and 
Nyström (2013) contributed IT system design principles for sustainability in a broader way and in 
simpler terms applying them to PSD for sustainability could be vulnerable. The strengths of this 
paper’s design principles are that they could contribute in reducing the framing effects in design. 
When there is no clear basis of choice, humans usually make decisions based on how easy it is to 
justify them to themselves or to others, and proper framing makes this easy to do (Anderson, 2009; 
Shafir, 1993). It is important to make the issue of sustainability an ‘easy to justify issue’ (Anderson, 
2009) for the users of a persuasive system aiming to deal with sustainability. The design principles 
described in this paper can improve and help in framing of sustainability issues to the users and thus 
support the argument by Shafir (1993). On the other hand, Cooper and Fazio (1984) looked at their 
model on dissonance in a new way and argued that dissonance arises when people see that their 
behavior is liable to create undesirable consequences (Cooper and Carlsmith, 2001). Eventually if 
there are no consequences then dissonance will not occur because of a varying behavior. The proposed 
design principles in this paper could be used to design systems that can help reducing aversive 
consequences when dealing with sustainability issues and thereby increasing the possibility of 
controlling dissonance by generating varying behavior. This supports the idea established by Cooper 
and Fazio (1984). Off course one of the important issues in persuasion is the ethics of different ways 
to promote persuasions. We believe that design principles presented in this paper will not initiate 
propaganda in design by manipulating users; instead it will contribute in giving knowledge for the 
targeted behavior. Nevertheless, empirical verification for establishing these arguments is needed, 
which will be the next major step of this research, since we in this paper wanted to show in a 
theoretical model how proposed design principles can achieve sustainability by controlling dissonance. 
Validations of these design principles or the model was not the scope. The established design 
principles are unique for PSD, since we did not find them to be addressed in the literature discussing 
persuasive design and its principles. By evaluating the design principles the proposed cognitive model 
can eventually be verified. On the contrary, other external variables like the level of abstraction in 
cognition or effect can initiate conflicts towards the success of this model and finding alternative 
routes to reduce dissonance may therefore be an important issue for improving this model. 

6 Conclusions 

In the face of rapid research and development, one remaining significant problem in PSD is the 
understanding of design strategies and principles for a system aiming towards a focused target 
behavior. This understanding is still in its early stage. The issue of sustainability with this respect is 
especially a critical one, because it is reflected through the collective behavior of groups in a society. 
Using a sustainable system does not guarantee that its users will change their behavior towards 
sustainability and the design can play a crucial role in shaping the user influence. While several 
approaches exist to persuade a more sustainable attitude through the design, the appropriate design 
strategies with emphasis on the user are missing. In this paper five design principles of PSD for 
sustainability have been proposed and derived from existing theoretical frameworks to establish a 
cognitive model to explain how dissonance can be reduced for making decisions about sustainability 
as the focused target behavior. The basis of the proposed cognitive model was three principle factors 
from a behavior model. Design principles focusing on PSD for sustainability are not the same as other 
available design principles for persuasive design. Achieving sustainability through PSD strongly 
involves user-centered research of sustainability and the proposed design principles are highly relevant 
for that. The proposed design principles and cognitive model can be used to improve the overall 
usability of a designed system to contribute towards adding new knowledge in the research of 
sustainable HCI, where the idea of PSD plays an essential role. 
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Abstract. The impact of a system development lifecycle (SDLC) often deter-
mines the success of a project from analysis to evolution. Although SDLC can 
be universally used design projects, a focused SDLC for a specific complex de-
sign issue could be valuable for understanding diverse user needs. The impor-
tance of sustainability elevation using a persuasive system is not new. Previous 
research presented frameworks and design principles for persuasive system de-
sign for sustainability, while an SDLC of sustainable system development also 
exists. However, at present no SDLC for persuasive design aiming for sustaina-
bility is evident, which was proposed in this paper. An existing sustainable 
SDLC established earlier by the authors was taken as the reference framework. 
A cognitive model with established persuasive design principles was then ana-
lyzed and mapped within the context of the reference framework to come up 
with the resulting life cycle. Finally, extensive discussions and future work pos-
sibilities were given. 

Keywords: Sustainability · SDLC ·  Persuasive System Design · Cognitive 
model · Persuasive system design for Sustainability · Life cycle for persuasive 
system design 

1 Introduction 

The search for solutions to solve the eminent problem to reach a balance and achieve 
a sustainable future is pervasive in research [15]. The research field of computer 
science has also participated in this quest, e.g. green IT and sustainable human-
computer interaction. The design of different interaction processes and the system is 
important, since badly designed systems can contribute to social and environmental 
degradation [32]. The design phase of a system is often considered to be the core of 
information systems research since it could be considered the construction of a socio-
technical system—the artificial [31]. A computer-mediated persuasive system is thus 
a socio-technical system created with a specific purpose in a defined context based on 
certain assumptions. The pattern of existing persuasive technology has been criticized 
in recent years as not being adequate for sustainable system-design solutions [4], [19]. 
The nature of persuasive system aiming for sustainability has been limited within a 
certain scope of interests and therefore a call for expanding the possibilities of using 
large-scale system design and long-term design problems were identified to be the 
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most important upcoming challenges for the individual sustainable human-computer 
interaction (HCI) researchers and the sustainable HCI community as a whole [4]. Al-
so, since there is a considerable difference between green design and green engineer-
ing, a building of knowledge for the green-design domain, originating from green 
engineering, is important and to fill this gap is a challenge for the designers. For pro-
moting sustainability goals, both green design and green engineering are important 
and the role of persuasive design has already been known to be an effective and po-
werful design strategy for green-design issues. However, while the possibilities and 
scopes of sustainability need to be broadened for an effective use of persuasive de-
sign, it is at the same time important to realize what the appropriate and right design 
procedure could be, because a design process can become more complicated for the 
designers as the complexity and size of a problem increases. Selecting the right me-
thodologies would therefore play a vital role for an organization to be successful by 
means of their design in terms of productivity; the demands along with a fast and pre-
dictable return on investment. System development life cycle (SDLC) is a type of 
model that could play a critical role in the development of complex systems. Building 
an appropriate SDLC is difficult for a specific type of information system (IS) design 
since it involves and requires careful preparation and administration to guarantee the 
standard and the quality of an end design that delivers a robust, effective, and efficient 
system that ensures what it is supposed to do. Nevertheless, doing this successfully 
could help IS designers and analysts to compare different parameters and factors of 
the designed system to take critical decisions, such as selecting between different 
available design options. Expenses like time and cost usually play a major role in the 
development of IS and proper SDLC would estimate these factors properly for the 
effectiveness and efficiency of an organization’s design policy. 

With the demanding nature of complex persuasive system design for sustainability, 
it would be appropriate to have a specific SDLC that could ensure a reduction of 
complexity during the design process, resulting in a successful end design for the us-
ers. Although an eight-step design process of persuasive design was presented by 
Fogg [12] that was more like some general guidelines and was established from dif-
ferent practical industrial design success demonstrations. While Fogg [12] played the 
part of a pioneer and major contributor to persuasive design, designers were still not 
specifically informed of what should be a general design flow of persuasive design. 
With several guidelines and design structures along with a few evident design prin-
ciples [3], [6], [20], [23], [28], an SDLC for persuasive design with sustainability 
goals could not be found to be described by researchers in academia or to be used by 
practitioners to date. This was the underlying rationale behind this research paper, in 
which we have proposed an SDLC for persuasive system design for sustainability, 
and the formulated underlying research question of this paper is thus: ‘What are the 
appropriate design phases that need to be associated in a persuasive system design 
aiming for sustainability?’ To answer this research question two previously estab-
lished theoretical frameworks were selected and used as a basis on which to constitute 
our theoretical framework, for which an SDLC for a persuasive system for sustaina-
bility was proposed in a methodological form. 
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This paper is divided into six sections. A concrete background in Section 2 intro-
duces the notions of a persuasive system and sustainability along with SDLC. The 
background of the selected theoretical frameworks in this paper is then presented, 
followed by the proposed SDLC for persuasive design for sustainability in Section 3, 
in which different phases of the proposed life cycle are briefly described. Discussions 
are given in Section 4 and finally a future work direction is addressed in Section 5 
followed by the conclusion in Section 6. 

2 Background 

2.1 Persuasive Design and Sustainability 

Based on Festinger’s cognitive dissonance theory [10], persuasion as an instrument to 
change people’s attitudes and behavior is a well-explored research field in psychology 
[34]. ‘Persuasive design’ is the designing of experiences to influence people’s beha-
vior [11]. Computers can be used as persuasive technology (a study labeled by Fogg 
as ‘captology’ based on an acronym derived from ‘Computer As Persuasive Technol-
ogies’ [13]) to support persuasive design. Persuasion is defined by Fogg as “an at-
tempt to change attitudes or behavior or both (without using coercion or deception)” 
[13]. The belief in the power of persuasive information systems mediated by comput-
ers is firmly set by the collective research from Festinger [10]. Oinas-Kukkonen [26] 
showed, in research on the behavior change support system (BCSS), that the persua-
sive system-design (PSD) model is a state-of-the-art vehicle for designing and eva-
luating BCSSs. A PSD with a sustainability goal could be made to alter individual 
users’ behavior and to impact a larger part of society. Sustainable HCI has, since 
2007, been an active research area of HCI [8]. The persuasive research in the sustain-
able HCI community is mainly about shaping people’s behavior through a system. 
Computer-mediated persuasive systems could also play an important role in health-
care [17] and may be considered to facilitate personal sustainability. Recent research 
about developing a persuasive system displays a goal setting to make the user behave 
in a sustainable manner and reduce their use of resources like water or electricity, or 
to drive in a more eco-friendly way [10], [14], [18]. One problem could be the top-
down selection of measurements by the designers to calculate the users’ behavior [4]. 

Sustainability could be derived from the conception of the World Commission on 
Environment and Development (WCED) regarding sustainable development: “… that 
it meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future genera-
tions to meet their own needs” [35]. Sustainability thus works by reversing or mini-
mizing the effect and impact of different human-induced processes. Sustainability can 
be seen as a complex and dynamic problem, not only linked to the environment but 
also a way to better understand the possible complexity to use the quadruple bottom 
line (QBL). QBL relates sustainability to environmental/practical, personal/spiritual, 
and social needs with which economic concerns—the economic is not seen as natural 
condition of being a human but as a human construction—mediate the ability to satis-
fy these three needs [33]. This implies a need of a holistic view regarding sustainabili-
ty. In previous research conducted by Nyström and Mustaquim [24] the importance of 
a holistic view of sustainability is emphasized in order to be able to capture this men-
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tioned complexity of sustainability and the multiple dimensionalities that must be 
considered in the design of a system to make it stand a chance of successfully reach-
ing sustainable goals. 

2.2 System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 

Many different system development methodologies exist and the SDLC is one of 
them. An SDLC can be used together with different development models, e.g. the 
classical waterfall model, the joint application model, and rapid application develop-
ment (RAD). Due to the complexity of system development, the predictive waterfall 
model has emphasized the use of iterative lifecycle models [22]. The models can be 
mixed into hybrids, e.g. something that seems to be more prevalent than the concept 
of methodology in the traditional systematic sense [21]. For the ease of understanding 
this, in this paper the classic waterfall model introduced by Royce [29] is used. How-
ever, with several models the methodological complexities arise and it might be ne-
cessary to use multiple models for addressing different complex design issues in a 
system-design setup. The development of unique SDLC for a focused system-design 
problem, e.g. persuasive design, could thus be beneficial as it would reduce different 
complexities associated through the use of multiple models. For example, Pollard 
et al. blended SDLC with Information Technology Service Management (ITSM) life 
cycle concepts [27]. The main feature of SDLC is the use of different phases that are 
used in the system development process. The number of phases can vary, but often 
consist of: feasibility study, systems investigation, analysis, design, development, 
implementation, and maintenance [2]. Once the deliveries from one phase are 
reached, the next phase can begin or an iterative process may be initiated [2]. The 
process of design could be simplified into three main activities: “the need identifica-
tion”, “the development of a solution”, and “the implementation of the solution” [7]. 

2.3 Theoretical Background 

A cognitive dissonance model (based on PSD) aimed at persuasive design for sustai-
nability was developed and presented by Mustaquim and Nyström [24]. The model 
includes five principles: equitability, inclusiveness, optimality, privacy, and transpa-
rency, which have an impact on three persuasive factors identified by Fogg [11]: mo-
tivation, ability, and triggers that work in a bidirectional way. By including equitabili-
ty in the design, potential users would contribute to the thinking concerning the de-
sign process and designing inclusiveness can manifest possibilities that the system 
will facilitate regarding a group rather than an individual. One example is to make 
things more fun and engaging, as in gamification with the goal of changing consum-
ers’ consumption behavior [16]. Targeting the optimum design would make an end 
system inclusive and would increase the possibility of customizing for gaining the 
most possible effect. The other two principles—privacy and transparency—will fol-
low and are crucial to guaranteeing a successful persuasive system, since the user 
must trust and be fully aware of the content and the possible results that their interac-
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tions will give, thereby guaranteeing that they feel secure to use and give information 
to the system. 

The developed framework for SDLC [25] is composed of three phases: definition, 
development, and operation. In the definition phase the analysis and design is made 
and it is important to consider the simplicity and flexibility that would maximize the 
system benefits and targets. It is important to be aware of the difficult balance of re-
quirements for the future, since too little will make the system lack capabilities and be 
future proof, although on the other hand too many requirements will make the system 
too complex and expensive to construct and maintain in the future. The development 
phase includes implementation and maintenance and in this the practice of design for 
all is of uttermost importance since with a maximization of additional users who are 
involved in the process, the better the system will be and will have an increased pos-
sibility to reach sustainability targets. In the development phase important tradeoffs 
must be considered, e.g. functionality versus cost and time. Also important synergies 
must be identified that could be combined with properties and considerations taken 
from the definition phase. The operation phase consists of maintenance and planning 
and of importance here is the sustainability impact-assessment, since it will measure 
the outcome of sustainability and decide the direction and future of the system. It will 
also be concerned with long-term intergenerational issues that will influence the de-
velopment to tackle newly discovered problems facing the sustainable IS. 

3 Proposed System Development Life Cycle 

As mentioned in Section 2.3, our theoretical foundation for proposing an SDLC for 
persuasive system design for sustainability was based on two previous research 
frameworks. The design principles and cognitive dissonance model by Mustaquim 
and Nyström [24] was the first one and a sustainable system development life cycle 
(SSDLC) proposed by Nyström and Mustaquim [25] was the second theoretical basis. 
These were reflected in proposing an SDLC in this paper on the basis of the classical 
SDLC. The proposed SDLC was shown in Figure 1. Different phases associated with 
the proposed life cycle were explained and discussed in this section along with the 
context of classical SDLC. 

Motivation. The motivation phase could be compared with the definition phase of the 
SSDLC in parallel with the development life cycle that was shown in Figure 1. Dif-
ferent phases are associated with the analysis and design phase of the classical SDLC. 
Minimization of resources in design was included here as stages of procedure, since 
resources for developing systems are always scarce and tradeoff decisions are always 
necessary. Understanding the individual behavior of the user group is important for 
reasoning what sustainability could achieve in a focused user group. What sustainabil-
ity is for most users might be simply switching towards some green behavior in the 
form of a low-hanging fruit while the appeal through the design for sustainability 
could mean a lot more than this and might make a larger impact towards sustainability 
and may impact different levels, such as the community or organizations, and not 
merely at an individual level. At the same time, fulfilling the need of the users has 
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challenges in sustainability and may reach a set sustainability goal. The system should 
therefore be easy to modify and reconfigure, to fit individual needs; something that 
could be guaranteed by iteration of the previous stage. The more users that use the 
system the better, since their different abilities can be detected and the strengths and 
weaknesses of the system can be found. Problems could be solved in an appropriate 
way. Trust is always an important issue for users and the transparency of how 
collected data will be handled is central to building a trust and thereby creating the 
user interaction with the system. Different options should be possible for the user to 
choose from since individuals have different preferences and the features of the sys-
tem could require different needs of keeping user data private. For a healthcare sys-
tem designed for persuasion of behavior towards sustainability on a personal level, the 
privacy could be of uttermost importance and even regulated by laws. On the other 
hand, in other settings the sharing of data among users could be important and might 
enhance the ability to participate and help each other towards a sustainable goal. 
Since a combination of technology and behavior design result persuasive technology, 
it is very important to remember that individuals might have a different threshold lev-
el for their behavior to be modified. This is particularly important for the ability phase 
since it would define the micro or macro persuasion in design since any required 
policy alternation based on user capabilities and privacy could create value through 
the overall end design or generate certain features in design to persuade.       

Triggers. The trigger phase is analogous to the operation phase of the SSDLC, and is 
comparable with planning in the classical SDLC. The design should be ready for dif-
ferent outcomes and the transparency of the design plays an important role in enabling 
this. Since the design of the artificial is a constructed socio-technical system made for 
persuasion towards a set sustainability goal and is a complex system, the outcome can 
be difficult to predict. Systems should therefore be designed to be prepared for this. 
Some unwanted side-effects could occur, e.g. if a system to make it easier to drive 
vehicles is energy-efficient by updating the traffic route, to have as few traffic stops 
as possible and avoiding the traffic jam. This system for efficient driving could in one 
way make it more enjoyable to drive, the effect could be for users to drive more, and 
then the set sustainability goal will not be reached. This kind of unwanted outcome 
could be dealt with if the design is transparent and the system could be modified, and 
also might count other parameters. The user behavior thus needs to be persuaded a 
little to make it possible to reach the set sustainability goal; in this example, perhaps 
by including the total driven mileage when assessing the user’s behavior. The beha-
vioral, cognitive, and emotional aspects of a design should thus be properly realized 
by users. Therefore a challenge is to present a design in which the persuasion could 
take place in the form of an optimum and appropriate user experience for enhanced 
usability. These issues are very important to consider in the planning phase. These 
design issues are, however, very contextual in nature. This means that the type of user 
experiences necessary for achieving a sustainable goal could be totally independent in 
nature for two different persuasive design problems. Consequently, persuasive tech-
nology is often thought to be working as a catalyst to change the behavioral environ-
ment and hence impact the change of the behavior of the users of a system. So, the 
planning phase would also focus on identifying new problems, which would then be 
taken into consideration as a next-design problem. This also is therefore a step asso-
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ciated with the trigger stage. Whether the new problem should be solved by keeping 
users in a non-coercive PSD category or if the design should work as a trigger for 
users  
intentionally, in an adoptive or interactive and easy or difficult way, etc. should be 
completely taken into consideration while identifying new problems in this phase of 
the life cycle. This should be done by also exploring the causes for which the identi-
fied problems could not be solved, based on those design criteria. 

4 Discussions 

Designing a socio-technical system like a persuasive system for sustainability is impor-
tant, since it is going to try to make an impact by bringing about changes and is not only 
trying to make sense of the world, as Carlsson et al. [5] denoted to be the core of design-
science research. The established SDLC of Persuasive Design for Sustainability was an 
effort to introduce a novel methodology that could be used to design solutions that con-
front the problems of developing a persuasive system that changes people’s behavior 
towards a set goal like sustainability. While the call for the compulsion of sustainable 
HCI research on the environmental sphere of sustainability is inevitable, Dourish [9] 
pointed out the need of accompanying sustainable HCI research through different theo-
ries and concepts for broadening its context. The proposed methodology in the form of a 
life cycle for persuasive design could thus be seen as one of such accompanying frame-
works to impose on existing work and design relating to a persuasive design for sustaina-
bility. Three phases of the suggested SDLC are important and have different properties 
and challenges that need to be solved. No almighty solution that is working in all differ-
ent contexts will ever be found, as sustainability is a very complex and contextual issue. 
One of the strengths of the proposed SDLC is that it would help designers and system 
analysts to look into the subjective criteria for sustainable goals instead of objective 
criteria, which, according to Huber and Hilty [16] often is the case and thus critical for  
persuasive technology. Several important subjective criteria like deep thinking, wide 
collaboration, respecting values of users, preventing users from acting on values, improv-
ing relationships between technology and sustainable social change, etc. and their impor-
tance in persuasion for sustainability through advancing the sustainable HCI research was 
addressed by Silberman et al. [30]. We believe that the practice of our proposed SDLC 
would be able to address these issues for improving sustainability goals through persua-
sive design. Nevertheless, it is very important to understand the different outcomes that 
the choice of the sustainability goal will have on the development and efficiency and 
effectiveness of the development process, as well as the management of the running sys-
tem. It is central to acknowledge the importance by keeping in mind that the persuasive 
system must not be static, but instead must be able to meet new technological trends, user 
preferences, and changes in the collected knowledge about sustainability and its effects. 
We believe that the proposed SDLC methodology has these features addressed and could 
thus be used in the long run to persuade people towards the set sustainability goal. 

Our theoretical reference frameworks [21, 22] are structured on an advanced con-
cept of universal design (UD), in which the notion of UD was used beyond the scope 
of its traditional practice-accessibility. Therefore the concept of UD could be used to 
expose a new dimension in persuasion by expanding its traditional concept. UD could 
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add new values in generating new design principles for persuasive design. For in-
stance, understanding simplicity, intuitiveness, and reduced effort during the use of 
persuasive systems could be redefined in the persuasion context, which in turn could 
help in developing new cognitive models for persuasive design. Such an attempt was 
demonstrated in our reference framework, in the work of Mustaquim and Nyström 
[24]. Based on this it would be possible to establish new driving factors as design 
parameters through the practice of the proposed life cycle in a specific design setup. 

About the utility of our proposed SDLC, it is still highly theoretical and contextual at 
this stage of the research. No doubt that persuasion is a complex phenomenon and sustai-
nability also is a delicate issue. Combination of these two could be more delicate in dif-
ferent cases and the proposed SDLC could be used to ease such complexities. For exam-
ple, Aleahmad et al. [1], discussed the impact of direct and indirect persuasion on sus-
tainable attitudes. When it is necessary to result in this kind of complex persuasion 
through the design, then the proposed SDLC could be useful for identifying proper user 
needs and thus could contribute towards achieving sustainability through a successful 
system design. Also, even though persuasive technology could be a powerful tool for 
engaging stakeholders with sustainable behavior it is still important that they are already 
aware and convinced about the importance of sustainability, since failure to do so would 
make them not to choose a persuasive technology to use [1]. The proposed SDLC could 
be a key tool in this respect for handling these types of issues throughout its different 
phases and thereby make sure that the end design would be ready to be accepted by us-
ers. 

Ethics have always been an important issue in discussing persuasive design. While 
achieving sustainability goals through design is important, it is also significant to re-
member that any higher power in design decision should not be misused to initiate un-
wanted impacts on user actions for any commercial success only for organizations. The 
proposed SDLC could be used to identify sensitive issues and factors in design in the 
direction of subsidizing the ethical aspects of design in persuasion for sustainability. 

Further, the tendency of quickly switching to a green solution and changing human 
behavior towards green materials through persuasive design is often seen as a quick 
methodological fix towards achieving sustainability, which should really be prevented 
from occurring since this is and should not be the only perception of sustainability or 
sustainable action. The proposed life cycle would be able to realize other different 
issues that could be associated with a focused sustainability problem. It could then be 
solved using persuasive system design to be identified truly as persuasion towards 
sustainability goals. The research question addressed in the introduction section could 
thus be answered here by stating that one way to successfully design persuasive sys-
tems for sustainability could be to follow the proposed SDLC. And yet, system de-
signers alone should not be expected to be benefited by the use of the proposed life 
cycle to claim the end design to be successful, since, as mentioned earlier, sustainabil-
ity is a multifaceted complex issue and active involvement of different stakeholders 
from our collective society is centrally focused on the optimistic change of attitude 
towards this issue through the persuasive design. 
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5 Future Research 

The proposed SDLC opened up some interesting research opportunities worth mention-
ing. First of all, this life cycle could be followed to design a program intending persua-
sion for sustainability. Then it could be compared with a system that was developed 
without following this process. The feasibility of using the proposed life cycle could then 
be realized. Likewise, systems designed by following two different processes could go 
through usability studies to see the impact of a design process on the end sustainability 
goal. New methodologies could thus be formulated for shaping the success of the pro-
posed SDLC. Secondly, the context of sustainability could be realized in an improved 
way through the practice of this life cycle. Subsequently changing user behavior through 
design is not enough only in persuasion; what other factors could be important to consid-
er in the design could be realized in different phases of the design process. Finally, the 
proposed life cycle could give system designers a new way of looking into the evaluation 
of sustainability. Since new entities of sustainability could be realized during the design 
process, they could also be evaluated later for measuring sustainability. On the other 
hand, new entities would be able to contribute towards developing or improving design 
principles for persuasive design. 

6 Conclusions 

This paper has considered reflecting through two previously established frameworks 
of a cognitive dissonance model for persuasive design for sustainability and an SDLC 
process in design for sustainability. These frameworks were analyzed and mapped 
together to formulate a new SDLC, pointing in the direction of persuasive system 
design for sustainability. The new framework was then explained and discussed with-
in the context of persuasive system design aiming for sustainability. Despite the fact 
that changing the user’s behavior or actions towards sustainability is concerned with 
what the concept of classical persuasive design is built on, within the context of sus-
tainable HCI this perception is rapidly taking a shift. At the same time, available 
technologies are peaking, fast improving and altering. This reality will force and lead 
organizations that are facing new, tougher competitions and challenges in design. 
A proper SDLC, in hand as a systematic methodology, could be a fit within the exist-
ing structure of organizations, making it easier for them to identify the right problems 
faster and to answer their internal demands on different design solutions. The underly-
ing philosophy behind the pillar of this paper—universal design—should also thus be 
mainstreamed, escaping from its traditional practice and one of such examples is 
shown in this paper and its reference to theoretical frameworks. With the trending 
shift of sustainable HCI and persuasive design for sustainability together with the 
research towards large-scale design problems and design for everyday use, the 
proposed SDLC in this paper could be highly promising in contributing to and sup-
porting organizations and designers, focusing upon issues like persuasive design for 
sustainability. The proposed persuasive design life cycle of sustainability in the form 
of a methodology thus demands empirical verification for further interesting results. 
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